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Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM) is one of the fundamental problems
in mobile robotics and addresses the reconstruction of a previously unseen environment
while simultaneously localising a mobile robot with respect to it. For visual-SLAM,
the simplest representation of the map is a collection of 3D points that is sparse and
efficient to compute and update, particularly for large-scale environments, however it
lacks semantic information and is not useful for high-level tasks such as robotic grasping
and manipulation. Although methods to compute denser representations have been
proposed, these reconstructions remain equivalent to a collection of points and therefore
carry no additional semantic information or relationship. Man-made environments
contain many structures and objects that carry high-level semantics and can potentially
act as landmarks of a SLAM map, while encapsulating semantic information as
opposed to a set of points. For instance, planes are good representations for feature
deprived regions, where they provide information complimentary to points and can
also model dominant planar layouts of the environment with very few parameters.
Furthermore, a generic representation for previously unseen objects can be used as a
general landmark that carries semantics in the reconstructed map. Integrating visual
semantic understanding and geometric reconstruction has been studied before, however
due to various reasons, including high- level geometric entities in the SLAM framework
has been restricted to a slow, offline structure-from-motion context, or high-level
entities merely act as regulators for points in the map instead of independent landmarks.
One of those critical reasons is the lack of proper mathematical representation for
high-level landmarks and the other main reasons are the challenge of detection and
tracking of these landmarks and formulating an observation model – a mapping
between corresponding image observable quantities and estimated parameters of the
representations.
In this work, we address these challenges to achieve an online real-time SLAM
framework with scalable maps consisting of both sparse points and high-level structural
and semantic landmarks such as planes and objects. We explicitly target real-time
x
performance and keep that as a beacon which influences critically the representation
choice and all the modules of our SLAM system. In the context of factor graphs,
we propose novel representations for structural entities as planes and general unseen
and not-predefined objects as bounded dual quadrics that decompose to permit clean,
fast and effective real-time implementation that is amenable to the nonlinear least-
square formulation and respects the sparsity pattern of the SLAM problem. In this
representation we are not concerned with high-fidelity reconstruction of individual
objects, but rather to represent the general layout and orientation of objects in
the environment. Also the minimal representations of planes is explored leading
to a representation that can be constructed and updated online in a least-squares
framework. Another challenge that we address in this work is to marry high-level
landmark detections based on deep-learned frameworks, with geometric SLAM systems.
Due to the recent success of CNN-based object detections and also depth and surface
normal estimations from single image, it is feasible now to detect and estimate these
semantic landmarks from single RGB images, therefore leading us seamlessly from
RGB-D SLAM system to pure monocular SLAM thanks to the real-time predictions
of the trained CNN and appropriate representations. Furthermore, to benefit from
deep-learned priors, we incorporate high-fidelity single-image reconstructions and
hallucinations of objects on top of the coarse quadrics to enrich the sparse map
semantically, while constraining the shape of the coarse quadrics even more. Pertinent
to our beacon, proposed landmark representations in the map also provide the potential
for imposing additional constraints and priors that carry crucial semantic information
about the scene, without incurring great extra computational cost. In this work, we
have explored and proposed constraints such as priors on the extent and shape of the
objects, point-plane regularizer, plane-plane (Manhattan assumption), and plane-object
(supporting affordance) constraints.
We evaluate our proposed SLAM system extensively using different input sensor
modalities from RGB-D to monocular in almost all publicly available benchmarks both
indoors and outdoors to show its applicability as a general-purpose SLAM solution. The
extensive experiments show the efficacy of our SLAM through different comparisons and
ablation studies including high-level structures and objects with imposed constraints
among them in various scenarios. In particular, the estimated camera trajectories have
been improved significantly in varied sequences of visual SLAM datasets and also our
own captured sequences with UR5 robotic arm equipped with a depth camera. In
addition to more accurate camera trajectories, our system yields enriched sparse maps
xi
with semantically meaningful planar structures and generic objects in the scene along
with their mutual relationships.
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In this chapter we motivate the research with a brief background and overview of our
problem in this thesis. The summary of the key contributions and the outline of the
thesis comes at the end.
1.1 Motivation
As the evolution of eye in species led to a visually guided intelligent behavior, the
computer vision and robotics researchers aim to create the ability of visual understand-
ing for robots and artificial agents in order to make their real-world interactions more
intelligent. Creating robots that “see and understand” the world is not conceivable
without two fundamental capabilities: understanding the scene geometrically and
interpreting it semantically.
Geometric understanding or reconstruction of the scene is the ability to infer and
retrieve the three-dimensional structure of the scene using only the perceived two-
dimensional projections of the world on image frames, while localizing with respect to
the modeled map of the scene. This geometric modeling is essential for any complex
task that involves physical interactions with the real world, such as navigation and
motion planning in different types of mobile robots from domestic vacuum cleaners to
industrial robotic arms, autonomous cars, mining vehicles, or even modern applications
such as Augmented Reality (AR). On the other hand, semantic scene understanding is
the ability to infer any higher level semantics or relational information out of the 2D
observations of the scene. Again all complicated visual robotic or virtual tasks require
the level of semantic understanding close to human level in order to identify various
objects in the scene and infer their relationships. For instance in the recent appealing
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area of autonomous vehicles, the systems are expected to identify pedestrians or other
cars in order to reason about their behavior and control the car accordingly to avoid
any mishap.
Geometric reconstruction of the environment emerges in different problem setups
due to various reasons, such as sensor modalities, online or offline streams of captured
images, map representations, etc. It typically involves multi-views of the scene in order
to compensate for the inherent ambiguity of the projected observations or problems
such as occlusions. The main categories of the geometric reconstruction problem are
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) and Structure from Motion (SfM)
methods. In the latter methods, input captured images are processed in an offline
manner, while visual SLAM methods operate in an online incremental fashion and
refine the reconstructed map and camera trajectory gradually by observing more
images of the scene. The modality of the input stream depends on the imaging
equipment and varies from monocular and stereo to RGB-Depth sensors. In both of the
mentioned categories, 3D reconstruction needs sufficient geometric and photometric
correspondences in multiple views to retrieve the vanished information, while localizing
the camera/robot pose in the reconstructed map. The density of these correspondences
leads to different map representations from sparse to semi-dense and dense maps. Dense
map reconstruction captures larger portions of the scene however it depends heavily
on the quality of per-pixel matching and even with the recent success of deep learning
methods, because of limited texture and poor photometric conditions or distortions in
captured images, they are restrained to room-scale applications. Furthermore, these
methods have high computational and memory cost that limits them to almost non
real-time scenarios. On the contrary, sparse representations are computationally more
tractable, more robust, and scalable to city-scale applications and widely used in
autonomous robots and augmented reality applications. In the particular interest of
this thesis we are interested in the sparse real-time SLAM methods.
Semantic scene understanding contains all the methods that extract high-level
information present in the captured image of the scene. This high-level information
can be any semantic cue regarding the identity of objects (for instance indoor furni-
tures, outdoor facilities, persons, etc), temporal action recognition, physical or causal
relationships, or even understanding 3D structure of the scene from a single image.
The wide-range of these applications can be categorized in three main streams: object
detections (detecting objects in 2D or 3D with/without pose estimation), image classifi-
cation, and semantic segmentation. All of these streams involve estimating or learning
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a mapping from image features to some desired higher-level space, such as object
semantics, object relations (such as spatial relationships encoded in scene graphs),
etc. In traditional methods, features required for these applications are handcrafted
in a task-specific manner, however recently deep neural networks and particularly
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) enable learning general features applicable
for these visual tasks and surpass almost all traditional methods. In this work, we
are interested in detecting objects in the scene and identifying their semantics, along
with extracting the dominant planar structure of the scene and their relationships that
is well-known as Manhattan world assumption for indoor environments. In addition
to the semantics and planar structures, we are also keen to extract the high-fidelity
reconstruction of objects from single images and use them as prior knowledge, analogous
to humans that are able to hallucinate the occluded part of the objects seen only from
a single view.
Combining scene understanding and geometric reconstruction (in our interest,
SLAM) has widely been at the center of attention of both computer vision and robotics
researchers, but has never been this close to realization, thanks to deep learning. The
mixture of semantic and geometric understanding together in one framework has vital
importance in any autonomous behavior of artificial agents. For instance, a driver-less
car is required to know “what” is in front of the car and “where” is the location and
pose of that to reason about further control actions. It is necessary for an intelligent
humanoid robot to recognize the identity of objects and poses of them if it is expected
to manipulate and deliver them to a human counterpart.
Two different approaches are conceivable for combining geometric reconstruction
as visual SLAM and semantic understanding of the scene. The first approach, which
is more traditional and we call it semantic mapping, utilizes SLAM as a backbone of
the map building and localization and then performs semantic scene understanding as
post-processing to reason about high-level content of the map. In other words, after
establishing a 3D model of a scene and localizing with respect to that map with a
SLAM pipeline, a mapping is inferred from the 3D map to a desired semantic space.
An standard example of this approach is parsing the scene, detecting or segmenting
3D objects after reconstructing the map. The second approach, which we call semantic
SLAM, attempts to jointly infer and optimize/refine geometric reconstructions and
semantic awareness of the scene simultaneously. In the context of SLAM, this approach
is translated to detecting high-level semantically meaningful landmarks in the scene, not
only points, and represent them appropriately in the SLAM framework, while refining
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them incrementally and when possible imposing or inferring high-level relationships
among these landmarks. In this approach, both geometric reconstruction and scene
understanding have mutual influence on each other simultaneously in a multitude of
ways from data-association to tracking and bundle-adjustment (optimization of all
landmarks and camera poses together after gradual inclusion of them in the map).
One of the major impediments to the second approach is the ability to detect and
match high-level entities and landmarks in the input image stream. Deep learning
achievements in this area eliminates these obstacles in favor of the second approach
and makes it more successful than the first one both in geometric reconstruction and
semantic inference. For the scope of this thesis, we focus on the second approach to
jointly reason about SLAM and semantically meaningful entities.
In this thesis, we propose novel representations for high-level structural and semantic
entities to seamlessly integrate them into the sparse SLAM framework, in order
to enrich the sparse point-based map with structural landmarks like planes and
semantic landmarks like objects, while improving the accuracy of the SLAM in terms
of the camera pose trajectory without incurring huge computational and memory cost,
keeping the performance near real-time. We also propose new geometric and semantic
constraints between the landmarks present in the scene, such as the Manhattan world
assumption and supporting affordances, and refine the landmarks and camera poses
in a unified bundle-adjustment framework. To move from RGB-D input modality to
purely monocular SLAM system, we take advantage of the achievements of CNNs to
detect, estimate, and track these landmarks in the monocular case. Hence our main
idea is incorporating geometrically and semantically meaningful entities and constraints
along with on demand high-fidelity reconstructions in different input modalities, from
RGB-D to purely monocular, in a sparse graph-based SLAM system. The following
section provides a brief background of our problem in the areas of sparse SLAM,
landmark representations, and object-based SLAM. We also review the literature of
these concepts in more detail in Chapter 2. At various points of the next section we
also discuss our contributions and the way that they fit in the storyline of this thesis.
1.2 Background and Overview
Retrieving the lost 3D information of the scene from an array of numbers which a
projective camera “sees” as a 2D image of the scene, is a daunting task for computer
vision researchers who commonly deal with inverse problems, such as this task known
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generally as geometric reconstruction. Understanding the geometry of the scene
has a wide range of applications in robotics and computer vision, such as mobile
robot motion planning and navigation, domestic or industrial robotic manipulation,
autonomous vehicles, Augmented Reality (AR) applications. To reconstruct the 3D
point corresponding to an observed 2D key-point on the image plane, multiple views
of that point must be captured (over time by moving camera or simultaneously in a
stereo or multi-camera rig) to enable triangulation for estimating the location of the
point in 3D space. It is essential to match multiple observations of the same landmark
in acquired images (known as the data association problem) before the process of
geometric reconstruction.
In some applications such as localization, where the aim is to determine the camera’s
relative pose or camera’s trajectory (known as Visual Odometry), maintaining and
recovering the set of rigid landmarks in the map is unnecessary and relative pose of
the subsequent camera frames can be estimated by marginalizing out the landmarks
([26], [15]). However in geometric reconstruction we are interested in estimating both
the camera poses and landmarks in the map, classified in two problem setups: visual
Structure from Motion (SfM) and Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM).
The goal of SfM problem is to reconstruct the 3D map and camera poses from a set of
images where there are no particular temporal or ordinal relations between the images.
These methods are performed in an offline manner as a batch optimization problem to
minimize the discrepancy between the estimation of landmarks and camera poses and
their visual observations. In contrast, SLAM methods process images incrementally
(there is an order in the input stream) in real-time that makes them suitable for robotic
vision or real-time applications. In particular, SLAM is vital for autonomous mobile
robots in order to acquire the model of the environment while localizing itself within
the estimated map, by gradually observing the scene. Likewise any other estimation
problem, SfM or SLAM problems presume some reasonable assumptions to restrict the
space of feasible solutions. For instance in typical reconstruction problems, most of the
3D scene is considered rigid and brightness-invariant with respect to the perspective
viewpoint. Depending on the extent of the problem, additional assumptions are also
made such as a dominant structure in the scene or piecewise-planar assumptions mainly
in indoor environments.
In this thesis, we are focused on the “visual SLAM” category of geometric recon-
struction problem. SLAM is a well-studied problem in robotics and computer vision
([7],[1], [33]) that is traditionally formulated as a maximum a posteriori (MAP) problem
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represented as a Bayes Net. In particular we define T = {Twi }Ni=1 as the camera’s
trajectory over time, with Twi as a pose of the camera parametrized in the set of rigid
Euclidean transformations SE(3), L = {lj}Mj=1 denotes the set of landmarks which are
parametrized in their appropriate representation space, and Z = {zk}Kk=1 maintains the
set of observations of the detected landmarks, and U = {ui}N−1i=1 is the set of odometry
measurements between camera poses. Hence the solution of the SLAM problem is the
optimal MAP estimate of the following
T∗, L∗ = arg max
T,L
p(T, L | Z, U) (1.1)
where p(T, L | Z, U) is the joint probability of all latent estimate variables given all
the associated observations and measurements.
The modern formulation has been applied to SLAM problem recently ([14], [5]) after
the introduction of factor graphs ([16]) as a modern probabilistic tool for factorization
and inference over arbitrary distribution functions.
Factor graph G(V , F ; E) is a bipartite graph that explicitly determines how a global
function of multiple variables factorizes into a product of local functions ([16]). The
set of vertices representing latent variables participating in the estimation problem
is denoted by V , F is the set of factors representing the prior knowledge regarding
variable nodes or constraints between them, and E denotes the edge connections
between variable and factor nodes. An example of a factor graph denoting a classic
SLAM problem is depicted in Fig 1.1 where joint probability distribution of the MAP
estimation problem is factorized as a product over observation factors.
Using the notion of factor graphs, the classical SLAM estimation problem shown in
Equation 1.1 can be rewritten ([5]) without odometry measurements as follows:
T∗, L∗ = arg max
T,L









where hk is the factor of observing landmark lj from the camera pose of Twi as zk
(sensor model), and ∥x∥2Σ is the squared Mahalanobis norm of vector x with covariance
matrix Σ, and ⊖ is the desired difference operator defined in the measurement space.








Fig. 1.1 A factor graph formulation of a typical visual-SLAM problem that contains
Bundle Adjustment (BA). The camera poses are represented as Twi and landmarks
are denoted as lj. The observations of the landmarks from different camera poses are
represented as zk and ui is the odometry between two camera poses, if there is any.
The prior knowledge about the initial pose of the camera is denoted as a prior factor p0.
The joint probability distribution of the corresponding MAP problem can be written
as the product of the depicted factors.
Utilizing factor graphs provides an elegant probabilistic tool to intuitively de-
scribe and formalize different SLAM problems with novel landmarks and observa-
tions/constraints.
Modern SLAM systems consists of two components: “back-end” and “front-end”
([3]). So far we described the back-end component whose objective is optimizing the
factor graph problem to yield the optimum estimate for variable nodes, consisting of
camera poses and landmark states. This back-end optimization refines the initialize
estimate of the camera poses and landmark states in two situations: (1) after including
a new key-frame (a live frame which has less considerable overlap with preceding
frames) to the factor graph by considering a “local neighborhood” of that key-frame in
the graph, that we call local bundle adjustment, and (2) after detecting a loop closure
by considering the whole graph, that we call global bundle adjustment.
The back-end optimization happens at an abstract level and typically is unaware of
the sensor modalities and equipments of gathering input information for the system.
Although the back-end is robust to false association to a certain degree, the task of
data association for matching observations and landmarks, initializing the estimate of
variables, and in general extracting the factor graph from the raw sensory information
takes place in the front-end. Hence the front-end is sensor modality-specific and in
general task-specific. For instance the front-end might use different interest point
feature descriptors according to the application varying from SIFT([18]), ORB([30]),
or even deep-leaned features.
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The appropriate representation for camera pose and different kinds of landmarks
has a profound effect on the performance of the SLAM problem and one of outcomes
of this thesis is the emphasis on the fact that “representation matters” for the SLAM
systems. While representation of the camera pose depends on the degrees of freedom
(DoF) of motion of the camera (in 3D environment it is typically considered as rigid
Euclidean transformations SE(3)), many possible representation for the map have been
introduced. The most widely used representation for the map is a set of sparse 3D
points that permits SLAM systems, like ORB-SLAM ([22]), to benefit from the sparsity
in the structure of the factor graph problem and efficiently solve the optimization
problem with well established and effective sparse solvers ([4]). While sparse point-
based SLAM systems are successful in city-scale environments, they are not useful
for high-level robotic tasks such as grasping, motion and path planning, and virtual
applications.
There has been efforts to densify the map by more complex representations such
as considering significant gradient regions in the image for semi-dense mapping or
considering all pixels for representing the scene by a set of surfaces for dense mapping.
However these methods are still limited to room-scale or building-scale environments
while very expensive in terms of computation and memory ([9, 8, 25, 27, 24]). Even
when provided sufficient computational resources, these methods generate maps that
remain equivalent to a cluster of points and carry no additional high-level semantic
information.
In this thesis, as expressed in Section 1.1, we aim to develop a SLAM system
that has the advantages of sparse SLAM systems in city-scale and near real-time
performance while integrating high-level semantically meaningful landmarks to not
only densify the map with these complex entities but also to create a framework for
mutual interaction among geometric reconstruction and semantic scene understanding
that eventually leads to more accurate camera trajectory and maps. Joint geometric
and semantic understanding of the scene by encapsulating semantic information and
relationships in structural primitives and objects, is the core of this thesis that yields
a real-time SLAM system working in different (RGB-D and monocular) modalities.
Our main tool for formulation of the back-end of these different SLAM systems is the
mentioned factor graph mechanism. The main challenge in introducing these high-level
landmarks is proposing novel mathematical representations that can seamlessly permit
them to be integrated in the least-squares formulation of the sparse factor graph. To
do so we propose novel representation for plane structural entities and objects to lie on
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specific manifolds with proposed incremental update rule that let the back-end of the
system be optimized in real-time (Chapters 3 and 4). As a consequence of incorporating
these landmarks, new semantic and geometric relationships (such as Manhattan world
assumption and supporting affordance) are realized as new observation or constraint
factors, enriching the semantic understanding of the scene while boosting the accuracy
of our SLAM system (Chapters 3, 4, 5). To extract the formulated factor graph from
different sensor modalities in the front-end of the system, appropriate plane detections
for different modalities are proposed (Chapters 3 and 5) and state-of-the-art deep-
learned object detectors are incorporated along with the proposed plane and object
matching schemes (Chapters 3 and 5). High-fidelity reconstructions of the objects
are combined with coarse sparse representation of the map in Chapter 5 to enrich
the real-time monocular SLAM even more and impose additional geometric/semantic
constraints on the system.
Towards the aim of this thesis, in Chapter 3 we integrate planar structural primitives
in the point-based SLAM systems. A map consisting of sparse points carries no
structural or semantic information. Considering other geometric entities like edges
or line segments has been studied ([28, 17]) as additional geometric constraints for
points, however they carry insufficient semantics while they have complicated high-
dimensional representation (6 DoF) and problematic matching/tracking algorithms.
The most convenient structural entity to incorporate in our SLAM that is widely seen
in man-made environments is planar surface that has 3 DoF. Planes as localization
and mapping landmarks have been explored recently in ([32, 13, 39]), however these
SLAM systems are only special-purpose non-real-time systems consisting of only plane
landmarks. Detecting and including planes in addition to points, provides not only
additional regularization (kind of prior knowledge) for points that lie on the planes,
but also captures large feature-deprived portions of the scene with only few parameters
which makes them “memory efficient” parametric landmarks. As representation plays
a huge role in the quality of the SLAM solution, in Chapter 3 we propose an effective
representation for planes which is amenable to factor graph formulation of sparse
point-plane SLAM. We also extend the ability to encode semantic relationships among
structural entities by considering Manhattan world assumption (the planar surfaces are
mainly mutually parallel or perpendicular to each other) for indoor structured scenes.
The appropriate constraint factors for these assumptions are proposed in Chapter 3.
The memory efficient reconstructed map in our proposed sparse point-plane SLAM
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system is illustrated for a sequence of RGB-D images in Fig 1.2 against the point-only
semantic-deprived state-of-the-art ORB-SLAM2 ([21]) reconstruction.
The most vivid representative of a semantically meaningful entity that can be used
as a landmark in indoor and outdoor scenes is an object. Towards an object-oriented
SLAM system, previous efforts have been primarily special-purpose rather than a
general-purpose large-scale system. Some works like SLAM++ ([31]) rely on predefined
object models that needs to be recognized and matched precisely which is a fundamental
limitation for extending to general unseen objects (with respect to the predefined set of
objects). Other work ([2]) admits more general objects however in a very slow offline
SfM context limited to room-scale. Also other works such as ([19], [36]) attempt to
incorporate semantics in the mapping without informing the localization. So in this
stream of works there is no joint geometric-semantic understanding, so we call them
“semantic mapping” methods instead of “semantic-aware SLAM” systems.
To incorporate semantic-carrying objects in the SLAM framework, there are spec-
trum of representations from high-fidelity models (such as polygon mesh, TSDF, voxel
grids, point clouds), which we term “non-parametric models”, to coarse representations
(such as cuboid, quadric, super-quadric), which we call “parametric models”. Three
main challenges for optimizing or refining non-parametric objects restrict them from
wide application in general purpose real-time SLAM systems: (1) to refine the object
model it is essential to represent different category of objects in a high-dimensional
manifold that even with recent advances in CNN based object reconstructions, it is a
tedious and daunting task to extract and explore this object latent space. Works such
as [31] avoid this step by assuming predefined object models; (2) data-association and
matching/tracking is extremely expensive for arbitrary high-dimensional object models,
but essential for the success of general geometric reconstitutions; (3) maintaining and
exploring non-parametric models are very expensive for memory and computational
resources that yields mostly room-scale and slow SLAM systems ([20], [2]).
In contrast, parametric models capture the desired and important specifications
of objects, are memory and computation friendly, and permit the SLAM system to
operate in real-rime and at larger scales. However prudent considerations are necessary
for the parametric object representation to not only capture semantic label, rough
3D extent and shape, and 6D pose (location and orientation), but also to make them
amenable to the least-squares framework of sparse SLAM systems that we are interested
in. Different coarse object representations have been explored such as cuboids ([38]),
bounded quadrics (quadratic surfaces, generalization of conic sections in plane) ([11]),
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Fig. 1.2 Sparse Point-Plane SLAM. The reconstructed map and estimated camera
trajectories by our proposed sparse SLAM system in Chapter 3 have been illustrated
for two challenging sequences of TUM benchmark [34]. The proposed plane landmark
representation along with the point-plane regularizer and Manhattan world assumption
as new factors permit a real-time integration of planar structures in the point-based
SLAM system in order to capture feature deprived regions such as the ones depicted
for fr3/str_notex_far. The large loop closure present in fr3/long_office sequence
boosts the localization and mapping accuracy even more for this sequence, due to
the participation of all landmarks in the global bundle adjustment. Furthermore, our
system enriches the reconstructed map with more semantically meaningful structural
landmarks with negligible computational and memory overload, while enhancing the
localization accuracy. For instance, with considerably less than 1 KB memory overload
we can represent the reconstructed maps more accurately compared with the vanilla
ORB-SLAM2 [21] which yields less interpretable sparse maps.
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super-quadrics ([6]). A compromise between simplicity and mathematical convenience
makes bounded quadrics (ellipsoids) the desired object landmark representation for our
SLAM, since among the mentioned ones it is the only bounded representation whose
perspective projection on the image plane is again a quadric but in a lower dimension
(conic section). This simplicity is exploited and explored in Chapter 4. However using
quadrics has some fundamental limitations such as initialization, matching scheme, etc,
that restrains the previous methods ([29, 11, 35]) to SfM context or quadric-only map
representations using ground-truth data associations in non-real-time live scenarios.
In Chapter 4, we address these problems by proposing novel representations and
incremental updates for dual quadrics to enable the combining of the CNN-based
object detectors with the real-time general purpose point-plane sparse SLAM system
(Chapter 3) for the first time at this scale, to the best of authors’ knowledge. In our
proposed SLAM in Chapter 4, not only we do benefit from the semantic labels of object
detections in data association, but we also use the geometric clues about the extent
and pose of the observed objects as bounding boxes. This novel point-plane-object
SLAM exploits the semantic and geometric information of CNNs to enrich the sparse
point-only map efficiently with a set of covering planes and wide variety of coarse
objects, by marrying CNNs and traditional graph-based SLAM approaches operating
in near real-time.
In addition to the seamless integration of quadrics in our SLAM, we benefit
from the coarse representation to associate the object detection with the landmarks
and also initializing the quadric estimates effectively by the proposed decoupled dual
representation (Chapter 4) to avoid ill-posed initialization problem that hinders previous
SfM and SLAM methods ([29, 11, 35]). The other consequence of the proposed dual
quadrics is the introduction of the supporting affordance in the sparse SLAM systems
for the first time in this thesis between object landmarks and their supporting surfaces
to encapsulate the supporting/tangency relationship which in addition to geometric
meaning carries semantic information (Chapter 4).
The point-plane-object SLAM system (Chapter 4) while enriching the map memory-
efficiently in real-time, also boosts the accuracy of camera trajectory for the experienced
benchmarks. A sample of these results for RGB-D benchmarks is shown in Fig 1.3.
In Chapters 3 and 4, we demonstrate the efficacy of including visual semantic clues
in geometric reconstruction (SLAM) and the mutual impact of them on enhancing
the localization and mapping’s accuracy while producing richer maps. Semantic clues
consisting of planar structures and coarse quadric objects are extracted from raw input
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Fig. 1.3 Structure Aware SLAM using Quadrics and Planes. The estimated
camera trajectory alonfg with the reconstructed map of our proposed structure and
object aware SLAM system proposed in Chapter 4 are rendered for fr1/xyz sequence
from publicly available TUM benchmark [34] and an RGB-D sequence captured with
the UR5 robotic arm equipped with Kinect sensor in our Robotic Vision Lab. In
addition to the advantages inherited from the sparse point-plane SLAM, in this system
we introduce novel representations for coarse objects as dual quadrics, in order to
involve high-level semantic landmarks directly in the bundle adjustment problem of
our semantic SLAM. Besides boosting the camera trajectories by introducing these
landmarks along with supporting affordance relationships, the reconstructed map is
semantically rich as the product of the marriage between traditional geometric SLAM
methods and deep-learned object detectors.
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imagery using a depth-dependent plane detector and precomputed CNN-based object
detections, respectively, in the front-end of our SLAM and are fed to the back-end via
proposed manifold representations.
Towards the final goal of this thesis i.e., to encapsulate structural and semantic
object entities to the real-time monocular sparse SLAM, we facilitate the integration of
high-fidelity reconstructions on top of the coarse object landmarks and detect planar
structures from RGB modality in Chapter 5. We propose a CNN-based monocular plane
detector to segment planar regions and estimate their parameters from the redundancy
existing in different output channels of a joint CNN for surface normals, depth and
semantic segmentations. This detector is also compared in Chapter 5 against the
state-of-the-art CNN-based plane detector that is dedicated to extract planes directly
from raw images. To hallucinate the full 3D point-cloud object model from its single-
view 2D detection, we train a Point-Set-Generation CNN ([10]) that leads to seamless
integration of point-cloud model on top of the coarse dual quadric representation in
the sparse map. In our SLAM, since we have both coarse and fine reconstructions, on
demand, we use the coarse quadrics to introduce an elegant data-association scheme
to track quadric objects based on robustly matched key-points (Chapter 5) that is a
major bottleneck for object-oriented SfM or SLAM systems such as ([29, 11, 35]). This
matching scheme performs effectively in cluttered scenes and overlapped detections.
In addition to the mentioned new components in the front-end of our monocular
SLAM, we propose new observation factors in the back-end (Chapter 5) to overcome
some limitations of factors introduced in Chapters 3 and 4, such as aligned observations
or fixed global reference frames for planes and objects (refer to Chapter 5) for more
details). In Chapter 5, we have established three links between traditional purely
geometric SLAM methods and modern CNNs to enhance the performance of SLAM
systems: detecting and initializing planar structures, semantic labels and rough extent
and pose of objects, and also hallucinating object fine models. To complement the
rough reconstruction of objects as quadric that comes from SLAM pipeline, with the
fine model from CNN, we propose a novel prior factor on quadric (Chapter 5) induced
from the point-cloud model to jointly refine the shape of the quadric further, feasible
thanks to the decoupled quadric representation. The intuition of this prior factor comes
from the idea of intersection over union loss.
Finally, we demonstrate in Chapter 5 (see Figure 1.4) that incorporating high-level
landmarks and semantic information (planar structures, coarse and fine objects) jointly
in the sparse SLAM system, yields an efficient real-time SLAM that enriches the sparse
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map with semantically meaningful landmarks and relationships and affordances among
them with negligible memory and computation overload, while boosting the accuracy
of camera trajectory and implicitly the mapping.
At the end, note that unlike most of the SLAM systems that have been designed
recently as special-purpose localization and mapping tools, our endeavor in this thesis
is to present a general-purpose real-time monocular structure and object aware SLAM
system. We exhaustively evaluate our system, unlike most of the other special-purpose
ones [13, 32, 17, 28], on publicly available benchmarks, qualitatively and quantitatively
through ablation studies by considering various landmarks and constrains in a multitude
of scenarios. Our hope is that the way we have initiated in this thesis to contemplate
about Semantic SLAM problem reaches to the introduction of more complicated
semantic constraints or priors and even translation of more global relational scene
graphs to the factor graphs of SLAM.
1.3 Contributions
The general contribution of this thesis is to propose a new semantic SLAM framework
to directly incorporate high level semantically meaningful entities (structures and/or
objects) as independent landmarks to the underlying graph-based bundle-adjustment
of the sparse SLAM system. By proposing a SLAM framework, we mean not only
proposing the new mathematical representations that are amenable for least-squares
framework of graph-based SLAM and subsequently new observation factors and con-
straints, but also to benefit from the structures/objects in the front-end to propose
new components for detecting and associating observations and hypothesizing the
constraints in order to yield a more robust topology for the underlying factor graph.
For convenience, we briefly point out chapter-wise the key contributions. Note that
all these contributions have been explained in further detail in Section 1.2 as they fit
in the overall picture of this thesis.
• We propose a representation for introducing structural planar entities that is
amenable to the factor graph formulation of the SLAM problem. By using this
representation, we capture large portions of the scene, mainly feature-deprived
regions, using a few parameters and introduce them as independent landmarks,
instead of clusters of points, that participate directly in the bundle-adjustment
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Fig. 1.4 Real-Time Monocular Object-Model Aware Sparse SLAM. We pro-
pose the structure and object model aware monocular SLAM system as the final
aim of our thesis in Chapter 5. More accurate camera trajectories with semantically
richer maps are the result of introducing heterogeneous high-level landmarks in our
sparse SLAM, as demonstrated in the factor graph of our system. In addition to the
novel proposed multi-edge factors for plane and object observations, new integrated
CNN-based components in the front-end make the monocular plane detection and
object point-cloud model hallucination possible in our SLAM. Wherever the fine re-
construction of the object is available, we impose a new shape prior factor which is
induced from the point-cloud model of the object, on top of the coarse dual quadric
in order to refine it even more. The resulted map with planar structures, coarse dual
quadric objects, and high-fidelity car reconstructions are illustrated for some sample
sequences from publicly available TUM [34], NYU-v2 [23], and KITTI [12].
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for depth fusion of points, or special-purpose SLAM systems with plane-only
landmarks ([13]), thanks to the factor graph compliant representation, we achieve
a general-purpose sparse point-plane SLAM system that operates in real-time.
(Chapter 3, Sections 3.3.3, 3.4.2)
• One of the prevalent approaches in combining deep-learned priors to traditional
geometric SLAM systems is to introduce predicted depth or surface normals
by CNNs to dense SLAM frameworks. However imposing these priors typically
has local effect and enforcing more global priors particularly in sparse SLAM
systems is a changeling task. By introducing the point-plane constraint in our
SLAM we effectively apply additional global planar regularizer on top of the point
landmarks in the map and refine the reconstructed map even more. (Chapter 3,
Section 3.4.3)
• We are not content with only using point-plane constraints as prior or regular-
izer in our sparse SLAM and based on evidence we propose Manhattan world
assumption to leverage the structure present in the man-made environments.
We introduce Manhattan assumption in our sparse SLAM system as two new
factors for perpendicularity and parallelism between planar structures of the
scene. (Chapter 3, Section 3.4.4)
• The proposed factor graph of our system participating in the bundle-adjustment
in back-end, is required to be extracted first from the raw imagery. We introduce
simple yet effective front-end to detect and track planes in real-time in the RGB-D
modality and hypothesize about constraints and priors, (Chapter 3, Section 3.5).
• In order to incorporate semantic objects directly in the incremental bundle-
adjustment (BA) as independent landmarks while avoiding expensive high-
dimensional latent spaces for objects, we propose a novel mathematically elegant
dual quadric coarse representation for objects along with the proposed approxi-
mate incremental update for the BA problem. This representation permits the
integration of dual quadrics in the general-purpose sparse point-plane SLAM
system as coarse objects for the first time that in addition to providing elegant
data association, elevates the accuracy of localization and mapping. (Chapter 4,
Section 4.3.1)
• We propose dual quadric observation factor based on the projected dual conic
section inside detected bounding box in order to benefit from the geometric clues
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(about the rough pose and extent of the objects) provided by the deep-leaned 2D
object detections in addition to their semantic label information that is useful for
more robust data association in the front-end. This part is the first tie between
traditional geometric approaches of SLAM and modern deep-learned CNNs in
our SLAM system. (Chapter 4, Sections 4.4.1, 4.5.1)
• Integrating quadrics in the point-plane graph-based SLAM facilitates the intro-
duction of supporting affordances - another prevailing structural information in
man-made environments - to our real-time SLAM framework for the first time
thanks to the proposed representation in dual space. The introduced constraint
factor enforces the tangency, based on evidence, between dual quadrics and their
supporting planar surfaces in the scene. (Chapter 4, Section 4.4.5).
• We propose the decoupled dual quadric initialization approach by exploiting
robustly matched key-points in live frame followed by another intermediate
observation factor optimization. This initialization method overcomes the ill-
posed conditions that makes it a major bottleneck in previously quadric-based
SfM or SLAM systems ([29, 11, 35]). (Chapter 4, Section 4.5.1).
• Towards one of aims of this thesis for presenting a purely monocular SLAM, we
propose an RGB-only plane detection pipeline to replace the only depth-dependent
component in the front-end. We exploit the redundancy that is present in three
different output predictions (depth, surface normal, and semantic segmentation)
of a real-time joint CNN in order to detect and segment planes and regress its
parameters. This part is the second tie between traditional geometric approaches
of SLAM and modern deep-learned CNNs in our SLAM system.(Chapter 5,
Section 5.4).
• Multi-edge new observation factors are introduced for planes and quadric objects
to introduce relative reference key-frame concept for the observed landmarks in
order to increase the global consistency of the map encoded in the topology of the
multi-edge factor graph participating in the local and global bundle-adjustment.
(Chapter 5, Sections 5.4.3, 5.5.3).
• To overcome the limitations of the previously imposed observation factor for
quadrics (Chapter 4) in enforcing axis-aligned observations, we propose a novel
observation factor for objects inspired by the intersection-over-union (IoU) loss
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and utilizing the confidence score of CNN-based object detections. (Chapter 5,
Section 5.5.3)
• One of the advantages of using coarse representations for objects is the opportunity
to introduce elegant data association methods that is exploited to propose a point-
based object tracking scheme in our monocular SLAM. The proposed matching
approach in the front-end performs effectively in multi-object overlapped cluttered
indoor/outdoor scenes. (Chapter 5, Section 5.5.1)
• Eventually we register Point-Set based high-fidelity object reconstruction on
top of its coarse quadric representation in our monocular sparse SLAM system
to perform in near real-time while densifying the map for desired objects with
their fine point-cloud reconstructions. We also propose a new unary shape prior
factor for incorporating prior knowledge about the extent of the quadric to the
framework. In this factor we impose the prior by the idea of 3D IoU loss induced
from the reconstructed point-cloud model of objects. (Chapter 5, Section 5.5.2)
• We evaluate our SLAM system extensively on almost all the publicly available
SLAM benchmarks, such as TUM([34]), NYU-v2([23]), and KITTI([12]), in both
RGB-D and monocular input modalities. In addition to the qualitative results,
we perform quantitative ablation studies by considering different landmarks and
observations/constraints in a multitude of scenarios for comparing the camera
trajectory errors against the baselines as an indicator for the accuracy of the
localization and implicitly for the mapping. Furthermore, we explored the
performance of our framework by considering different components in the front-
end, for instance the effect of using various plane detection methods in the
accuracy of the SLAM is examined. Unfortunately most of the proposed SLAM
systems ([13, 32, 17, 28]) lack this kind of exhaustive evaluations and they are
restricted to special-purpose scenarios and limited benchmarks. (Chapters 3, 4,
5; Sections 3.6, 4.6, 5.7)
1.4 Thesis Outline
An outline for the remainder of this thesis is as follows:
• Chapter 2: In this chapter we discuss the traditional geometric SLAM methods
and the recent advances towards introducing semantics and objects in the SLAM
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framework. We discuss various approaches towards integrating semantic objects
and structures in the SLAM frameworks.
• Chapter 3: In this chapter we introduce our sparse point-plane SLAM system
with new back-end and front-end components. In this system, in addition to
integrating planes as independent landmarks, we also introduce constraints
between them (plane-plane) and other heterogeneous landmarks in the scene
(point-plane).
• Chapter 4: In this chapter we incorporate coarse representations for generic
objects as dual quadrics to the previously introduced graph-based sparse point-
plane SLAM in addition to imposing supporting affordance relationships. This
chapter introduces the first ties between traditional purely geometric based SLAM
approaches and modern deep-learned CNNs in our system.
• Chapter 5: In this chapter we introduce novel factor representations in the
back-end and new CNN-based front-end components to represent our real-time
monocular structure and object model aware sparse SLAM system.
• Chapter 6: In this chapter we provide a summary of the research in this thesis
along with a discussion about potential future work directions.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
In this chapter after a brief review on different geometric reconstruction methods, in
line with the main focus of this thesis, we discuss in more detail about the introduction
of high-level entities, semantics, and objects in the SLAM framework. We present a new
perspective towards categorization of these methods and clarify their distinction by using
modern factor graphs as our language for explaining different geometric reconstruction
methods. In conclusion, we justify our research in the context of the proposed perspective
in this chapter towards integrating semantics and objects in SLAM.
2.1 Geometric Scene Reconstruction
Solving the problem of geometric 3D scene retrieval from a set of 2D projective
observations, has continuously been in the center of attention of computer vision and
robotics researchers. Similar to all inverse problems, this estimation problem is also
tackled with considering certain assumptions, such as brightness-invariance with respect
to the perspective viewpoint, rigidity or limited dynamics in the scene, etc.
Geometric reconstruction problem can be formulated in different settings depending
on a multitude of elements, such as the modality of the input imagery, density of the
map representation, and incremental or batch methods. In this section we discuss some
of these different approaches towards scene reconstruction and focus mainly on the
SLAM methods in the particular interest of this thesis.
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2.1.1 Structure from Motion (SfM)
Structure from Motion (SfM) is a well-studied problem in computer vision comprises
the 3D scene retrieval from a set of 2D projective images from multiple views, while
estimating the pose of the camera captured those images. The key technique for
tackling SfM problem is “adjusting” the “bundles” of light rays passing through the
camera centers and feature points such that they converge on 3D points. The method is
well-known as Bundle Adjustment (BA) [157]. In the BA methods, both 3D structure
and camera parameters are optimized in a coupled way.
We can formulate the SfM as a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation problem
represented as a Bayes net which estimates the trajectory of the camera poses T =
{Twi }Ni=1 and landmarks in the map L = {lj}Mj=1, simultaneously, given the noisy
observations of those landmarks Z = {zk}Kk=1. The camera pose Twi can be parametrized
as a Euclidean rigid transformation SE(3) and the parametrization of the landmark lj
depends on the representation of the map, for instance for 3D points it is a vector in
R3. More precisely, the solution of the SfM problem is the optimal MAP estimate of
the following
T∗, L∗ = arg max
T,L
p(T, L | Z) (2.1)
where p(T, L | Z) is the joint probability of all latent estimate variables given all
the associated observations. Finding the optimal solution of the mentioned SfM
typically involves solving a batch non-linear least squares problem using gradient-based
approaches such as Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm ([157]).
2.1.2 Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)
The inherent batch optimization flavor in SfM approach towards geometric scene
reconstruction, limits the applicability of this approach for real time and incremental
applications, such mobile robot navigation and planning, autonomous vehicles, and
augmented reality (AR) applications. Incremental and real-time methods have been
designed over the past decades ([29, 4, 55, 23, 24]) to formulate the geometric recon-
struction problem in an incremental fashion and solve it in real-time which makes it
appealing for robotic and computer vision applications, giving rise to the new category
of approaches known as Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM). Moving from
expensive bulky laser range finders to ubiquitous, cost-effective, and power efficient
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cameras as sensor equipments for observing the environment, make visual SLAM an
attractive area for SLAM researchers.
Despite the enormous progress in the theory of visual SLAM ([29]), there are yet
many application-specific issues that need to be addressed, such as robust landmark
and feature representation, robust data association, scalability, dynamic environments,
and computational effectiveness.
Traditional SLAM formulations known as filter based approaches consider the
landmarks in the map and current camera pose as state variables by marginalizing
out the previous camera poses, however in modern key-frame based approaches (after
PTAM [72]) the whole camera poses (key-frames) trajectory along with the landmarks
in the map are considered as state variables of the MAP estimation problem. Modern
key-frame based approaches, in addition to resulting fewer interdependencies between
camera poses and landmarks that are needed for BA, provide an elegant scheme to
reduce computational complexity of the underlying BA, due to the inherent sparsity
in the state covariance matrix of these methods ([138]). In key-frame based methods,
the SLAM system consists of two parts: front-end and back-end. Feature detection,
camera tracking with respect to key-frames, and map initialization ([105]) occur in the
front-end, while back-end performs the bundle adjustment with the initialization of
state variables that is fed from the front-end. For instance in a modern state-of-the-art
SLAM system such as ORB-SLAM2 [99], BA takes place in a key-frame based fashion
in an independent computing thread by the tracking and initialization provided by
the front-end. Visual key-frame based SLAM frameworks has been adopted widely
in recent modern SLAM implementations, such as [32, 72, 75, 100, 138, 139], which
permits them to scale to long operating times, however they are limited by the amount
of the partial coverage of a scene by the moving camera.
In spite of a typical common underlying bundle adjustment in the back-end of SLAM,
the front-end of SLAM systems varies widely due to various reasons, such as differences
in imaging equipment modalities such as monocular/stereo/multi-camera/depth-sensors
setups, and tracking and initialization schemes. Furthermore, different map repre-
sentations, from sparse to semi-dense and dense maps, also make an impact on the
components in the front end of SLAM.
The simplest representation of the map is a set of 3D points corresponding to 2D
image interest points [100, 99]. This sparse representation is computationally efficient
for bundle adjustment in back-end, and allows the SLAM system to map city-scale
environments successfully. However, sparse SLAM systems generate maps lacking
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high-fidelity reconstructions that might be imperative for high level tasks such as
robotic manipulation and grasping. A more computationally intensive but meaningful
method is to consider all high gradient image pixels as candidates for 3D points in
the map, that leads to semi-dense map representation [32]. These methods have been
shown to operate successfully at a building-scale environment. A fully dense map
represents the scene as a set of surfaces [116, 102], that supplies the most information
required for high level tasks such as robotic grasping and manipulation, while being
the most computationally expensive. Dense SLAM frameworks are still limited to
room-scale environments. The map representations for semi-dense or dense methods,
such as [33, 32, 103, 116, 102, 163, 178, 164, 12, 21], remain equivalent to a set of
points without carrying any additional semantic information.
In our proposed SLAM systems in the next chapters, we adopt the key-frame based
approach and integrate our proposed structural (plane) and semantic (object) entities
in the bundle adjustment within the back-end, along with the appropriate components
in the front-end for detecting and tracking landmarks and providing data-association.
Our final objective is to propose a sparse pure monocular SLAM system that is aware
of structural and semantic objects in the scene (Chapter 5).
2.1.2.1 SLAM as a Factor Graph
As discussed earlier, SLAM problem can be formulated as a Bayes net. After introduc-
tion of factor graphs by [81] as a powerful modern probabilistic tool for factorization
and inference over probability distributions and functions, it has been applied widely to
SLAM problems ([68, 25, 26]). In this section we introduce factor graph as an elegant
tool to formalize our SLAM frameworks in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and also utilize it as a
“language” in order to intuitively discuss about recent approaches towards introduction
of semantics and objects in SLAM framework (Section 2.2) and how our proposed
SLAM fits in among other modern SLAM systems.
A factor graph is a bipartite graph that indicates how a global multi-variable
function factorizes into a product of local functions, possibly single or multi-variable.
The first part of the nodes represents the set of latent variables which need to be
estimated and, as context permits, it is called variables, and the second part of the nodes
which represents the set of constraints and information between or on these variables is
called factors. If we use factor graph to factorize a joint probability distribution over
some random variables, intuitively we encode the inherent conditional independence of
some local variables into the joint probability distribution.
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The joint probability distribution of all the latent estimate variables of the SLAM
problem, as mentioned in Equation 2.1, can be written as following, given all associated
observations,






p(Twi |Twi−1, ui−1) (2.2)
where U = {ui}N−1i=1 denotes the possible odometry measurements ui, if there is any,
between camera poses in the trajectory, p(Tw0 ) is the prior knowledge on the initial
pose of the camera, p(zk|Twik , ljk) is the effect of landmark observation zk given the
data-association (ik, jk), p(Twi |Twi−1, ui−1) is the state update given the motion model.
By assuming zero-mean Gaussian noise for observations Z and odometry U with
covariance Σk and Σo respectively, the above joint probability distribution can be
written as following
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The effect of odometry
(2.3)
where hk is sensor model and fo is motion model, ∥x∥2Σ is the squared Mahalanobis
norm with the corresponding covariance, ⊖ denotes the difference between vectors in
the vector space tangent to the corresponding manifold, observation and camera pose
spaces, respectively. By factorizing the joint probability distribution, the optimal MAP
estimate can be determined by solving the following equivalent least-squares form,
T∗, L∗ = arg max
T,L
p(T, L | Z, U)
= arg min
T,L










∥∥∥fo(Twi−1, ui−1) ⊖ Twi ∥∥∥2Σo︸ ︷︷ ︸
Odometry Factors
(2.4)
that can be interpreted graphically as a factor graph, depicted in Fig 1.1, with associated
observation and odometry factors connecting variable nodes of the graph.
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Fig. 2.1 Pose-Graph SLAM as a factor graph. A typical factor-graph formulation
of Pose SLAM, where the odometry factors ui constrain the relative camera poses
with potential loop-closure factors denoted as ci1,i2 . Variable nodes are camera poses
depicted in purple circles, while factor nodes are filled-in black nodes. Unary factor p0
encodes the prior knowledge about the initial pose of the camera.
Pose SLAM In some tasks, such as localization, it is not required to maintain the
set of landmarks and their associated observations into the future. The formulation of
these tasks leads to Pose SLAM [76, 77, 94] which marginalizes out all the landmarks
in the map by registering two sets of landmarks and identifying the relative pose
constraint for the camera with the uncertainty that is propagated to the relative
pose estimated. The factor graph of a typical Pose SLAM problem is illustrated in
Fig 2.1 in which the subsequent camera nodes are connected with odometry factors
that constrain the relative poses of the camera. If the system identifies a previously
visited scene (loop-closure detection), the loop-closure factors are imposed as relative
pose constraints by registering the previously visited landmark observations with the
current view of them.
Bundle Adjustment (BA) In classical bundle adjustment [157, 56] the variable
nodes of the factor graph can be considered as camera poses and 3D landmark points,
and the objective is to minimize the re-projection error factors. BA applications can
make use of other sensory information such as wheel odometry in mobile robots, or
inertial measurement unit (IMU) to further improve the accuracy of camera trajectory
and mapping. The factor graph of a typical bundle adjustment problem interpreted as
factor graph is depicted in Fig 2.2 with potential loop-closure factors. As proposed in
this thesis, the landmark representations and factors can be extended to some high-level
entities and more complicated constraints and factors.
As mentioned earlier about key-frame based approaches, in the context of fac-
tor graphs, the back-end of the SLAM system optimizes this factor graph which is
exploited, built, and initialized from the raw imagery in the front-end. By adding a new








Fig. 2.2 Visual-SLAM Bundle Adjustment (BA) contained in a factor graph. A typical
factor graph formulation of bundle adjustment, where the potential odometry factors
ui constrain the relative camera poses with potential loop-closure factors denoted as
ci1,i2 , landmarks are represented as lj. The observation of various landmarks from
different camera poses are indicated as zk factors. Variable nodes are camera poses
depicted in purple circles, and landmarks in green circles, while factor nodes are filled-in
black nodes. Unary factor p0 encodes the prior knowledge about the initial pose of the
camera.
key-frame, the topology of the graph is updated and bundle-adjustment is performed on
the graph. In typical visual SLAM frameworks, there are no odometry measurements
and the only factors exist in the graph are observation factors and probably potential
constraints between landmarks in the map. However, note that the variable nodes
or observation factors in the graph carry no semantic information about the scene or
about the configuration of landmarks in the map.
2.2 Semantics and Objects in SLAM
There has been many efforts in the last few decades to design and implement a SLAM
system that fulfills the following four criteria: accurate, fast, robust, and cost-effective
[29]. However these methods generate pure geometric maps which carry no additional
semantic information that is required for high-level tasks, such as robotic planning,
navigation, or AR applications [33, 32, 103, 116, 102].
Recently, in particular after the success of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
in different visual recognition tasks such as object detection, and semantic segmentation,
there has been an increasing interest in combining both geometric reconstruction and
scene understanding in various ways in a single framework, for numerous autonomous
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and virtual tasks. The aim of this combination is to create maps that include “mean-
ings”, both to human operators and moving robots or artificial agents. The meanings
can contain semantic or detection information or even spatial or temporal relationships
and affordances1 between objects. Maps with additional semantic information facilitate
the communication between humans and robots in order to reason about goals [153].
There are a multitude of approaches in the literature that have been applied to
the problem of incorporating semantics and objects into the geometric reconstruction
framework. We have proposed a new perspective towards the categorization of these
methods in this chapter and a unified framework to explain them in the context of
factor graphs. We classify these approaches based on the amount of influence of this
incorporation on localization in next sections. We introduce the main research works
in each category in the last recent years and also explain how our work in this thesis
fits in this classification.
2.2.1 Semantic Mapping
The definition of Semantic Mapping that we propose in this chapter is as follows:
“incorporating semantics in the mapping process without informing localization”. In
other words, semantic mapping does not involve with the localization process and the
only concern is to assign high-level semantic information to the existing geometric
landmarks in the map, unlike our proposed SLAM systems in this thesis which are
informed by the semantics and objects during the localization process, not only mapping.
In the context of factor graphs, semantic mapping approaches make an attempt to
estimate or learn a mapping from geometric landmarks to some high-level semantic
space, as illustrated in Fig 2.3. For instance the 3D points as landmarks in the map
are semantically segmented and assigned some labels, such as assigning label s1 (e.g.
chair) to landmark l1 in Fig 2.3.
The estimation of this mapping from the space of landmarks to the space of
semantics or high-level information, is determined by two different approaches in the
recent works which we call them offline, and online/incremental. We explain some
recent works that utilize these methods in the following sections.
1In particular interest of this thesis, affordance means the quality or property of an object that
defines its possible uses, or actions that can afford.








Fig. 2.3 A factor graph interpretation of a typical Semantic Mapping approach. The
aim in this approach is predicting or learning a mapping from landmark representation
space to some high-level semantic space without informing the localization, either after
completing the whole map reconstruction (offline method) or incrementally during the
map generation (online/incremental method).
2.2.1.1 Offline Approaches
In offline semantic mapping approaches, map reconstruction is followed by some 3D
semantic segmentation method. In other terms, first the map of the environment is
built by a geometric reconstruction system, such as SfM or SLAM framework, then
this map is fed to another pipeline for semantic segmentation.
Unlike methods such as [34, 132, 133, 88, 135] which focus on single-frame 2D
segmentations, offline semantic mapping approaches aim to yield semantically annotated
3D maps. In [69], the 3D map is reconstructed first of all by KinectFusion algorithm
[102] from aligned RGB-D images, then the 3D scene is labeled in a structured learning
framework by using Decision Tree Field [107] and Regression Tree Field [65], which
learn the unary and pair-wise terms of a Conditional Random Field (CRF) from
training data. Other work [3], builds the 3D point-cloud map by KinectFusion [102]
and RGBDSLAM [31], then the point-cloud is over-segmented and labeled by using
structured Support Vector Machines (SVM) [66].
Similar to [3] and [69], [112] generates the indoor scene, then segments the 3D scene
by relaxing the labeling problem to a regression, and modeling higher-order potentials,
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not only pair-wise CRFs, in order to describe complex relations and context based
on robust associative P n Potts models [73, 74], and regression forests [65] encoding
Gaussian densities. In city-scale environments, [96] reconstructs a semi-dense 3D city
model by SfM algorithms [165, 42, 64] from a street-scene, then classifies each point in
the point-cloud into one semantic label using a Random Forest classifier trained on 3D
features.
In addition to point-cloud model, other methods use different 3D representation
for the scene, such as [160] which reconstructs a triangulated meshed representation
of the scene by fusing multiple depth information of RGB-D stream by the algorithm
presented in [20]. Then segments the scene by defining a CRF over this mesh, however
besides 3D consistency features, it exploits appearance properties from 2D images. This
methods generates globally consistent 3D maps, however the inference is performed on
the whole map instead of incrementally fusing the predictions online. [78] also segments
the completed 3D modeled indoor scene into vertices of a graphical model and infers
the final semantic labels by using edge potentials based on handcrafted features.
In previous mentioned methods, the classification of the reconstructed 3D model
is based on trained models on 2D or 3D semantic segmentation data. However there
are some methods that avoid large ground-truth datasets and perform unsupervised
3D segmentation on the reconstructed scene [130, 108, 115, 122]. For instance, [113]
instead of using supervised approaches, presents a geometric based method for the
segmentation of the reconstructed 3D point cloud – using InfiniTAM [116] – into planes
and meaningful objects by clustering an adjacency graph over surface patches. An
organized point cloud segmentation approach is presented in [155] which segments planes
then performs Euclidean clustering for small object segmentation. Their approach is
based on connected component labeling similar to the two-pass algorithm, also known
as Hoshen–Kopelman algorithm [61]. Without relying on plane fitting, [136] presents
an efficient algorithm for object segmentation. Every adjacent pairs of local patches
are classified into convexity or concavity using estimated surface normals from depth
information, with the hope of indicating different objects based on concavity relations.
2.2.1.2 Online Approaches
Unlike offline approaches, in some recent works such as [83, 97, 172], map reconstruction
and semantic segmentation are performed incrementally as the camera moves in the
environment as we call them online or incremental approaches. Note that similar to
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offline methods, there is no involvement of semantics or objects in the localization
process in these works, unlike our SLAM system in this thesis.
As a straightforward solution [131] back-projects 2D image labels to 3D without
further 3D optimization. Aiming towards a dense 3D semantic map, [140, 142] and
[59] both predict per-pixel labels using Random Decision Forests. [142] uses a Multi-
Resolution Surfel Map-based system, however does not keep a global semantic map
during the mapping operation. [59] registers the predictions in the reference frame
using only camera tracking phase and regularizes its predictions using fully-connected
CRF inference method presented in [79]. [161] uses a Random Forest with a CRF for
semantic labeling to produce an incremental map reconstruction from outdoor stereo
pairs in KITTI benchmark [45], without having a full SLAM system to perform loop
closure to yield a globally consistent map structure.
After the recent success of CNNs in classification and semantic segmentation
applications [80, 92, 106] on various benchmarks [143, 101, 45, 123] and different
modalities, in particular RGB [106, 92], depth [17, 53], and surface normals [30, 50, 51],
recent works [97, 172, 151] use CNNs to predict semantic labels then combining them
with the mapping process.
One of the recent successful works in combining CNNs for building indoor semantic
maps incrementally is SemanticFusion [97] which utilizes ElasticFusion [164] dense
SLAM system to represent the map by collections of surfels and provide correspondences
between RGB-D frames. Then after reconstructing each frame, the trained CNN
segments the 2D image semantically and in the last step the correspondences allow the
Bayesian update of the semantic predictions from multiple views to be fused into the
map, and this process continues incrementally.
Another work that combines 2D semantic segmentations using CNN and CRF
optimization with geometric mapping is [172]. In this work the 3D geometric map is
reconstructed by ORB-SLAM [100] from input stereo image pairs of KITTI [45] and
densified by occupancy mapping [36, 129]. Then CNN segmentation [173] is utilized
as prior unary potentials for a CRF model in addition to super-pixels [1] to enforce
label consistency within a region. Eventually the final semantic mapping is refined
incrementally by optimizing the hierarchical CRF in 3D grid space, unlike [83] which
labels voxel’s occupancy in one unified CRF. In addition to incremental semantic
mapping, [150] explores further simultaneous object recognition and pose estimation
on 3D data. The 3D reconstruction is based on KinectFusion approach [102], followed
by an incremental merging of 3D segments based on [149]. Finally, for 3D object
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recognition [150] computes the 3D descriptor [2] directly on each segment acquired
from the incremental segmentation phase and match it with the descriptor calculated
on the fully 3D object model.
Most of the above mentioned semantic mapping systems use stereo or RGB-D
as input, however CNN-SLAM [151] fuses CNN-predicted dense depth maps – based
on the ResNet architecture [57, 84] – with depth measurement acquired from direct
monocular LSD-SLAM [32] and incrementally fuses semantic labels predicted from a
single 2D image frame with dense map based on the approach in [149].
In an attempt to build an object-oriented map with both semantic and geometric
entities, [145] performs camera localization and sparse mapping on every RGB-D frame
using ORB-SLAM [100], followed by per RGB frame object detection by SSD [91].
Then this work incrementally assigns a 3D point cloud unsupervised segment [113, 38]
to every detection, and associates object segments and detections based on a threshold
on the “distance” of the point clouds.
Recently, [111] fuses a truncated signed distance function (TSDF) representation
of the whole scene with CNN-based semantic segmentation, followed by a progressive
CRF. For instance segmentation, it clusters semantically labeled 3D voxels. As a
recent work towards dense reconstruction and tracking of moving instances, [125] uses
ElasticFusion [164] surfel model for objects and background static map, and Mask
R-CNN [58] predictions for object instance detections.
2.2.2 Semantic SLAM
The definition of Semantic SLAM that we propose in this chapter in contrast to
semantic mapping approaches, is as follows: “ integrating semantics and object-level
entities into the mapping of the scene, while informing the localization process”. This
incorporation of high-level information can indirectly influence the localization and
camera tracking by improving the data-association and changing the topology of the
factor graph representing the SLAM problem, or by actively involving in “object
representation space” optimization within the bundle adjustment.
The current advances in machine learning and in particular deep CNNs [80, 92, 106,
57], facilitates exploiting rich priors from data with different modalities, from proposal
based object detections [48, 47, 121, 91, 120] to dense pixel-wise semantic segmentations
[92, 6, 176, 166], and instance-level semantic segmentations [174, 22, 175, 159]. These
deep priors can enrich the geometric reconstructions semantically while improving the
accuracy of mapping and localization simultaneously. Our proposed SLAM system in
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this thesis lies in this category since by the proposed structural entities (planes) and
semantic coarse object landmarks, it improves the accuracy of the estimated camera
trajectory and mapping, in contrast to semantic mapping approaches which use SLAM
as a backbone and perform mapping processes in parallel.
In the context of factor graph, semantic SLAM approach can be defined as any
method which involves introducing semantics/objects into the factor graph representa-
tion of the SLAM problem. With our proposed perspective towards semantic SLAM in
this chapter, we classify the related approaches in two different categories which both
have been studied in the recent literature. This classification is based on the way in
which semantics or objects participate in the factor graph, explained in the following
sections along with some of the major works in each category. Finally, we justify our
work in the proposed categorization of the related semantic SLAM works.
2.2.2.1 First Approach
In the first category of approaches, semantics and objects can affect the tracking of
the camera indirectly by changing the topology of the graph with data-association,
or analogous to Pose SLAM methods [76, 77, 94] described earlier, by marginalizing
the shape of the object/semantic landmarks and optimizing the pose graph within
the back-end. In the works related to this approach [71, 127, 13, 98], typically the
representation of the object in the pose graph is the 6D object pose or 3D location of
the centroid of object. In other words, the shape of the objects do not involve directly
in the pose graph optimization and only pose or location of the objects is refined in the
back-end. The relative pose constraint factor between camera key-frames is generally
based on iterative closest point (ICP) [9] error metric resulting from registering object
reconstructions from different viewpoints. In the front-end of these SLAM systems,
the object models are retrieved from a predefined database [127] or refined gradually
by observing more segments of them [98]. Furthermore, they make use of ICP-like
algorithms for live camera frame tracking and localization. A typical factor graph
of semantic SLAM systems that apply the first introduced approach is illustrated in
Fig 2.4 and in the following we describe some of the related works in more detail. Note
that our work is different from these methods in a sense that we actively engage the
shape and pose of our proposed object landmarks during the bundle adjustment not













Fig. 2.4 A factor graph interpretation of a typical first approach for Semantic SLAM
problem. The aim of this approach is incorporating high-level semantics and objects in
the SLAM framework while informing the localization process, however analogous to
Pose SLAM methods, by marginalizing the shape of the object/semantic landmarks
and optimizing typically the 6 DoF pose or 3D location of the object in the pose graph.
The generic factors used in these approaches are ICP-based errors for registration of
3D object models.
One early work to combine object recognition and SLAM is [119] which uses a 2D
laser/camera system to recognize objects in order to create discrete entities in the map
(tree trunks) instead of using raw measurements.
SLAM++ [127] is an early RGB-D object-oriented SLAM thats uses pair features
for object detection [28, 5] and a pose graph for global optimization [82, 137]. The
live camera tracking is estimated using a fast dense ICP algorithm [126] against a
complete multi-object model prediction. One drawback of [127] is the requirement of
that the full collection of object instances along with their very elaborate geometric
shape models, have to be known beforehand and preprocessed in an offline phase. They
create an object database by using KinectFusion [102] and marching cubes algorithm
[93]. In another similar work, [71] uses a depth camera to scan the scene and all data
is then fused into a single map representation. Then offline learned object models
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are matched against the map and optimization is performed with both similarity and
configuration of objects.
In [13], the camera localization is done online [154, 156] and objects are discovered
using the unsupervised segmentation approach in [155, 60, 38] and matched by a
graph-based strategy [16]. The discovered objects are added as landmarks into the
pose graph, however they only optimize the object’s point-cloud centroid in the graph.
Unlike approaches such as [15, 141, 40, 95, 37, 114, 27] which mainly use SLAM to
assist object discovery, recently published Fusion++ [98] uses discovered objects as
landmarks in the pose graph formulation. Analogous to [177], [98] aims to optimize
the quality of object reconstructions by marginalizing them in the pose graph. Objects
are detected using Mask-RCNN [58] and represented by truncated signed distance
functions (TSDFs) [20] instead of point clouds. The 6 DoF SE(3) pose of the object
are refined in the pose graph optimization within the back-end of the system.
Finally, the same idea about incorporating object recognition and scene recon-
struction has also been used in offline structure from motion mode such as [7], which
represents a map as a collection of points, objects, and regions in two-view SfM, solving
very slowly and jointly in a graph optimization fashion.
2.2.2.2 Second Approach
In contrast to the fist approach towards incorporating semantics and objects in SLAM,
in the second approach both shape and pose of the object are engaged during the
bundle adjustment. In the context of factor graph, this engagement necessitates an
independent representation for objects or semantically meaningful structures as variable
nodes in the factor graph, in order to directly participate in the optimization within
the back-end, as shown in Fig 2.5. Both shape and pose of the object participate in
the bundle adjustment, unlike the first approach in which only pose or location of the
3D object involves in the pose graph optimization. In the works using this approach,
live camera frame tracking also benefits from the factor graph optimization with the
presence of objects as independent landmarks.
Appropriate representations are critical for the related works in this category and
in general two types of representation are conceivable in the literature: 1) high-fidelity
or fine, and 2) coarse representations.
Recently with the availability of large CAD model repositories [11], there has been
many attentions to high-fidelity 3D object model reconstruction or hallucination from












Fig. 2.5 A factor graph interpretation of a typical second approach for Semantic SLAM
problem. The aim of this approach is incorporating high-level semantics and objects in
the SLAM framework while informing the localization process, however in contrast to
the first approaches, both shape and pose of the objects are engaged during the bundle
adjustment. In this approach objects or structural entities are represented – either
coarse or fine – as independent variable nodes participating in the BA optimization.
that led to the latent space representation for 3D objects. In these methods, various
kinds of representations have been used for modeling 3D objects, such as point-clouds,
signed distance function (SDF) or truncated SDF (TSDF), voxels. Most of the object
hallucination or reconstruction methods only make use of single-view of the object
[147, 35, 86], however there has been efforts to refine the shape of the object from
multiple views by optimizing in the latent space [14, 87, 85] but these limited approaches
are expensive in terms of time and computation and not robust enough against occlusion,
hence not applicable yet for real-time SLAM systems.
The more popular representation for objects in this category of semantic SLAM
approach is the coarse representation for the shape and pose of the objects. Different
coarse representations has been proposed for the pose (location and orientation) and
extent or rough shape of 3D objects, such as cuboid [168], quadrics [144], super quadrics
[8]. Data-association is more elegant with this coarse representations compared to fine
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object models. For structural entities some works integrate line segments or edges
into the SLAM framework [117, 49], however despite the more complex mathematical
representation for line segments and non-robust data-association for them, they carry
very limited high-level or semantic information. The most popular structural entity for
SLAM framework which also carries semantic information is plane. There are recent
works that make use of planes in SLAM framework [146, 67, 171, 62], however unlike
our proposed SLAM, they use planes for fusing depth information of points and 3D
data registration [118, 162, 110, 109] not as independent landmarks, or only using
planes in the map with no further landmark [67] that restrain their generalization to
broader indoor or outdoor environments.
Our proposed SLAM systems in this thesis lie in this category of approaches towards
semantic SLAM. We propose a novel integration of quadrics as coarse representation
for objects that permits real-time performance, and also incorporate planes along with
other landmarks in the map such as points that makes our system applicable to more
generic scenes. In addition to high-level constraints between landmarks in the map, we
also integrate fine 3D reconstruction of objects on top of the coarse quadrics in order
to enrich the map and refine the quadric shapes even more, without engaging fine 3D
point-clouds directly in the BA. In the following we explain some of the related works
in more detail.
Built on top of point-based ORB-SLAM [100], [117] amends point and line cor-
respondences to the framework, which improves the initialization of the monocular
pipeline. [49] also considers a loop closure detection with the presence of points and
lines in the stereo modality.
Unlike some recent works that predict planar structures from single images particu-
larly with deep CNNs [167, 52, 90, 89, 158], the early work [10] identifies known planar
regions in the scene and incorporates their geometry into the extended Kalman Filter
formulation of [23]. [154] uses a mixture of large field-of-view (FOV) 2D laser scanner
and a small FOV 3D sensor to use both plane-to-plane and line-to-plane correspon-
dences in 3D data registration within a SLAM system. By using RGB-D camera, [146]
registers 3D data in two different frames using various combinations of point and plane
primitives using a RANSAC framework [41]. In RGB-D modality, [128] maps the scene
by a collection of surfels based on [70] and labels each surfels in 3D map with either
one of a number of discrete planar regions or no label. Then data-associated planes are
unified and merged in one reference world frame. In fact these planar regions help point
depth fusion to occur more accurately. [67] includes infinite planes in the least-squares
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formulation for mapping with depth cameras, using a homogeneous representation of
planes and refines the map consisting of only planes with incremental solvers such
as iSAM [68]. For low-texture scenes, [171] trains a CNN-based monocular 3D plane
model based on [170] applied to each single image, then includes plane detections in a
least-squares framework of [67] with further loop-closure constraints. [62] A key-frame
based approach proposed in [62] which estimates odometry, fuses depth measurements,
and detects planes from the fused depth map, and refines the key-frame poses and
only-plane landmarks with an incremental factor graph solver (iSAM) [68]. [63] extends
the previous work to also include inertial measurements by IMUs.
For coarse representation of objects in 3D map, cuboids have been recently used
as a generalization of 2D bounding boxes. Closely related to our work in this thesis,
[168, 169] propose single image 3D cuboid object detection and multi-view SLAM
with object and plane landmarks. In this thesis objects are represented differently by
bounded dual quadrics [19, 56] which are mathematically more convenient in projective
setup and more amenable for real-time performance. They infer 3D objects and layout
planes from a single image using a CNN and refine them in a unified SLAM framework
[82]. Superquadrics (a general family of geometric shapes unified by formulas that
resemble those of ellipsoids and cuboids, except that the squaring operations are
replaced by arbitrary powers [8]) has been used to model 3D deformable objects
[8, 152, 134, 39], however they are not suitable and popular for SLAM frameworks,
due to the computational complexity inherent in their representation particularly their
projective geometry. On the other hand, quadrics (generalization of conic sections
in 3D space) based representation for geometric reconstruction was first proposed
in [19] and later has been used in a structure from motion setup [18, 43, 124, 44].
[144] reconstructs quadrics based on detected 2D bounding boxes in frames, however
the objects are not explicitly modeled to remain bounded during graph optimization.
Addressing previous drawback, [104] still relies on ground-truth data-association in a
non-real-time quadric-only framework.
2.3 Conclusion
In this chapter we described the problem of geometric reconstruction with its main two
categories: SfM and SLAM. In the category of SLAM, factor graph is introduced as
the modern probabilistic tool for formulating the SLAM problem. To integrate visual
scene understanding and geometric reconstruction, there has been works to incorporate
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semantics and objects into the SLAM framework. We proposed definitions to distinguish
two major streams of works in this regard: 1) Semantic Mapping which incorporates
semantics in the mapping without informing localization, and 2) Semantic SLAM
which integrates objects and semantically meaningful entities in the mapping with
influencing the localization process. Our work in this thesis falls in the semantic SLAM
class. However, in this category we create two subclasses based on the current literature
that in the first one, only pose or location of the objects participates in the factor graph
optimization, analogous to Pose SLAM methods, and in the second subclass the whole
shape and pose of the object involve directly in the bundle adjustment.
Our work lies in the second subclass of semantic SLAM approaches, since we
introduce novel coarse representation for objects and also planar structures in order to
integrate them in the bundle adjustment. Despite recent latent space representations
for fine reconstruction of 3D objects, they are computationally expensive for engaging
directly in the BA and not suitable for our real-time aim. We introduce representations
for bounded quadrics (ellipsoids) and planes that are amenable for factor graph
framework and include them in the point-based sparse SLAM. We also benefit from
the mixture of landmarks in data-association and initialization of the vertices of the
graph, which eventually allows real-time and more accurate performance compared
with the related works that are non-real-time and use quadrics in the SfM fashion
[18, 43, 124, 44] or with ground-truth data-association frameworks [144, 104]. The
coarse quadric object landmark, also permits elegant integration of fine point-cloud
reconstruction of objects to be included on top of the quadric in the map and refine the
coarse representation even more, besides further enrichment of the map. Note that our
proposed SLAM, to the best of our knowledge, is the first sparse SLAM that includes
all points, planes, and coarse objects in single real-time monocular framework.
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Chapter 3
Sparse Point-Plane SLAM
In this chapter we propose a representation for planes to introduce them as higher
level sparse geometric entities that capture the dominant structure of the scene and
incorporate them into the sparse point-based SLAM framework. We first provide a brief
introduction of the relevant problem by reviewing the related literature, and then explain
our SLAM system in three sections: first in 3.3 we discuss our proposed mathematical
representations for these new entities as variable nodes of the factor graph (state
variables) and then we propose the observation/constraint factors between landmarks in
3.4, such as point-plane constraints and plane-plane (Manhattan assumption). Finally
the front-end of the SLAM system that extracts and builds the sparse factor graph of
our problem from sensory information (RGB-D input) is elaborated in 3.5. At the
end we evaluate our system extensively against the state-of-the-art point-based SLAM
systems as an ablation study and comparative study with publicly available benchmarks,
qualitatively and quantitatively, unlike most of the visual SLAM systems that lack
an exhaustive evaluation against the state-of-the-art benchmarks. We have shown
a significant boost in the accuracy of the SLAM system while keeping the real-time
performance with a negligible additional memory load.
3.1 Introduction
Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM) is one of the fundamental problems
in mobile robotics [2] and addresses the reconstruction of a previously unseen envi-
ronment while simultaneously localizing a mobile robot with respect to it. While the
representation of the robot pose depends on the degrees of freedom of motion, the
representation of the map depends on a multitude of factors including the available
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sensors, computational resources, intended high level task, and required precision.
Many possible representations have been proposed.
For visual-SLAM, the simplest representation of the map is a collection of 3D points
which correspond to salient image feature points. This representation is sparse and
efficient to compute and update. Point based methods have been successfully used to
map city-scale environments. However, this sparsity comes at a price: points-based
maps lack semantic information and are not useful for high level task such as grasping
and manipulation.
A more computationally demanding but meaningful approach is to consider all
pixels in the image that have significant gradient and to use them as candidates for
points in the map. This leads to so called “semi-dense” mapping, where the structure of
the environment is more interpretable and can be used for some high level tasks. Semi-
dense system have been shown to work at a building-scale environment successfully.
At the extreme end of the density scale lies a fully dense map representation where
the environment is represented as a collection of surfaces. This contains the most
information for tasks such as manipulation, while being the most expensive to compute.
Dense mapping is still limited to room-scale environments. The map representations
for these semi-dense or dense methods, such as [4, 3, 20, 21, 19], remain equivalent to
a set of points without carrying any additional semantic information.
A map based on sparse points carries no semantic information. Geometric entities
such as lines and planes, on the other hand, carry semantic information such as edges
or surfaces present in the scene. These primitives are useful for map representation as
they provide informative constraints on the scene geometry as well as the robot’s pose,
while still being sparse.
Man-made environments contain many planar surfaces and it is easy to infer
relationships between them using a Manhattan world assumption: the planes are
either parallel or perpendicular to each other. Detecting these planes and using them
in addition to a point-based representation provides additional constraints for the
points that lie on one of the planes and in-turn inform the camera pose. These planar
constraints are also useful in areas where features can not be found because of uniform
texture. The main challenge of considering additional geometric entities in the SLAM
problem is choosing an effective mathematical representation for state variables and
observation/constraints between them that is suitable to the SLAM formulation and
also efficient in terms of memory and time that is required for solving the consequent
optimization problem. Including planes in a SLAM map has been explored before
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[24, 14], however unlike those previous works which only use planes and ignore points,
we target to exploit both, by incorporating planes along with sparse points, more
precisely, by proposing mathematical representations of landmarks and constraints that
are amenable for graph-based formulation of the real-time sparse point-plane SLAM.
In this chapter, we explore the effect of introducing planes as independent land-
marks, with our proposed representation, into the map and the consequent geometric
constraints that these landmarks impose between the sparse points and their under-
lying planes, and also the geometric constraints between planes that are imposed to
realize Manhattan world assumption in 3D map reconstruction. Planes are extracted
from input imagery1 and integrated into a state-of-the-art sparse mapping system
to further constrain a sparse environment representation and enrich the map with
more semantically meaningful landmarks. The extracted planes are used for both
localization and mapping, in other words, the newly introduced planes play a role both
in tracking of the camera while the map representation is considered fixed, and also in
the Bundle Adjustment (BA) problem to refine the estimation of the state variables of
the local map. Unlike most of the visual SLAM systems [14, 24, 16, 9], we exhaustively
evaluate our proposed system with the additional landmarks and observation/constraint
factors, as an ablation study, and comparative study against state-of-the-art systems,
in publicly available datasets such as RGB-D TUM [25] and NYU-v2 [18] benchmarks
and show that this greatly reduces the error in the estimated camera trajectory without
incurring great computational cost either in time and memory. A point and plane
based representation is richer and more informative than a sparse point representation
and can be used for reasoning about semantics and higher level information encoded
in the scene such as object affordances and supporting surfaces.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents a short overview
of methods that have already been developed to address the SLAM problem based on
a combination of points and other geometric primitives. Then we present our SLAM
system in three separate sections: first we elaborate the mathematical representations
that we utilize to estimate the state variables (variable nodes of our factor graph) in
Section 3.3 and we propose our representation for plane landmarks in this section.
Then mathematical representations for our proposed observation/constraint factors
are explained in Section 3.4. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 are comprising the back-end of our
system. The last section that explains the front-end of our SLAM is Section 3.5. In
1In this chapter we utilize the RGB-D input modality, however towards a pure monocular SLAM,
we propose a monocular plane detection pipeline in Chapter 5.
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3.5 we build our factor graph from the sensory information (RGB-D input stream)
by detecting, initializing, and tracking the landmarks and their observations from
our sensor models and then we hypothesis regarding the constraint factors between
different landmarks in the map. The evaluations and experiments of the SLAM system
are presented in Section 3.6 and finally the conclusion is presented in Section 3.7.
3.2 Related Work
SLAM is a well studied problem in mobile robotics and many different solutions have
been proposed for solving it. The most recent of these is the graph-based approach
that formulates SLAM as a non-linear least squares problem [11]. SLAM with cameras
has also seen advancement in theory and good implementations that have lead to many
real-time systems from sparse ([17],[4]) to semi-dense ([3], [5]) to fully dense ([20], [19],
[21]).
We are interested in sparse map representations incorporate geometric primitives
such as lines and/or planes, without focusing on the modality of the sensor used
(monocular vs. RGB-D). Recently, there has been a lot of interest in extending the
capability of a point-based representation by either applying the same techniques to
other geometric primitives or fusing points with lines or planes to get better accuracy.
Several methods have explored replacing points with lines [16], [7]. However, lines
present especial difficulty because of the lack of a good mathematical representation
that is amenable to the least-squares framework. Some works have explored the
possibility of using lines and points in the same framework [22], [9] and have been more
successful.
Recently, [14] proposed a representation for infinite planes that is amenable for
use in a least-squares framework. Using this representation, they presented a method
that works using only information of planes visible in the environment. Similarly, [28]
use a monocular input to generate plane hypotheses using a Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) which is then refined over time using both the planes as well as points
in the images. However unlike our proposed SLAM in this chapter, these methods only
consider planes as independent landmarks and neglect points in the map. A method is
proposed in [26] that fuses points and planes using an RGB-D sensor. In the latter
works, they try to fuse the information of planar entities to increase the accuracy
of depth inference for point landmarks and ignore planes as independent landmarks
in the bundle adjustment of the SLAM. The evaluation of the previously proposed
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plane-based SLAM systems has been limited to special-purpose scenarios and scenes,
however we evaluate our framework exhaustively in generic public SLAM benchmarks.
3.3 Landmark Representations
As introduced in Chapter 2, we formulate our sparse SLAM problem as a factor graph
optimization problem and use the benefits of the least squares estimation problems.
In this chapter, our problem is point-plane localization and mapping problem,
hence we want to estimate the N camera poses with respect to the world reference
frame, Tw1 , Tw2 , ..., TwN , n 3D points in the map x1, x2, ..., xn and L infinite planes in
the map π1, π2, ..., πL using the point and plane measurements in the camera frames.
We represent the mentioned estimation problem as a factor graph shown in Fig. 3.1.
In this bipartite graph, variable nodes of the graph, or variables if context permits, are
corresponding to 3D points xi, 3D planes πi, and camera coordinates frame Twc , all
represented with respect to the world global frame. Factor nodes, referred as factors,
of the graph consist of measurements of the 3D points and planes in the camera frame
and also the constraints between 3D planes and their corresponding inlier points. The
objective function of our optimization problem consists of the multiplication of these
factors of the joint probability distribution over variables given observations.
In the rest of this section we explain the appropriate mathematical representation
for each of these variable nodes that is amenable to the least squares optimization
problem and are used in our system. In the next section 3.4 we describe the above
mentioned observations/constraints factors in detail. In section 3.5 we explain how
to build this factor graph and initialize the variable nodes of the graph from input
sensory information.
3.3.1 Point Landmarks
Due to the projective nature of the camera observations, the most common represen-
tation of 3D point variable x of the factor graph is by its homogeneous coordinates
x = (x, y, z, w)⊤ as a point in the 3D projective space P3. However without loss
of generality, by normalizing the last coordinate we assume x = (x, y, z, 1)⊤ as the
representation for points in 3D space. By using this representation, point variables are
updated in the graph during optimization process based on the gradient of the loss
functions (associated connected factors) in the underlying R3 space. Note that in this
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Fig. 3.1 Our sparse point-plane SLAM factor graph. The variable nodes include
camera poses Twc , points xi, and plane landmarks πi. The factor nodes are point and
plane observations (observation factor nodes) and also the constraint factors between
points-planes and planes-planes (Manhattan assumption).
simple case, R3 is a Lie group with corresponding Lie algebra of R3 itself. The 3D
point in the world and its projective observation is illustrated in Fig. 3.2.
3.3.2 Camera Poses
The camera pose in the factor graph is represented as an isometric 3D Euclidean
transformation, Twc , between a global coordinates frame and local camera coordinates
frame. This proper isometric Euclidean transformation, Twc , is a bijective mapping
from R3 to itself that preserves distances between any pairs of points (or equivalently
inner product of vectors in the vector space) and also preserves the orientation of the
vector space.
The set of proper Euclidean isometrics (rigid motions), denoted as SE(3), form
a group along with the group operation of composition of mappings, that we denote
them as poses. There are different equivalent ways for parameterizing 6D poses, such
as:
• 3D translation and 3D rotation defined by Euler angles
• 3D translation and 4D rotation defined by unit quaternions
• 4 × 4 transformation matrices
Since we model 3D space as 3D projective space P3, the latter parametrization of
this group is more convenient for applying projective operations. Hence we parametrize


















Fig. 3.2 The representation of a 3D point xi in the camera coordinates frame Twc and
its projective measurement on the image plane ui , both are represented in 3D and 2D
projective spaces (P2 and P3), respectively.
this group as a subgroup of projective transformations of P3 (the set of all invertible





where R ∈ SO(3) is a proper rotation matrix (orthogonal matrix with determinant
+1), t = (tx, ty, tz)⊤ ∈ R3 is a translation vector and group operation is the standard
matrix product.
In our notation, Twc is the rigid transformation between global world coordinates
frame (w) and local camera coordinates frame (c) that has the following effect on the
coordinates of the points:




















where xc and xw are the homogeneous coordinates of the point in local camera frame
and global world frame, respectively.
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Note that SE(3) group is a 6D smooth manifold (Lie Group) embedded in the 16
dimensional manifold GL(4,R) and has the structure of semi-direct product of groups
SO(3) and R3 (SO(3) ⋉R3).
Camera pose variables are updated in the factor graph during optimization pro-
cess based on the gradient of the loss functions (associated connected factors) in
the underlying associated 6D Lie algebra se(3), whose bases are corresponding to
either infinitesimal rotations or infinitesimal translations along each axis, found by
“linearization” of the manifold SE(3).
3.3.3 Plane Landmarks
We represent planes as 2 dimensional linear subspaces of 3D projective space P3.
In other words, a homogeneous vector π = (a, b, c, d)⊤ ∈ P3 represents a plane in
projective space and a homogeneous point x = (x, y, z, 1)⊤ ∈ P3 lies on that plane if
and only if
π⊤x = 0 (3.3)
or the more familiar plane equation of
ax + by + cz + d = 0 (3.4)
where we represent the normal vector of the plane by n = (a, b, c)⊤ and find its




where ∥.∥2 is the Euclidean norm defined in the corresponding vector space.
Combining Equations 3.2 and 3.3 yields that the homogeneous plane representation
in the global world coordinates frame, πw is transformed to the local camera frame,
πc, by the inverse transpose of the camera pose transformation, i.e.
πc = (Twc )
−⊤πw. (3.6)
If we consider the homogeneous representation for plane landmarks in the fac-
tor graph optimization, since this representation is over-parametrized (there are only
three degrees of freedom in a plane: one for orthogonal distance of plane from origin
and two for its surface normal orientation), the Hessian (or information matrix) of the
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problem will be rank-deficient. In incremental solving of non-linear least squares prob-
lem, in each step after “linearizing” the non-linear objective function a linear system
should be solved by inverting the Hessian matrix. Rank-deficiency of Hessian matrix
cause problems during optimization. The immediate solution to this rank-deficiency
problem is using regularization with the cost of slow convergence that is not suitable
for real-time applications.
Uncritical minimal (three degrees of freedom) parametrization of planes causes
singularities and instabilities for numerical optimization, such as the parametrization
of using two parameters for orientation of the surface normal and one parameter for
the distance of the plane from origin: it is a minimal representation, however there
are singularities similar to Gimbal lock problem of Euler angles and also the difference
in the scale of the third parameter (distance) and the first two parameters (angles),
due to their different nature, makes the numerical optimization instable. Hence we are
looking for more homogeneous parametrization.
The immediate intuitive minimal representation driven from homogeneous vectors
is normalizing them and representing planes by normalized homogeneous vectors with
unit norm. The set of all unit homogeneous vectors defines a 3-sphere S3 in R4
S3 = {(a, b, c, d) ∈ R4 | a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 = 1}. (3.7)
Note that S3 is a double cover for the set of all 3D planes, since antipodal points
π ∈ S3 and −π ∈ S3 both are representing the same plane.
To solve the optimization problem by this minimal representation for planes, we
should restrict the plane vector to remain on the S3 during the optimization steps. One
method to solve this constrained optimization problem is adding Lagrange multipliers
to enforce the constraint. The drawbacks of this method are: increasing the size of the
optimization space and computational cost while complicating the objective function.
As shown in [14], the better solution is using minimal representation to update plane
landmarks during optimization on the manifold of planes. Hence we represent planes by
finding a proper mapping from normalized homogeneous vectors to a smooth manifold
on which we perform the optimization updates.
As S3 is a double cover for our plane representation space and also for rotations
group in 3D, SO(3), we propose to identify our plane representation with a rotation
matrix by using a two-to-one and onto homomorphism from S3 onto SO(3). In
contrast to [14] that uses quaternions to represent planes, by our representation we
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directly benefit from the straight-forward Lie algebra of so(3) to update planes during
optimization.
If we represent our plane landmark as π = (a, b, c, d)⊤ ∈ S3 then there is a 2:1
homomorphism, [8], from S3 to SO(3) that maps π to the following rotation matrix
Rπ =

1 − 2b2 − 2c2 2ab − 2cd 2ac + 2bd
2ab + 2cd 1 − 2a2 − 2c2 2bc − 2ad
2ac − 2bd 2bc + 2ad 1 − 2a2 − 2b2
 ∈ SO(3) (3.8)
which represents a rotation (RπR⊤π = R⊤π Rπ = I) around the vector (a, b, c)⊤ by an
angle φ, where cos φ2 = d.
Hence by the mentioned mapping instead of solving a constrained optimization
problem on S3, we can update planes during optimization on so(3) by using the
exponential and its inverse, logarithm, maps of the SO(3) manifold. More precisely if
we denote the increment v = (v1, v2, v3)⊤ in the tangent space of SO(3) at the identity






 ∈ so(3) (3.9)
then we update the current estimation of the plane node Rπt (or equivalently its
rotation matrix) such as following
Rπt+1 = exp ([v]×)Rπt (3.10)
where exp([v]×) is the exponential map that maps one element of the Lie algebra on
the manifold, such as following, also known as Rodrigues’ formula [1],




1 − cos φ
φ2
)[v]2× (3.11)
where φ = ∥v∥2 . Another interpretation of tangent vectors v (projections of rotation
matrices Rπ to the tangent space at the identity I) is that they are local axis-angle
representations for rotation matrices (in our case 3D plane landmarks).
Eventually, for going backward to find the new update of 3D homogeneous plane
πt+1 from its updated rotation matrix representation Rπt+1 , we need the logarithm
map of SO(3) that can be calculated by first determining cos(∥v∥2) = 12(tr(Rπt+1) − 1)
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and then computing v from symmetric differences by using 3.11. Then updated






where v̂ = v/∥v∥2 is the unit norm vector.
3.4 Observations and Constraints Factors
After introducing the representation of different variable nodes in the factor graph
of our SLAM system in Section 3.3, in this section we want to describe in detail the
proposed factor nodes of our sparse SLAM system. The factor nodes are representatives
of different observations (of landmarks from the camera pose) and also constraints
(between landmarks).
3.4.1 3D Point Observation Factors
In a traditional point-based SLAM system, observation factors exist between points
and the camera that seek to minimize the geometric re-projection error. We also adopt
these observation factors and introduce them in our system as
fr(xw, Twc ) = ∥ uc − Π(xw, Twc ) ∥2Σr (3.13)
where uc is the observed pixel location (in the image plane) of the 3D point xw
represented in the global world frame, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2, ∥u∥Σ = (u⊤Σ−1u)
1/2
notation is the Mahalanobis norm of vector u with covariance matrix Σ (in this factor
node a 2 × 2 matrix), and Π(.) is a function that projects a world 3D point into the
image plane such as following
Π(xw, Twc ) = K[I | 0]Twc xw (3.14)
where K is a 3×3 camera calibration matrix and K[I | 0]Twc is called camera projection
matrix.
Note that in this factor and all the other factors introduced in this thesis, to
mitigate the influence of outlier data, we use robust error functions in the factors, such
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2 for |r| ≤ δ
δ(|r| − 12δ) otherwise.
(3.15)
where r is the residual and δ is the parameter of the robust kernel. For the sake of
brevity, as context permits, we avoid to repeat the Huber robust kernel in every factor
definition.
3.4.2 3D Plane Observation Factor
Due to the proposed representation of 3D plane landmarks in 3.3.3, the problem of
introducing an observation factor for plane landmarks is reduced to a problem of
choosing an appropriate metric or distance for the space of rotation matrices.
There are different distance measures that we can introduce between two rotation
transformations, however we want to exploit the geometrical characteristics of the
space of rotation transformations, so we choose the geodesic distance or the shortest
distance between two points along the manifold, which captures the concept of the
closeness between two elements of the manifold more precisely when compared to the
Euclidean metric.
Therefore, the plane observation factor between a camera node variable Twc and a
3D plane landmark π, that is observed as πobs in the local camera coordinates frame,
is imposed as following
fπ(π, Twc ) = ∥ d(Twc −⊤π, πobs) ∥2Σπ (3.16)
where Twc −⊤π is the transformed plane to the camera coordinates frame, refer to 3.6,
Σπ is the covariance matrix of the Mahalanobis norm, and d is the difference of the
corresponding rotation matrices of the planes in the tangent space at the identity of
SO(3), explained in 3.3.3, such as following
d(π1, π2) = logm(R⊤π2Rπ1) (3.17)
where Rπ is the associated rotation matrix of the corresponding plane, and logm is
the logarithm map of the rotation matrices explained in 3.3.3.
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Note that fπ is formulating the closeness of the plane landmarks based on the
geodesic distance rather than Euclidean distance that is also a good distance only
locally (near identity) whereas the geodesic measure is valid globally.
3.4.3 Point-Plane Constraint Factor
If we believe that a point actually lies on a specific plane, it makes sense to impose a
constraint between the point and the relevant plane landmark. To do so we introduce
a factor node between point x and plane π variable nodes that models an orthogonal
Euclidean distance of the point and plane such as following




where n is the unit normal vector of the plane π, σd is the variance of the Mahalanobis
norm, and xo is an arbitrary point on the plane that only needs to satisfy plane
Equation 3.3 and in our system is considered as the closest point of the plane to the
origin.
Note that the association between inlier points and planes have been established in
the front-end during plane detection and segmentation that is explained in 3.5.2.
3.4.4 Plane-Plane Constraint Factor (Manhattan World As-
sumption)
In almost all of the man-made environments, particularly indoors, there are dominant
underlying structures that are present in the scene and influence strongly all of the
spatial and semantic relationships among geometric entities and semantic objects.
These structures can be introduced as prior knowledge to the 3D modeling process of
the scene.
One of the most useful and common underlying structures (especially indoors)
are those associated with a Manhattan world in which planes are mostly mutually
orthogonal or parallel This assumption acts as a prior knowledge about the scene based
on the evidence.
We introduce this geometric assumption to our SLAM system and demonstrate
the efficacy of such an assumption in 3.6 for improving the estimation of camera
trajectory and implicitly accuracy of 3D mapping of the scene, particularly in texture-
less environments.
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Imposing the mentioned constraint on relative plane orientation is only a matter of
introducing a constraint factor on the plane surface normals. The constraint factor for
parallel planes π1 and π2 is considered as following




and the constraint factor for perpendicular planes is implemented as




where n1 and n2 are the unit normal vectors of the planes π1 and π2 respectively and
σpar and σper are the variances of the Mahalanobis norm of parallel and perpendicular
constraints, respectively.
Note that we actually apply this assumption by enforcing a constraint for the inner
product of the unit normal vectors of the planes participating in the factor.
This Manhattan assumption is implemented as a soft constraint in our system,
3.5.2, means that we impose the constraint with high uncertainty without enforcing the
planes to be exactly perpendicular or parallel and planes could end up with situations
close to perpendicularity or parallelism according with the evidence.
3.5 Front-end of our Point-Plane SLAM
As discussed in Chapter 2 modern SLAM algorithms can be divided into two parts: the
front-end, that deals with sensory information to convert them into constraints, and
a back-end that can optimize over these constraints in a least-squares framework. In
other words, so far we described in sections 3.3 and 3.4 the appropriate representations
of landmarks consisting the map and the observations and constraints that form our
SLAM problem as a factor graph optimization problem. Now in this section we explain
in detail the front-end of our SLAM system to extract and build the factor graph from
sensory input.
The key issues addressed in this section are how to detect 3D landmarks from input
and how to track and match observations to landmarks (data association problem) and
initialize the new ones when it is necessary and add them to the factor graph. Also
we introduce the mechanisms that we use to detect and impose the soft constraints
between existing landmarks in the map.
















Fig. 3.3 The back-end and front-end of our sparse point-plane SLAM system.
In order to take advantage of the recent success of graph-based approaches to
SLAM, we build our system on top of the state-of-the-art feature-based sparse SLAM
framework, ORB-SLAM2 [17]. This allows us to benefit from the sparsity of the map
and at the same time incorporate more semantically meaningful geometric primitives
such as planes in the map. Therefore we are loyal to our initial goals to build an almost
real-time, scalable, spares SLAM consisting of higher level entities.
In terms of the modality of the input, for the scope of this chapter, we use RGB-D
input to detect and extract more reliable 3D planes from the RGB and depth maps
in order to focus our study on the effect of introducing planes and corresponding
constraints to a sparse SLAM system. However this is not a fundamental bottleneck,
since as we see in this section we only use the depth information to initialize the
position of 3D point features and also detect and initialize 3D planes in the map. There
is no additional fusion of depth information over frames happening in the front-end
of our SLAM and further refinement of the landmarks takes place within the bundle
adjustment in the back-end.
In the rest of this section, first we describe our point feature extraction and tracking
and then our plane detection and segmentation. Then we discuss in detail the data
association problem related to plane landmarks. The back-end and front-end of our
sparse point-plane SLAM is demonstrated in Fig 3.3.
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3.5.1 Point Feature Extraction and Tracking
For point feature selection and matching we rely on the front-end of the state-of-the-art
ORB-SLAM2 [17] to extract and match ORB features in a coarse-to-fine pyramid.
Using the front-end of the ORB-SLAM2 for point features, makes our comparison in
the ablation study in 3.6 fair as we incrementally add more landmarks and consider
higher level constraints.
Points are tracked after extracting and matching ORB descriptors in each frame,
which is much faster to compute than SIFT and SURF features. For initializing the 3D
position of the detected feature point, the depth of the key-point is only used from the
first frame which observes the key-point and further improvements over the estimate
of the 3D point occur in the bundle adjustment.
3.5.2 3D Plane Detection and Tracking
Most plane fitting models for RGB-D data use RANSAC which is extremely slow for
the purpose of building a near real-time online SLAM framework consisting of points
and planes in the map. Keeping near real-time performance in mind, we are interested
in detecting infinite planes and estimating its parameters from RGB-D data along with
the finite boundary segmentation of the planes in each frame to use this information
for associating point landmarks to the detected planes and even match planes across
frames. Here we describe our approach which overcomes these limitations.
3.5.2.1 Plane Segmentation and Parameter Estimation
Inspired by [27], we efficiently cluster and segment multiple planes from point-clouds
generated from RGB-D data.
After constructing the point-cloud from a pair of RGB image and depth map,
first we calculate surface normals for valid depth measurements by smoothing in its
neighborhood based on the proposed method of [12]. We smoothen the depth data
before calculating the surface normals in order to yield a less noisy normals. The
method in [12] uses integral images to perform border and depth dependent smoothing,
since they can be calculated efficiently by accessing only four data elements of the point-
cloud corresponding to the four corners of the rectangular smoothing region. Then we
estimate the surface normal unit vector n at image location (u, v) by computing the
cross product of the 3D vectors between its neighbors and then normalizing it such as
following
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n = vud × vlr
∥ vud × vlr ∥2
(3.21)
where vud is the 3D vector between the upper and lower neighbors and vlr is the vector
between the left and right neighbors of u in the point-cloud, as shown in Fig 3.4.
After estimating the unit surface normals, to segment multiple planes from the
reconstructed point-cloud out of the input RGB-D stream, we cluster the cloud in two
steps, as illustrated in Fig 3.4.
First we cluster the unit surface normals in the space of unit normal vectors to find
the clusters corresponding to dominant planar orientations of the scene. In this step
we also merge the clusters that satisfy the following criteria
n⊤1 n2 < θthresh (3.22)
where ni is the unit surface normal corresponding to the center of cluster and θthresh is
the threshold on the angle between those two surface normals.
Then for each resulted cluster in unit normal space, we conduct another clustering
in the orientation of that surface normal vector (unit surface normal associated with
the center of the cluster) by computing a one dimensional voxel grid and merging the
neighboring voxels. In this step we also merge the cluster bins that satisfy the following
criteria for depth space
|d1 − d2| < dthresh (3.23)
where di is the perpendicular distance of the center of the cluster bin to the origin
and dthresh is the threshold on this distance for clusters. In other words, this threshold
determines the resolution of the clustering of the planes and the measure on the
closeness of the segmented planes.
The above mentioned two steps yield multi-plane segmentation of the reconstructed
point-cloud per RGB-D input. By projecting the plane segmentations to the RGB
frame, we find the finite boundary of the planes in the image. To estimate the plane
parameters, we consider the unit surface normal n and perpendicular depth d of the
center of the cluster bins to initialize the estimate the plane parameters π = (n⊤, d)⊤.
Sample results of the plane segmentation is shown in Fig 3.5 for some real and
synthetic RGB-D inputs.
The plane segmentation and parameter initialization uses RGB-D data, and is the
only part of our system (other than ORB feature depth initialization) which relies
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Fig. 3.4 To segment and estimate 3D plane parameters from RGB-D input images,
first we build the corresponding point-cloud and then we estimate the surface normals
as explained in 3.5.2.1. Then we cluster the normals in the normal space to find the
dominant orientations in the scene and after merging the normal clusters, we perform
the clustering in depth in the orientation of the resulted normals to complete the plane
parameters and by back-projecting to image frame we find the segmentation of planes.
Note that we determine the point-plane associations in this step.
on depth information. We overcome this depth-dependence in Chapter 5 towards
proposing the monocular SLAM.
3.5.2.2 Data Association and Plane Matching
Planes detected in one frame need to be tracked into the subsequent frames and
matched with planes detected in the new frames. This matching is an example of
data association problem that enables the reconstruction of the factor graph. In other
words, after detecting and initializing plane landmarks as variable nodes of the graph,
we need to connect these nodes with the other nodes of the graph, such as 3D points,
other planes in the map, and camera nodes (key-frames) via factor nodes. In this
part, we determine these connecting edges of the factor graph for connecting planes
to camera key-frames (by tracking planes in input RGB-D frames), connecting planes
to the other planes (by creating hypotheses for Manhattan assumption based on the
current estimate of the geometry of the planes), and at the end connecting planes to
points (by assessing the inlier condition for planes).
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Fig. 3.5 Sample results of our plane segmentation for some sequences from RGB-D
TUM benchmark [25] and synthetic SYNTHIA dataset [23].
Due to the inherent robust structure of plane landmarks, we use a relatively straight-
forward approach for data association related to them by considering the geometric
information of the detected planes.
In our system, due to the small number of planes (compared with 3D points),
detected planes are matched with the existing planes in the map based on the difference
between their normals and the Euclidean perpendicular distance between them. Our
first geometric criterion is the angle between normal vectors of the planes and after
filtering out the candidate matches (from the existing planes in the map), the second
measure is the Euclidean perpendicular distance between them. We choose the best
match based on the second criteria after removing the outlier candidates by thresholding
with the first measure.
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For identifying the inlier points of the planes and associating them via the point-
plane constraint factor, described in 3.4.3, we use the plane segmentation mask produced
from the plane detection process and to ensure fewer outliers we check another geometric
measure before imposing this constraint factor. We postulate the point-plane inlier
condition if the 3D key-point lies in the segmented mask and its orthogonal distance
from the infinite plane in the map is less than a threshold thP P , which we set as a
function of the distance of the points from the camera, because further points have
greater uncertainty.
Since the number of planes detected by our system is sufficiently small, we consider
all possible pairs in the map and introduce plane-plane constraint factors (Manhattan
world assumption) explained in 3.4.4, with very little impact on overall computational
cost of our system. At present we adopt the expedient of imposing a parallel constraint
factor f∥ if the smallest angle between the pair of planes (current estimates in the map)
is less than a threshold thparM . We introduce a perpendicular constraint factor f⊥ if
the smallest angle between the pair of the current estimated planes is greater than a
threshold thperM near to 90 deg. For our experiments we have used th
par
M = 15 deg and
th⊥M = 75 deg empirically in our system.
Note that the mentioned thresholds, similar to other hard thresholds introduced
in this thesis, are determined empirically by considering the overall performance of
the system, in this case the measure of camera trajectory accuracy. However, this
expedient can be replaced by training deep neural networks in future works in order to
learn about the introduced constraints and conditions that need to be satisfied before
imposing the constraint factors.
Manhattan constraints are imposed in a conservative manner as a soft constraint
with a large uncertainty which is set empirically three times the measurement noise,
and act as a prior on the relative orientation of the planes. Based on evidence gathered
over image frames, they might end up being perpendicular or parallel but are not forced
to be in that configuration if the data strongly favors an alternative interpretation.
Due to the relatively reliable depth information and accurate plane segmentation
and parameter estimation, this simple proposed data association scheme is efficacious
as demonstrated in experiments section 3.6.
3.5.2.3 Plane Landmarks in the Back-End Optimization
Since the number of infinite planes observable in each frame is much less than the
number of interest points (key-points), integrating planes in the back-end optimization
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of our system has negligible additional computational cost on top of optimization for
point landmarks. As shown in section 3.6, introducing planes has significant effect on
a) camera localization with respect to a key-frame and b) local bundle adjustment over
the landmarks in the map including points and planes after adding a new key-frame.
In the camera localization stage, the observed landmarks are assumed to be fixed
and the pose of the camera is optimized according to the factor graph Fig 3.1. Using
planes in this stage with its subsequent additional factor nodes improves the accuracy
of the camera tracking significantly which is shown in the section 3.6. When current
frame has common field-of-view with previous frames less than a specific threshold we
add a new key-frame to our system and this key-frame is considered as one camera
variable node in the factor graph of our SLAM system. The idea of using key-frames
instead of considering all the streaming input frames is now common in visual SLAM
systems, since it creates smaller number of variable and factor nodes in the graph and
improves the optimization time and real-time performance of visual SLAM systems.
After adding new key-frame local bundle adjustment is carried out by optimizing a
local factor graph consisting of the new key-frame and adjacent key-frames which have
observed the common points and planes landmarks. This stage also has a significant
part in global consistency of the reconstructed map and its effect can be seen in section
3.6.
Note that the global bundle adjustment, when a loop closure is detected, is done in
our point-plane SLAM using points and planes as landmarks. We detect loops by the
front-end of ORB-SLAM2 which uses bag of words [6] based on ORB features.
3.6 Experiments
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we use the publicly available and
widely-used TUM RGB-D dataset [25]. We show both qualitative and quantitative
results for the proposed point-plane SLAM by comparing it with the state-of-the-art
sparse mapping system, ORB-SLAM2 [17] and also report the computational cost and
runtime analysis in 3.6.3. Results are also reported for comparison against the recent
plane-based Pop-up SLAM [28] in low-texture environments.
Sequences from the TUM dataset used in our experiments are introduced in Table 3.1
along with a short description of the type of scene observed in each sequence. These
sequences have a wide range of conditions, from plane-rich scenes to scenes with little
or no texture.
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Table 3.1 RGB-D sequences from TUM benchmark [25] used in our experiments with
their specific characteristics.
Dataset Description
fr1/xyz desk in an office environment
fr1/desk sweeps over four desks in an office
fr1/floor sweeps over wooden floor, planar regions
fr2/xyz slow translational motion along the principal axes
fr2/rpy slow rotational motion along the principal axes
fr2/desk closing loop around the two desks in a typical office scene
fr3/cabinet little texture, planar surfaces
fr3/str_notex_near low-texture close, planar surfaces
fr3/str_notex_far low-texture far, planar surfaces
fr3/long_office large loop around office desks
3.6.1 Qualitative Results
Qualitative results for five different sequences have been shown in Fig 3.8 and Fig 3.6.
The first column shows the input RGB frame along with the tracked ORB features.
The detected planes along with their unique segmentation masks are shown in the
second column and finally the last two columns depict the generated map consisting
of points, planes, and key-frames from side and top view-points, respectively. In the
first row of Fig 3.6, we can see that the generated map is consistent with the ground
truth scene since we can see the desk as a unique green plane representing the four
same-height office desk in the sequence. The same scenario happens for the second
sequence in the second row of Fig 3.6 where we have the red plane reconstructed from
the floor which is observable in all of the frames of this dataset. The mapping and
tracking results for two challenging low-texture datasets have been illustrated in Fig 3.6
third row and Fig 3.8 for fr3/str_notex_near and fr3/str_notex_far, respectively.
For these sequences, ORB-SLAM2 was unable to detect features in the environment
with the default setting. The feature detection threshold had to be lowered to get some
point features which also resulted in more outliers and inaccurate trajectories. However,
our point-plane SLAM system improves the trajectory estimates significantly and yields
richer maps for these sequences, particularly with Manhattan world assumption, with
a negligible amount of additional memory load. For instance, the reconstructed map of
our system for fr3/str_notex_far sequence needs only around 20 more parameters
(∼160 Bytes) to store additional landmarks in the memory and ∼500 more Bytes if
storing the pair-wise constraints is desirable, compared to the sparse ORB-SLAM2.
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(a) RGB Frame with
ORB Features




Fig. 3.6 Qualitative Results for 4 different TUM RGB-D datasets.
However the map of our system is much richer and semantically more meaningful for
further robotic tasks, such as planning or navigation, as shown in Fig 3.8.
Note that in all of the demonstrated reconstructed maps, all of the observation
and constraint factors depicted in Fig 3.1 are effective in the back-end optimization
of the system, consisting of camera-point, camera-plane, point-plane, and plane-plane
(Manhattan assumption) factors.
To study the importance of introducing Manhattan assumption (plane-plane factor
nodes) in the performance of our SLAM system, we design an experiment to reconstruct
the cabinet in fr3/cabinet sequence with and without this assumption to assess the
accuracy of the mapping of our system in reconstructing this cabinet. The sequence
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(a) Generated Map (Before–
Top)
(b) Generated Map (After–
Top)
(c) Generated Map (After–
Side)
Fig. 3.7 Qualitative comparison of the reconstructed planes representing cabinet before
and after imposing Manhattan assumption between the planes in the RGB-D TUM
fr3/cabinet sequence. Points and top-side plane of the cabinet have not been rendered
for clarifying the difference in the map
contains a loop around a cabinet on the floor. All the faces of this cabinet are parallel
or perpendicular to each other and the floor. Fig 3.7 demonstrates the difference in
the quality of the reconstruction of the cabinet’s sides without and with Manhattan
assumption in columns (a) and (b), respectively.
Note that 3D point landmarks and the top-side of the cabinet have not been rendered
to facilitate the comparison of the maps. As seen in Fig 3.7(a) that demonstrates the
reconstruction of the cabinet without imposing the plane-plane constraint factors, sides
of the cabinet are not congruent with the ground truth scene which all of the sides of
the cabinet are parallel or perpendicular, for instance the yellow and light-blue sides
are not parallel with each other. After imposing Manhattan assumption by considering
the corresponding factors of the back-end factor graph, as seen in Fig 3.7 columns (b)
and (c), the reconstructed sides of the cabinet are more congruent with the ground
truth cuboid of the cabinet in terms of parallelism and perpendicularity. For example
look at the difference in the configuration of the yellow and light-blue sides before and
after adding the hypotheses.
In addition to the tracking accuracy in the frame-to-frame scenario, incorporating
planes greatly impacts the trajectory estimate when there is a large loop closure: the
system performs a global bundle adjustment with the points as well as plane landmarks.
The produced map is more consistent as can be seen in the last row of Fig 3.6, which
is from the fr3/long_office sequence. The green desk and red floor along with the
monitors in this map are consistent with the ground truth scene.
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3.6.2 Quantitative Comparison
To evaluate the accuracy of the state estimation (camera trajectory) and implicitly
the consistency of map reconstruction, we compare our proposed system with the
state-of-the-art point-based ORB-SLAM2. As it is common in evaluating visual SLAM
systems, comparisons are reported in terms of the following metrics:
• Absolute Trajectory Error (ATE)
• Relative Translational Error (RTE)
• Relative Rotational Error (RRE)
Results are given in Table 3.2 for the RGB-D sequences specified in Table 3.1 that
compare ORB-SLAM2 and our proposed point-plane SLAM in two different scenarios
as an ablation study.
In the first scenario we only consider point and plane variable nodes along with
the observation and constraint factors between points and planes (without plane-plane
constraint or Manhattan assumption). We denote this scenario by PP in Table 3.2. In
the second scenario we also consider Manhattan assumption in our system and denote
this by PP+M in Table 3.2.
It can be seen from the Table 3.2 that our point-plane SLAM improves the trajectory
estimate in all of the sequences and up to 30% in some of them (the bold numbers) in
both of the PP and PP+M scenarios. As expected, considering the plane-plane constraint
factors significantly reduces the trajectory error when dominant planar structure is
present in the scene. For instance, in the fr1/desk dataset, the Root-Mean-Squared-
Error (RMSE) ATE has decreased significantly by 34.57%. The RTE and RRE has
also decreased significantly which shows more accurate tracking and mapping. The
reason for this improvement in this particular sequence is the presence of four desks at
the same height (all belonging to the same infinite plane), as shown in Fig 3.6 first row.
These planar surfaces impose a strong structural constraint on where points can lie in
the scene and also enforces the reconstructed tables to be reconstructed parallel to the
floor as evidence suggests. Our proposed method exploits these planar structures to
improve the tracking and mapping of the scene. Another sequence in which we have
a strong planar structure is fr3/long_office, where tables are connected to each
other with monitors on top, as shown in Fig 3.6 last row. The presence of these planes
particularly in the large loop closure present in this sequence improves the accuracy of
tracking and mapping significantly, with a 34.55% reduction in ATE, 19.00% reduction
in RTE, and 20.37% reduction in RRE.
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(a) RGB Frame with
ORB Features




Fig. 3.8 Our sparse point-plane SLAM results on the challenging low-texture
fr3/str_notex_far sequence. Considering planes in spare mapping leads to more
meaningful map representations.
Some of the most challenging scenarios for point-based ORB-SLAM2 are low-texture
environments such as fr3/str_notex_near and fr3/str_notex_far. Our proposed
point-plane SLAM shows great improvement of 36.93% and 31.41% respectively in the
RMSE ATE, which implies the improvement in the reconstruction of walls and floor
present in these sequences. The detected ORB features, in these sequences are on the
intersections of planes (walls and floor). In these challenging low-texture environments,
integrating planes in tracking and mapping shows its effectiveness demonstrably and
yields richer and more semantically meaningful maps (Fig 3.6 third row and Fig 3.8)
rather that just sparse points belonging to the intersection of walls and floor.
We further compare our point-plane SLAM with points-planes and Manhattan
assumption against the recent plane-based SLAM work, Pop-up SLAM [28], which
uses the point-based semi-dense LSD SLAM [3] to provide photometric odometry
constraint along a free unconstrained direction. The comparison is given in Table 3.3,
the number for Pop-up SLAM are taken from [28] for the fr3/str_notex_far. Even
though Pop-up SLAM uses monocular input, the ground truth height of the camera is
provided for initialization of their system and the reported results are with absolute
scale and hence comparable to our work that uses RGB-D input only for initializing
3D points and planes in the back-end.
As Table 3.3 suggests, our SLAM system outperforms Pop-up SLAM on this
challenging sequence. Pop-up SLAM loses the track of small movements of the camera
due to the lack of enough plane landmarks (under-constrained) in this environment
and lack of frame-to-frame odometry [28]. The generated map using our proposed
system for this sequence can be seen in Fig 3.8.
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Table 3.3 Comparison of Mean and Standard-Deviation (Std) for ATE in the challenging
low-texture fr3/str_notex_far sequence for Pop-up SLAM and our point-plane
SLAM.
Dataset Pop-up SLAM OursMean Std Mean Std
fr3/str_notex_far 18 cm 7 cm 1.75 cm 0.76 cm
3.6.3 Analysis of the Runtime
All the experiments have been performed on a commodity machine with an Intel Core
i7-4790 CPU at 3.6 GHz and all the source code is implemented in C++. The back-end
optimizations have been implemented also in C++ with the general framework for
graph optimization, g2o [15], using Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The most time
consuming part of the system is plane segmentation which takes on average 70 msec
per frame, which is reduced by running in a multi-threaded pipeline to around 38 msec
per frame. With the back-end optimization, our system runs near 19 Hz if we segment
planes and track them in each frame. However we note that normally a plane in the
scene can be easily tracked into the neighboring frames so it is enough to detect and
segment planes in each key-frame instead of every frame and this allows our system to
run in near real-time even above 19 Hz.
In Table 3.4 the detailed runtime analysis of our SLAM system and average statistics
of the evaluated RGB-D datasets have been provided. All of theses timings have been
measured when our system segment and match planes in each frame and the local
bundle adjustment optimization is done with the presence of point and plane landmarks
after adding each key-frame.
Table 3.4 Our sparse point-plane SLAM runtime average statistics on the evaluated
RGB-D TUM sequences shown in Table 3.1 with plane segmentation and tracking in
each frame in the loop.
Main Components Runtime
Plane segmentation 38.1 msec
Data association 2.6 msec
Local bundle adjustment optimization 12.4 msec
Total frame time 53.1 msec
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3.7 Conclusions
In this chapter we proposed a representation for plane landmarks as higher level struc-
tural entities amenable to graph-based SLAM systems. Also we imposed consequent
observation/constraint factors pertinent to 3D planes, such as point-plane and plane-
plane (Manhattan world assumption). In addition to introducing the mathematical
representation for proposed landmarks and factors, we also elaborated the front-end
of our system which builds and extracts the factor graph of SLAM problem from the
input RGB-D sensory information.
We evaluated our system exhaustively against the state-of-the-art SLAM systems
with publicly available benchmarks, qualitatively and quantitatively. The significant
improved performance due to using points and planes along with additional constraints
has been clearly shown by the experiments. Using planes is more effective in an
environment where a dominant planar Manhattan structure is present. In cases where
enough planes are not present, the point-based SLAM can still function as usual.
So far in this chapter, our SLAM system only uses the structural entities present
in the scene and ignores higher level semantically meaningful landmarks, i.e. general
objects. Therefore in the next chapter we explore methods to integrate generic objects
(pose and extent) as independent landmarks into the graph-based SLAM problem, in
addition to the sparse points and structural primitives such as planes.
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Chapter 4
Structure Aware SLAM using
Quadrics and Planes
After incorporating 3D planes as independent landmarks in a factor graph of a sparse
point-based SLAM system in Chapter 3, in this chapter towards a real-time semantic
object-aware SLAM system, we consider further higher level entities such as objects for
landmarks in the map that carry semantic information in addition to the geometric
information. We propose a novel representation for generic objects as quadrics which
allows object detections to be seamlessly integrated in a SLAM framework in section
4.3. Then we elaborate the consequent new observation/constraint factors between
landmarks such as supporting/tangency affordances in section 4.4. The front-end of
our proposed system, described in section 4.5, marries the classic geometric-based
landmark detections and matching with the state-of-the-art deep-learned object detection
methods which provide rich information about entities present in the scene from a single
image, to extract and build the factor graph that is presented in preceding sections
from the input RGB-D images. Our extensive evaluations and experiments show that
the proposed points-planes-quadrics representation can easily incorporate Manhattan
and object affordance constraints, greatly improving camera localization and is a step
towards to semantically meaningful maps.
4.1 Introduction
Towards achieving a real-time semantic SLAM system that provides accurate geometric
and semantic representation of the scene, we incorporated our first higher level entity,
3D plane, that also carries semantic information, to the sparse point-based SLAM
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system in Chapter 3. Much of the large-scale structure of a general scene (especially
indoors) comprises dominant planar surfaces. Planes are also a good representation
for feature deprived regions, where they provide information complimentary to points
and can represent significant portions of the environment with very few parameters.
We explored our proposed representation for plane landmarks and the consequent
point-plane and plane-plane (Manhattan assumption) constraint factors in Chapter 3.
As shown in 3.6 we achieved a near real-time online and memory efficient SLAM
system that represents a map with sparse points and 3D planes without incurring huge
additional computation and memory.
Man-made environments contain many objects that could potentially be used as
landmarks in a SLAM map, encapsulating a higher level of information than a set
of points. Previous object-based SLAM efforts have mostly relied on a database of
predefined objects – which must be recognized and a precise 3D model fit to match the
observation in the image to establish correspondence [24]. Other work [1] has admitted
more general objects (and constraints) but only in a slow, offline structure-from-motion
context. In contrast, we are concerned with live (real-time) SLAM, but we seek to
represent a wide variety of objects. Like [1] we are not so concerned with high-fidelity
reconstruction of individual objects, but rather to represent the location, orientation
and rough shape and extent of objects. A suitable representation is therefore potentially
a quadric [6, 27], which allows a compact representation of rough extent and also is
mathematically more convenient than other 3D pose and extent representations such
as cuboid.
Modern SLAM is usually formulated as an unconstrained sparse nonlinear least-
square problem [9]. The sparsity structure of the problem greatly effects the compu-
tation time of the systems. If planes and quadrics are to be introduced in a SLAM
system, they should be represented in a way which is amenable to the non-linear least
squares formulation and respects the sparsity pattern of the SLAM problem.
Pertinent to our purpose, such representations also provide the potential for addi-
tional constraints for landmarks, such as for the points that lie on one of the planes
or introduction of useful affordance constraints between objects and their supporting
planes, as we explain later in the chapter. All these constraints lead to better estimates
of the camera pose.
In this chapter, we propose a map representation that, in addition to points and
planes, consists of higher level geometric entities for objects as landmarks. Unlike
previous work such as [1] we explicitly target real-time performance, and integrate
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within an online SLAM framework. Such performance would be impossible with
uncritical choices of representation and to that end we propose a novel representation
of objects based on quadrics that decomposes in the dual space to permit clean,
fast and effective real-time implementation. We show that this representation, along
with point-plane, plane-plane (Manhattan), and plane-object (supporting) constraints,
greatly reduces the error in the estimated camera trajectory without incurring great
extra computational cost. Because of the higher-level primitives in the map, the
representation remains compact, but carries crucial semantic information about the
scene.
The idea of semantic SLAM is to include semantically meaningful entities in the
SLAM framework to improve both localization and mapping. Recall that we distinguish
this from semantic mapping (Chapter 2), in which SLAM is used as a tool to reconstruct
a semantic map, but this semantic map does not inform localization. In contrast,
the SLAM system proposed in this chapter uses the semantic representation in both
mapping and localization and falls under our definition of Semantic SLAM. To the
best of our knowledge, ours is the first real-time semantic SLAM system proposed
in literature that incorporates both higher level primitives of planes and previously
unseen objects as landmarks. The main contributions of this chapter are articulated as
follows: (1) proposing a novel representation and decomposition of dual quadrics, and
its related factors for integrating objects in the SLAM factor graph that is amenable to
the non-linear least-squares framework and allows CNN-based object detections to be
seamlessly integrated in a SLAM framework, (2) introducing a supporting affordance
relationship between quadric objects and planes in a SLAM factor graph thanks to the
proposed representation, and (3) integrating all of the higher level primitives: planes
and quadrics, along with points, and geometric relationships among them, Manhattan
assumptions and supporting/tangency constraints, in a complete online key-frame
based SLAM system that performs near real-time.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents a
short overview of methods that have already been developed to address the SLAM
problem based on a combination of points, planes, and higher level entities such
as objects. Then we represent our SLAM system in three separate sections: first
we give detailed descriptions of the mathematical representations of each landmark
(variable nodes) in Section 4.3 from an object-oriented perspective. Then our proposed
observation/constraint factor nodes are explained in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 presents
the front-end of our SLAM and explains how the preceding sections is integrated into
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the SLAM system by detecting and matching the landmarks and also hypothesizing
about the constraint factors based on the input RGB-D images. Experiments showing
the efficacy and comparative performance of our system are presented in Section 4.6.
We conclude the chapter in Section 4.7.
4.2 Related Work
There has been a lot of attention recently in incorporating additional higher level
landmarks to point-based SLAM systems by either considering them as independent
landmarks in the map and applying the classic geometric techniques to them or as
prior information to fuse points with those primitives such as lines or planes to increase
the accuracy of the SLAM trajectory estimation and mapping. For example [15, 7]
replace points with line segments, however due to the lack of a good mathematical
representation for integrating lines to the least-squares framework, they present a
especial difficulty. In [21, 8] they explore the possibility of integrating lines and points
in the same SLAM framework and have been more successful.
For incorporating planes in SLAM framework, [11] proposes a representation for
infinite planes and build its SLAM system containing only planes, based on the visible
infinite planes present in the scene by using the RGB-Depth information. By using a
monocular input and training a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), [31] generates
plane hypotheses and refines them over time. To fuse point and planes using RGB-D
images, [30] proposes a method to increase the accuracy of depth estimation based on
the information from detected 3D planes.
Quadrics-based representation was first proposed in [2] and later used in a structure
from motion setup [6, 23]. [27] reconstructs quadrics based on detected 2D bounding
boxes in frames, however the objects are not explicitly modeled to remain bounded
during graph optimization. Addressing previous drawback, [20] still relies on ground-
truth data-association in a non-real-time quadric-only framework. [28] presented a
semantic mapping system that uses object detection coupled with RGB-D SLAM
to reconstruct precise object models in the environment, however object models do
not inform localization. [24] presented an object based SLAM system that uses pre-
scanned object models as landmarks for SLAM but can not be generalized to unseen
objects. [17] presented a system that fused multiple semantic predictions with a
dense map reconstruction. SLAM is used as the backbone to establish multiple view
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correspondences for fusion of semantic labels but the semantic labels do not inform
localization.
4.3 Object-Oriented Representations
For object-oriented SLAM the map comprises not only points but higher-level entities
representing landmarks which aim to be more semantically meaningful than sparse
points. However to maintain real-time operation, there is a trade-off between complexity
of the landmark representation and the computational cost of tracking and mapping.
Keeping sparse points as a backbone of tracking, due to their more reliable matching
nature, is beneficial for estimating camera pose but not enough to represent a rich
semantic map.
In this chapter we consider two kinds of landmarks, which admit efficient imple-
mentation but can broadly capture the overall structure of many scenes, especially
those captured indoors: a) plane landmarks, as been introduced and explored in
Chapter 3, whose role is to encapsulate high-level structure of regions; and b) quadrics
(more specifically ellipsoids) that serve as a general representation of objects in scene,
capturing not detailed shape, but key properties such as size, extent, position and
orientation. We introduced proper representation of planes for factor graph optimiza-
tion problem in Chapter 3, and now in this section we introduce representations of
quadrics (representatives for general objects) that allow for efficient implementation in
a SLAM framework. Since we want to add object landmarks to the SLAM framework
that contains sparse points and planes landmarks (refer to Chapter 3 for more detail),
we propose a representation for objects that in addition to computational efficiency,
admits clean and effective constraints between other primitives and landmarks of the
map, such as supporting constraint factors between objects and planes.
4.3.1 Quadric Representation
As noted above, we represent general objects in a scene using an ellipsoid that is an
example of non-singular quadric surfaces. Generally speaking, a quadric surface in 3D
space, or quadric as context permits, can be represented by a homogeneous quadratic
form defined on the 3D projective space P3 which satisfies the following equation
x⊤Qx = 0 (4.1)
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where x ∈ P3 is the homogeneous 3D point (denoted by 4 parameters in R4) and
Q ∈ R4×4 is a homogeneous 4 × 4 symmetric matrix representing the quadric surface,
also called a point quadric as Equation 4.1 defines a constraint on points in the space.
Note that quadric Q has 9 degrees of freedom, corresponding to independent entries of
a 4 × 4 symmetric matrix less one for scale.
The action of a projective camera on a quadric is that it converts a 3D quadric
surface to a conic section on image plane. However the relationship between a point
quadric and its projection into an image plane (a conic) is not straightforward and
can be tricky [10]. A widely accepted alternative is to make use of the dual projective
space [2, 6, 27] in which a dual quadric Q∗ is represented as the envelope of a set of
tangent planes, viz:
π⊤Q∗π = 0 (4.2)
where π is a plane tangent to the point quadric Q. The corresponding point quadric
and the dual quadric are related to each other by Q∗ = adjoint(Q) such as following
Q∗Q = QQ∗ = det(Q)I (4.3)
and if Q is invertible, then we have the following relation
Q∗ = det(Q)Q−1 (4.4)
Before diving into our proposed representation and the approximation that we use
for incremental optimization of dual quadrics in the factor graph framework, we derive
the way that a dual quadric Q∗ transforms under a Euclidean transformation like Twc
(camera pose) which is a point transformation from global to local coordinates system
as expressed in Equation 3.2. By substituting Equation 3.6 into Equation 4.2, we find
the transformation of dual quadrics such as following
π⊤c Q∗cπc = 0





=⇒ Q∗w = (Twc )
−1Q∗c(Twc )
−⊤ = Tcw Q∗c Tcw⊤
(4.5)
where subscripts c and w indicate the representation of landmarks in local camera and
global world coordinates frame respectively.
Using dual quadrics greatly simplifies the relationship between the quadric and its
projection to a conic, as will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.4.1, however a
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further problem remains in the context of optimization in a graph-SLAM framework.
The issue is that an incremental update of Q∗, given a 9-dim error vector e in the tangent
space of Q∗, should be constrained to lie along a geodesic of the manifold. But finding
these geodesics and updating with respect to them is computationally expensive, making
a “straightforward” quadric representation intractable for incremental optimization.
We seek to address both of these issues. For our object representation, we would
like to restrict landmarks to belong to the set of bounded quadrics, namely ellipsoids.
To do so requires imposing the constraint that Q∗ must have 3 positive and 1 negative
eigenvalues, i.e. the signature of eigenvalues of Q∗ has to be of the form (+, +, +, −).
Due to the Sylvester’s law of inertia [14] this signature does not change under a
homography of 3D projective space. Therefore based on this restriction and the fact
that Q∗ is a real symmetric matrix and by considering Euclidean transformations the
representation of dual ellipsoids Q∗ can be decomposed as:
















where TQ ∈ SE(3) transforms an axis-aligned (canonical) quadric at the origin, Q∗c , to
a desired SE(3) pose, and a, b, c denote the scale of the canonical ellipsoid Q∗c along its
principal axes. Note that the Equation 4.6 is compatible with the fact in Equation 4.5,
however it acts in reverse and transforms a dual quadric to another pose but in the
same coordinates system. In 4.6 a canonical dual ellipsoid Q∗c is transformed to a
desired pose TQ to represent a general dual ellipsoid in the current coordinates system.
Setting the homogeneous normalization factor to −1 in Equation 4.6 ensures the single
negative eigenvalue for Q∗ while the squared diagonal elements give the other three
positive eigenvalues. Note that the signature (+, +, +, −) of the eigenvalues of Q∗c ,
guaranteeing that quadric Q∗ remains an ellipsoid after SE(3) transformation.
Optimizing on the space of quadrics must impose constraints on the eigenvalues of
Q∗ to force the solution to be an ellipsoid. Recently [23] and [6] have parameterized
ellipsoids to overcome this problem. They optimize on the space of ellipsoids, denoted
by E, to localize the quadric in 3D map by their respective conic observations. However
their representation requires solving a constrained least squares problem, without
exploiting the underlying structure of E. While their parametrization is useful for
utilizing in observation of quadrics on camera image plane as conics (as an observation
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factor node in factor graph), it can not be used in generic constraint factor nodes in the
graph SLAM problem due to its constrained nature. The authors in [6] decompose the
translation part of the representation, mainly for numerical stability in the optimization
because of the different scales of translation and the other parts of the representation,
and impose some prior knowledge on the shape of the ellipsoids.
For a more efficient representation of dual ellipsoids in graph-based SLAM, we
propose to exploit the underlying manifold structure of E to represent the dual quadric.
Since the upper-left block of the representing matrix of Q∗c in 4.6 is a symmetric
positive definite matrix (in here it is also diagonal), based on Cholesky factorization
[14], it can generally be factorized to lower triangular matrices (or in this special case
to diagonal “square roots”) and based on this we propose to represent the Q∗ such as
following
Q∗ = TQ Q∗c T⊤Q =
 R t
0⊤ 1
  LL⊤ 0
0⊤ −1










with real numbers a, b and c, and so LL⊤ guarantees the required positive eigenvalues.
Inspired by group theoretic notions we thus represent a dual ellipsoid Q∗ using a
tuple (T, L) where T ∈ SE(3) and L lives in D(3) the space of real diagonal 3×3 matri-
ces, i.e. an axis-aligned ellipsoid (canonical) accompanied by a rigid transformation. By
using the proposed decomposition, we propose to approximate the underlying geometry
of the space of dual ellipsoids E by the induced geometry from the algebraic structure
of SE(3) × R3. Note that here we used R3 instead of D(3) because of isomorphism
between those two by considering matrix addition as group operation for D(3) and
real number addition as group operation for R3.
Due to the proposed approximation, we update the Q∗ = (T, L) during the
incremental optimization of factor graph separately in the underlying 6D space of
SE(3) and 3D space of D(3), where both of them are Lie groups and can be updated
efficiently by their respective Lie algebra. Thus the proposed update rule is:
Q∗ ⊕ ∆Q∗ = (T, L) ⊕ (∆T, ∆L) = (T · ∆T, L + ∆L) (4.9)
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where ⊕ : E × E 7−→ E is the mapping for updating ellipsoids, ∆L is the update
for L which comes from the first 3 elements of error vector e (calculated from the
associated observation or constraint factor nodes) and applies in the space of D(3) (or
isomorphically in Euclidean space of R3) and ∆T is the update for T which comes from
the last 6 elements of error vector e and applies in 6D space of SE(3) by using its Lie
algebra se(3) and associated exponential and logarithm maps. This decoupled update
is a good approximation given the incremental nature of evidence and its efficacy is
shown in Section 4.6.
An analogy to the notion of our proposed approximate update is the optimization
problem on the space of SE(3) when considering the structure of SE(3) as a direct
product of its underlying groups SO(3) × R3 instead of semi-direct product of them
SO(3)⋉R3. Note that as mentioned earlier in Chapter 3, SE(3) group is a 6D smooth
manifold (Lie Group) embedded in the 16 dimensional manifold GL(4,R) and has the
structure of semi-direct product of underlying groups SO(3) ⋉R3. More precisely, the
difference between direct and semi-direct product of underlying groups of SE(3) is
clarified in the following
Direct product: (R, t) × (∆R, ∆t) = (R∆R, t + ∆t)
Semi-direct product: (R, t) ⋉ (∆R, ∆t) = (R∆R, t + R∆t)
(4.10)
where R and ∆R are rotation matrices in SO(3) and t and ∆t are 3D translation
vectors in R3. As seen in above Equations 4.10 in semi-direct structure the update in
translation is applied after some twist by the rotation matrix. The direct approximation
can be used instead of semi-direct rule when we are interested in approximating the
optimal solution in the problem that have incremental nature.
The above proposed representation of ellipsoids and approximate update rule
is beneficial particularly when we want to impose constraints on different parts of
this representation. For instance, this representation for Q∗ makes it possible to
apply prior knowledge for shapes and sizes of objects, using the L component, prior
information about location and orientation of the objects using the T component, and
adjacency/supporting constraints (see Section 4.4).
4.3.2 Point and Plane Representation
We use the trivial notion of 3D vectors to represent 3D sparse points and to represent
planes as structural entities in the map, we represent a plane (see Chapter 3) π in
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3D projective space by its normalized homogeneous coordinates π = (a, b, c, d)⊤ ∈ P3
where n = (a, b, c)⊤ is the normal vector and its orthogonal distance from the origin is
|d|/∥n∥2 where ∥.∥2 is the Euclidean norm defined in the corresponding vector space.
By identifying the normalized homogeneous planes (northern hemisphere of S3) and
SO(3) Lie group through a mapping described in Section 3.3.3, we avoid rank-deficient
information matrices in factor graph optimization and perform the optimization using
three elements that locally represent an element of the SO(3) manifold (a vector in the
tangent space) “close enough” to a member of the manifold. For more precise details
and explanations refer to Section 3.3.3.
4.4 The Factor Graph of Structure Aware SLAM
As discussed earlier in chapters 2 and 3, we can formulate our structure aware sparse
SLAM problem as a factor graph optimization problem. In a traditional point-based
SLAM system, observation factors exist between 3D points in the map and the camera
key-frames that seek to minimize the following re-projection error:
fr(xw, Twc ) = ∥ uc − Π(xw, Twc ) ∥2Σr (4.11)
where xw represents a point in the world coordinates system, Twc is the pose of the
camera (an SE(3) transformation) which takes a point in the world coordinates frame
xw to a point in the current camera frame xc = Twc xw that is observed at the pixel
location uc, and Π is a function that projects a world point into the camera image
plane. ∥u∥Σ is the Mahalanobis norm of vector u and equals to (u⊤Σ−1u)
1/2 where Σ
is the covariance matrix associated with the factor node.
Likewise if odometry is known between two camera key-frames (or robot positions),
a factor involving camera poses can be formulated as:
fo(Twc , Twk ) = ∥ T̃kc ⊖ Tkc ∥2Σo (4.12)
where Twc and Twk are two different camera poses related with the odometry factor
node, Tkc and T̃kc are, respectively, the difference between those two poses and the
measurement of that. The difference between a pose variable and its measurement is
calculated with ⊖ operation in the space of camera poses (SE(3)). The solution to the
SLAM problem is a configuration of the variable nodes that minimizes the error over
all the involved factors.





Fig. 4.1 The factor graph of our object-oriented structure aware SLAM system demon-
strating all types of our landmark representations as variable nodes and observa-
tions/constraints as factors. For further details regarding these factors refer to section
4.4.
In our proposed object-oriented SLAM problem, the variable nodes in the SLAM
factor graph consist not only of sparse points but potentially planes and/or general
objects (represented by quadrics). For more details about sparse points and planes
refer to Chapter 3. The various factors involving cameras, points, planes, and quadric
objects in our system are illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Below we describe in more detail how
the new components of our SLAM system are introduced as additional factor nodes in
the graph.
4.4.1 Observation Factor for Object (Dual Ellipsoid)
Since we consider a 3D bounded dual quadric (ellipsoid) as a general representation of
an object in the scene, the object will be observed from our SLAM system perspective
as a 2D conic section, or conic as context permits, on the image plane, as illustrated
in Fig 4.2, due to the geometric principles of projective camera [10]. As discussed in
more details in Section 4.5.1, we use 2D bounding box detections from a deep-learned
object detector to extract the conic observation out of that detected 2D bounding box.
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As mentioned in Section 4.3.1, the relationship between a dual quadric and its
perspective projection to a dual conic is more “straightforward” than point quadrics.
The 2D dual conic C∗ that is also represented by a homogeneous 3 × 3 symmetric
matrix (so it has 5 degrees of freedom) is an envelope of tangent lines in the 2D image
plane that satisfy the following
l⊤C∗l = 0 (4.13)
where l is a homogeneous 3D vector representing a line tangent to the conic section.
Note that the relationship between point conics and dual conics is similar to that of
quadrics and is calculated similarly by adjoint operator defined in Equations 4.3 and
4.4.
If the projection matrix of the perspective camera is P, then we can back-project
one tangent line l of the conic’s envelope to find corresponding tangent plane π of the
dual quadric’s envelope such as following
π = P⊤l (4.14)
where P is the same projection matrix which projects a 3D point x into the pixel
location u on the image plane by u = Px. Now by substituting Equation 4.14 in
Equation 4.2 we find the relationship between dual quadric Q∗ and its projected dual
conic C∗ as following
π⊤Q∗π = 0 4.14−−→ l⊤ PQ∗P⊤︸ ︷︷ ︸
C∗
l = 0
=⇒ C∗ ≃ PQ∗P⊤
(4.15)
Note that Q∗ and C∗ both are homogeneous matrices and both sides of the Equation 4.15
are equal up to scale, hence ≃ means an equivalence relation for equality of matrices
up to scale. Recall that the camera projection matrix P = K[I | 0]Twc where K is the
intrinsic camera calibration matrix and Twc is the extrinsic camera pose.
After calculating the projected dual conic from dual quadric and observing the
dual conic from detected 2D bounding box (more details in Section 4.5.1) we propose
the following observation factor node connecting dual ellipsoid landmark and camera
key-frame pose:





Q )(Ĉ∗ − Ĉ∗obs))
(4.16)
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Fig. 4.2 The projective geometry of quadrics, conics, and perspective camera from
multiple-views. The projection of a dual quadric (ellipsoid) in front of the camera is
shown in different consecutive frames of a sequence in TUM [26] benchmarks, as a dual
conic section rendered in red color in each frame.
where Ĉ∗ and Ĉ∗obs are normalized projected and observed dual conics respectively, and
∥ . ∥ΣQ is the weighted Frobenius norm with the corresponding weight matrix of ΣQ
for the factor.
Note that to compute Ĉ∗ first we find the projection of Q∗ by using the Equation 4.15
and then we normalize it based on its Frobenius norm. To calculate Ĉ∗obs first we find
C∗obs from detected 2D bounding box and then we normalize it by its Frobenius norm.
4.4.2 Observation Factor for Plane
If we denote the observation of the plane π from a camera pose Twc by πobs (in camera
coordinates frame), we can measure the observation error by the following observation
factor
fπ(π, Twc ) = ∥ d(Twc −⊤π, πobs) ∥2Σπ (4.17)
where Twc −⊤π is the transformed plane to the camera coordinates frame, refer to 3.6,
Σπ is the covariance matrix of the Mahalanobis norm, and d is the difference of the
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corresponding rotation matrices of the planes in the tangent space at the identity of
SO(3). This observation factor is initially proposed in Chapter 3, for more details refer
to Sections 3.3.3 and 3.4.2.
4.4.3 Point-Plane Constraint Factor
We introduce the following constraint factor node connected to point and plane variable
nodes whenever the front-end of our SLAM system suggests that a point actually lies
on that specific plane:




which measures the Euclidean perpendicular distance of the point x from the plane π
with the unit normal vector n. Note that xo can be any arbitrary point on the plane.
The mentioned association between point and plane landmarks is established in the
front-end of our system. For more details refer to Sections 3.4.3 and 3.5.2.
4.4.4 Plane-Plane Constraint Factor (Manhattan Assumption)
As introduced earlier in Chapter 3, enforcing Manhattan assumption on relative plane
orientations is realized by introducing a constraint factor on the inner product of the
plane surface normals. The Manhattan constraints between planes π1 and π2 with
unit normal vectors n1 and n2, respectively, are implemented as
f∥(π1, π2) = ∥ |n⊤1 n2| − 1 ∥
2
σpar
for parallel planes (4.19)
f⊥(π1, π2) = ∥ n⊤1 n2 ∥
2
σper
for perpendicular planes (4.20)
where σpar and σper are the variances of the Mahalanobis norm of parallel and perpen-
dicular constraints, respectively.
The efficacy of this assumption is demonstrated in Sections 3.6 and 4.6. For more
details refer to Sections 3.4.4 and 3.5.2.
4.4.5 Supporting/Tangency Constraint Factor
Moving towards object-oriented semantic SLAM requires an ability to consider se-
mantically meaningful observations or constraints for improving the accuracy of the
localization and mapping and at the same time generating richer maps for higher
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level tasks. One of these semantic constraints that can be interpreted to a geometric
constraint is the supporting constraint.
The supporting/tangency constraint comes from this intuition that almost all stable
objects in the scene are supported by structural entities of the scene like planes; e.g.
commonly objects are found on the floor or on a desk. Such an affordance relationship
can be imposed between a quadric object and a structural infinite plane by introducing
a geometric tangency constraint between them. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first time that such a constraint has been included in an online SLAM problem.
Although imposing a tangency constraint in the space of point quadrics could be
tricky because of indirect relationship between point quadrics and homogeneous planes,
in the dual space representations such a constraint takes a particularly simple form.
The elegance of our proposed supporting/tangency constraint is a direct consequence
of our mathematical choice for landmark representation (see Section 4.3) and here is
another testimony for the fact that representation matters in the context of graph-based
SLAM.
As noted earlier in 4.3.1, the dual quadric Q∗ is formed by the envelope of all the
planes π tangent to the quadric that satisfies π⊤Q∗π = 0. Inspired by this notion, we
propose to use the mentioned equation as a measure of tangency between a quadric
and a plane. If a plane π wants to support a dual quadric Q∗, it has to minimize our
proposed tangency measure introduced as factor such as following




where σt is the covariance corresponding to this constraint factor node, π is the
normalized homogeneous plane (our representation for plane landmarks that was
explained in 3.3.3) and Q̂∗ is the normalized dual quadric by its matrix Frobenius
norm such as following
Q̂∗ = Q
∗





Note that since representations for planes and quadrics are homogeneous (equal up to
scale) we normalize them before imposing the constraint factors that to be minimized.
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Fig. 4.3 The pipeline of our object-oriented SLAM system.
4.5 System Implementation
As mentioned earlier in chapters 2 and 3 modern SLAM system can be divided into
two functional parts of front-end and back-end. We basically detailed the back-end of
our SLAM system in previous Sections 4.3 and 4.4 by introducing the mathematical
representations of variable nodes and observation/constraint factor nodes of the graph,
respectively. Hence so far we have established the configuration of our factor graph,
but now we want to mention the details of extracting and constructing this graph from
the perceived RGB-Depth input stream of our visual SLAM.
In this section we provide an overview of the front-end of our SLAM. First we
explain the landmarks detection mechanism, the initialization of the variable nodes
associated with these landmarks, and also how we track them in the consecutive frames
and map (data association). Then we discuss the details of hypotheses generation for
observation/constraint factors.
Note that the back-end of our SLAM system optimizes this graph using a general
least-squares framework [13]. It should be pointed out that all of the landmarks and
factors participate in the back-end optimization after adding a new key-frame, as well
as when a loop closure is detected. Our system is built on RGB-D variant of the
publicly available ORB-SLAM2 [18]. Loops are detected using bag of words [5] based
on ORB features. The pipeline of our system is demonstrated in Fig. 4.3.
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4.5.1 Conic Observation
As discussed earlier in Section 4.4.1, for imposing an observation factor on a dual
quadric variable node we need an observation of that dual quadric as a dual conic
section on the image plane. Hence we need a sensor model to observe object landmarks
as dual conics. With the recent successes of deep-learned object detectors, we can
detect various objects in an RGB input image with bounding boxes and then extract
the dual conic sections from those 2D rectangles.
To detect the bounding boxes for common objects of the scene, we use Faster-RCNN
[22] with pre-trained model on COCO dataset [16]. To avoid outliers and having robust
object detections we consider objects with 95% or more detection confidence.
From the axis-aligned detected bounding box, the inscribed ellipse is computed
as conic projection of the observed quadric object. More precisely, we find the dual
conic C∗ representation of inscribed axis-aligned ellipse of the 2D bounding box B
depicted in Fig 4.4, with the top-left corner utl = (utl, vtl)⊤ and bottom-right corner
ubr = (ubr, vbr)⊤ in the image plane coordinates system, such as following






















where C∗c is the axis-aligned dual ellipse centered on the origin that is translated by the
SE(3) transformation Tc to the center of the bounding box uc = (uc, vc)⊤ = 12(utl+ubr),
and a and b are the semi-axes of the ellipse that is calculated as following
a = ubr − utl2
b = vbr − vtl2
(4.24)
Note that the relationship that we use to represent the axis-aligned dual ellipse in
Equation 4.23 is the 2D counterpart of the 3D dual quadric decomposition happened
in Equation 4.6.
An implicit assumption in using dual ellipse as projective observation of dual
ellipsoid is that we assume reasonably that the observed ellipsoid is in front of the
camera, otherwise the projection of the ellipsoid can be a conic section other than
ellipse. To show the effect of this “trivial” assumption on the projected dual conic, we
consider a special scenario and project a canonical ellipsoid with the following dual




a2 0 0 0
0 b2 0 0
0 0 c2 0
0 0 0 −1
 (4.25)
to the image plane of the camera centered on point (dx, 0, 0)⊤ (on the +x axis of the
global world frame, dx > 0) looking aligned towards the origin (the +z direction of
the local camera system is towards the origin). Hence the extrinsic pose and given






 , Twco =

0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
−1 0 0 dx
0 0 0 1
 (4.26)
Using 4.15 yields the projected dual conic as follows




0 f 2y c2 0
0 0 a2 − d2x
 (4.27)
Note that a, b, and c are semi-axes of the Q∗o along with the x, y, and z axes, respectively.
To be an ellipse the sign of the C∗o has to be (+, +, −), so it is obvious from the result
that C∗o is a dual ellipse if and only if |a| < |dx| which means the camera has to be
outside of the ellipsoids (looking towards from out), otherwise C∗o will be some other
conic section.
Quadric Landmark Initialization. One of the important roles to be performed
by the front-end of a SLAM system is initialization of the variable nodes corresponding
to the state of the landmarks in the map. Correct initialization of the quadrics is
critical to find a good local minimum during factor-graph optimization. In previous
works using quadrics as landmarks in the map, [27, 6, 23], quadric initialization is a
challenging bottleneck due to the ill-conditioned problem of recovering a quadric from
a single-view image.
However in our proposed SLAM we overcome this limitation by utilizing additional
information present in other landmarks of the scene. For instance we use the robustly










Fig. 4.4 Finding dual conic representation of inscribed ellipse of 2D bounding box
detections in image plane, given by Faster-RCNN [22] object detector. Refer to section
4.5.1 for more details.
matched sparse 3D key-points in the map to help initialization of the quadric, as
demonstrated in Fig 4.5. Our proposed parameterization allows independent initial-
ization for the size and pose of the quadric. The 3D position of the center of the new
quadric is initialized to be at the centroid of the 3D points that lie within the bounding
box detection (i.e. the 3D key-points in the SLAM map). This initial estimate is
more accurate for objects with uniform distribution of detected key-points. The size
of the quadric is adjusted so that it fits the 2D bounding box and extent of the 3D
point cloud in that box and it is then inserted into the factor-graph. More precisely,
first by observing the 3D points projected inside the 2D bounding box detection we
compute an enclosing sphere of those 3D points. Then we initialize another interme-
diate optimization problem with this sphere to minimize the observation factor 4.16
introduced in Section 4.4.1. The result of this intermediate optimization problem yields
an effective initialization for the dual quadric variable node in the main back-end local
map bundle-adjustment, as shown in Section 4.6. Note that this initialization scheme
fails to initialize objects with no detected key-points – rarely happens for very small
textureless objects, however missing objects and false negatives are better than false
positive initializations.
Data Association. For inter-frame data-association of the quadrics, we utilize the
semantic/class label of the detections (given by Faster-RCNN) as well as matched
key-points (ORB features in image space) inside the conic observations. Note that
image key-points are already matched over multiple views before matching quadrics in
frames. The quadric with the same class label that has the most common key-points
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Step 1:
Enclosing sphere of 3D points
Step 2:
Optimize the Observation 
factor !" independentely
3D Quadric is ready for 
initialization in factor graph
Fig. 4.5 The initialization process of the dual quadric landmark. First by observing the
3D points projected inside the 2D bounding box detection we compute an enclosing
sphere of those 3D points. Then we initialize an optimization problem with this sphere
to minimize the observation factor independently, introduced in section 4.4.1. The
result of this intermediate optimization problem yields an effective initialization for
the dual quadric variable node in the main back-end local map bundle-adjustment.
with the detected conic is deemed the correct match. This simple strategy is successful
with high-confidence object detections, as shown in Section 4.6.
Note that the partial occlusions can result in inconsistent observations of same
object from different viewpoints that can lead to inaccuracy in the trajectory and map.
The following course of action is employed in our system to mitigate the negative
impact of partial occlusions: (a) we use robust kernels (Huber) in our factor graph to
robustify against large errors, and (b) as mentioned earlier we only consider objects
with 95% or more detection confidence. With these two recourses we have seen almost
consistent observations of COCO objects in our experiments shown in Section 4.6.
4.5.2 Plane Observation
For planar landmarks, we are interested not only in the parameters of the 3D planes,
but also their extent visible in the current image, so that points can be associated to
the planes on which they are observed. Most plane fitting models for RGB-D data use
RANSAC which is extremely slow for the purpose of building a near real-time online
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SLAM framework. Our plane segmentation module efficiently clusters and segments
multiple planes from point-clouds generated from RGB-D data in near real-time. For
more explanations refer to Section 3.5.2.1. For data-association across frames, we rely
on the sparsity (few dominant planes in the scene) and inherent robustness (little
variation frame-to-frame) of these landmarks. Using the difference between normals
and the distance between planes, data-association is done in a nearest-neighbor fashion.
Again for more details refer to Section 3.5.2.2.
Note that the plane segmentation and matching in our system uses RGB-D data,
and is the only part of our system (other than ORB feature depth initialization) which
relies on depth information. In the following chapter we aim to remove even this
requirement and make the system truly monocular by hypothesizing planes using
semantic segmentation and single-view normal estimation, as is now possible using
deep networks, for instance [3].
4.5.3 Point Observation
In our object-oriented SLAM system, same as sparse point-plane SLAM described
in Chapter 3, for key-point observation we utilize the RGB-D variant of the state-of-
the-art sparse SLAM system, ORB-SLAM2; candidate features are extracted based
on uniqueness and described using ORB features, with their depth initialized using
the Depth channel of the RGB-D camera. For data-association across frames, ORB
features are matched in a coarse-to-fine pyramid in a local window around the previous
observation. For more details refer to the Section 3.5.1.
4.5.4 Point-Plane Hypothesis
Finding association between points and planes is established during plane detection
and segmentation. After detecting each plane and its finite boundary in the image
frame, its inlier points are determined to be those satisfying a threshold, thP P distance,
which we set as a function of the distance of the points from the camera, because
further points have greater uncertainty. For more details refer to Section 3.5.2.
4.5.5 Plane-Plane (Manhattan) Hypothesis
The number of planes detected by our system is comparably smaller than the number of
point landmarks, hence we can consider all possible pairs of planes, and introduce plane-
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plane hypothesis without huge impact on overall speed of our system. As explained
in more details in Section 3.5.2, we impose a parallel constraint if the smallest angle
between the pair of planes is less than a threshold thparM , and if it is within th
per
M of 90
deg we introduce a perpendicular constraint factor. For our experiments we have used
thparM = 15 deg and th
per
M = 75 deg in our system. For more details refer to Section 3.5.2.
4.5.6 Supporting/Tangency Hypothesis
A supporting/tangency constraint between a quadric and a plane is imposed based on
the current estimated geometry and the Euclidean distance of the candidate quadric
and plane. If this distance is less than thS we enforce the tangency constraint. In our
experiments this threshold depends on the size of the quadric thS = max(20cm, a, b, c)
where a, b, and c are half the length of the major axes of the ellipsoid.
4.6 Experiments
We perform a thorough evaluation of our proposed object-oriented SLAM system, both
qualitatively and quantitatively, against the state-of-the-art SLAM systems in publicly
available benchmarks, unlike other visual SLAM systems such as [11, 23, 25, 29, 23, 6]
that lack an exhaustive comparison and ablation study against all common public
benchmarks.
We evaluate the performance of our SLAM system using the common publicly
available benchmarks RGB-D TUM [26] and NYU-v2 [19] datasets. These sequences
have a wide range of conditions, from plane-rich scenes to scenes with little or no
texture and also scenes with common objects such as those available in COCO dataset
[16]. In addition to the mentioned benchmarks, we also gathered our own RGB-D
sequences containing common objects with the aid of the UR5 robotic-arm in our lab1
equipped with the Kinect RGB-D camera.
We show qualitative as well as quantitative results of our system using different
combinations of the proposed landmarks and constraints and compare the accuracy in
the estimated camera trajectory against the RGB-D variant of the state-of-the-art sparse
localization and mapping system, ORB-SLAM2 [18]. The performance of our SLAM
system is demonstrated in the video in this link: https://youtu.be/dR-rB9keF8M.




4.6.1.1 TUM and NYU Benchmarks
Some sequences in the TUM RGB-D benchmark contain little or no texture which
makes it difficult for sparse point-based SLAM systems to extract and track key-
points. However these sequences have rich planar structures which are exploited by our
SLAM system. The results for using planes as additional landmarks with Manhattan
constraints on different sequences such as fr3/str_notex_far, fr3/str_notex_near,
fr1/floor, and fr3/cabinet are given in Fig 3.8, Fig 3.6, and Fig 3.7, respectively.
The mentioned figures depict the image frame along with tracked ORB features,
detected and segmented planes, and the reconstructed map consisting of points and
planes from two different viewpoints.
For texture-less fr3/str_notex_far and fr3/str_notex_near sequences, ORB-
SLAM2 [18] is unable to detect features in the environment with the normal settings
and loses track. Lowering the feature detection threshold in ORB-SLAM2 yields a
greater number of features, but also results in more outliers leading to more inaccurate
trajectories. These sequences have no detectable objects (for Faster-RCNN [22]) and
the effective landmarks are points and planes. However, our SLAM system significantly
improves the trajectory estimates and results in richer maps for these sequences,
particularly with Manhattan assumption, with a negligible amount of additional
memory load.
To show the quality of the mapping and tracking with planes and objects along with
the Manhattan and supporting constraints, we use the sequences fr1/xyz, fr1/desk,
fr2/desk from TUM benchmark, and nyu/basement_1a, and nyu/office_1 from
NYU-v2 dataset. The reconstructions are shown in Fig 4.6. The reconstructed map of
fr1/xyz is depicted in column (c) and (d) of the first row. The planar structure of the
map is consistent with the ground truth scene which consists of two planar monitors
orthogonal to the green desk. Quadrics corresponding to objects on the desk have been
reconstructed tangent to the desk, their supporting plane. Column (a) shows tracked
ORB features and possible detected COCO objects with confidence of at least 0.95
at the corresponding frame. The red ellipses in column (a) are the projection of the
reconstructed quadric objects. They closely fit the detected blue bounding boxes and
their corresponding green computed ellipses. Column (b) illustrates the detected and
segmented planes, and the reconstructed map consisting of points, planes, and quadric
objects from two different viewpoints are rendered in columns (c) and (d).
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Tangency/Supporting Affordance. As seen in Chapter 3, we studied the impor-
tance and efficacy of Manhattan assumption (plane-plane constraints) in Section 3.6
and demonstrated in Fig 3.7. Now we want to explore the effectiveness of the other
constraint in our system between two heterogeneous landmarks, namely quadrics and
planes.
Figs 4.7(a,b) show the reconstructed quadric corresponding to the object on desk in
the fr1/xyz before and after imposing the tangency constraint. Enforcing the tangency
constraints makes sure that the quadric object is tangent to the supporting plane, for
instance Fig 4.7 column (a) illustrates the reconstructed quadric enclosing the cup on
the desk without supporting constraint and column (b) shows the quadric for the same
object with supporting constraint, which is accurately reconstructed tangent to the
supporting desk.
4.6.1.2 UR5-Kinect RGB-D Sequences
To evaluate the reconstruction of our SLAM system on a sequence with more common
quadric objects, we captured an RGB-D sequence using the UR5 robotic-arm equipped
with Kinect RGB-D camera and named it UR5-Kinect.
For capturing these RGB-D sequences we programmed the UR5 to move the grasped
calibrated Kinect in a predefined smooth trajectory with controlled speed of the gripper
(Robotiq 2 Finger Gripper 2F140) over a table containing multiple objects. The smooth
motion of the robotic arm allows us to avoid image blur and rolling shutter effects to
achieve robust object detection. The setup for our UR5 robotic-arm is demonstrated
in Fig 4.8.
We captured sequences at full frame rate (30 Hz) containing registered RGB images
(resolution of 640 × 480 8-bit PNG format) and depth maps (resolution of 640 × 480
16-bit monochrome images in PNG format). To be compatible with the publicly available
RGB-D benchmarks, such as TUM, we scaled the depth maps by a factor of 5000, i.e.,
a pixel value of 5000 in the depth image corresponds to a distance of 1 meter from the
camera and a pixel value of 0 means missing value or no data.
The detected objects in two different frames of our UR5-Kinect sequences, as well
as the reconstructed map are shown in Fig 4.9. In this sequence, without adjusting the
parameters of our plane detector for this benchmark, no planes are detected therefore
the map consists of points and quadric objects as landmarks without any additional
constraints. However, as shown in Fig 4.9, unlike other plane-only [11, 31] or quadric-
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only [6, 23, 27, 20] frameworks, our SLAM operates successfully even with the absence
of one kind of landmark in the scene.
4.6.2 Quantitative Comparison
We compare the performance of the proposed SLAM system against the RGB-D
variant of the state-of-the-art system ORB-SLAM2 for TUM RGB-D dataset that the
ground-truth trajectories are available. This baseline is a monocular sparse point-based
system that uses the depth information in the D-channel to only initialize 3D points.
We structure our results as an ablation study, considering the effects of introducing
different landmarks and constraints. In each case, we report the Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) of Absolute Trajectory Error (ATE) and RMSE of relative errors,
Relative Translational Error (RTE) and Relative Rotational Error (RRE), in Tables
4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, respectively.
We first consider the case where points are augmented by the plane information
(PP). This already improves the ATE in each case over the baseline, which improves
even further by enforcing Manhattan constraints (PP+M). The Manhattan constraint
significantly reduces the trajectory error when dominant planar structure is present in
the scene.
Some sequences do not contain objects similar to the COCO dataset. For those
that do, we investigate using the combination of points and quadrics (PQ) as landmarks.
While this reduces the trajectory drift compared to baseline, the improvement is
smaller compared with using PP+M. Finally, we report numbers for the full system
(PPQ+MS) in which points, planes and quadrics are used as landmarks and Manhattan
and supporting constraints are enforced. For fr3/long_office the improvement is
significant (51.07%) because of the presence of a large loop in this sequence, where all
of the points, planes and quadrics landmarks participate and are updated based on the
loop closure.
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(a) ORB Features and
Detected Objects




Fig. 4.6 Qualitative results for 3 different sequences from RGB-D TUM and 2 sequences
from NYU-v2. These sequences contain rich planar structures and also common
COCO [16] objects supported by planes.
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(a) Generated Map (Before) (b) Generated Map (After)
Fig. 4.7 Qualitative comparison of the reconstructed quadric representing object cup
before and after imposing supporting/tangency constraint between the quadric and
the plane representing desk in the TUM benchmark fr1/xyz sequence.
Fig. 4.8 The setup of the UR5 robotic-arm equipped with Kinect RGB-D camera
grassed with a Robotiq 2 Finger Gripper (2F140) in the Robotic Vision lab in the
University of Adelaide, used to capture our sequences.
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(a) ORB Features and Detected Ob-
jects
(b) Generated Map
Fig. 4.9 Qualitative results for our captured UR5-Kinect RGB-D sequences with the
UR5 robotic-arm. Unlike other plane-only [11, 31] or quadric-only [6, 23, 27, 20]
frameworks, our SLAM operates successfully even without detecting one kind of
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Fig. 4.10 Comparison of estimated trajectories of ORB-SLAM2, our system, and
ground truth: (a) for TUM fr3/long_office that has a large loop closure and our
trajectory is closer to the ground truth; (b) for TUM fr3/cabinet that ORB-SLAM2
drifts significantly in this feature-poor sequence and loses the track (more than 70%
improvement in ATE).
Comparisons for RMSE of Relative Translational Error (RTE), and Relative Rota-
tional Error (RRE) are reported in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, respectively. The relative
errors in the tables also confirm the mentioned comparisons for absolute trajectory
errors in Table 4.1.
Note that column PQ in Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 presents the scenario in which both
points and quadrics are used as landmarks. Constraints exist between point-camera
and quadric-camera only (there is no explicit constraint imposed between points and
quadrics). The column PQ shows that even if no other constraints are introduced,
modeling quadrics as landmarks and tracking them gives a boost in performance over
using points alone as landmarks. In addition, more information (planes, Manhattan
assumption, supporting constraints) leads to further improvement as seen in other
columns and scenarios.
In addition to the reported absolute and relative trajectory errors, we also compare
the graph of estimated trajectories of our system against ground truth in Fig 4.10 for






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.4 RMSE of Absolute Trajectory Error of some SLAM systems reported in cm
for some common sequences in RGB-D TUM benchmark that are reported in their
corresponding papers.
Dense SLAM [12] LSD-SLAM [4] ORB-SLAM2 [18] Ours
fr1/xyz 1.10 - 1.05 0.90
fr2/xyz - 1.47 0.36 0.31
fr2/desk 1.70 4.52 1.30 0.87
Evaluation and Comparison against Direct SLAM Systems. We have chosen
the RGB-D ORB-SLAM2 as a baseline for our ablation study (by gradually adding
more landmarks and constraints in the RGB-D modality) since (a) ORB-SLAM2 is one
of the state-of-the-art sparse SLAM systems outperforms most of the SLAM systems
in the RGB-D case and (b) comparisons to monocular direct methods will not be
fair due to the different sensing modalities (mono vs RGB-D). However, ignoring the
sensing modalities, the camera trajectory errors for two direct method SLAM systems
such as Dense SLAM [12] and LSD-SLAM [4] are reported in Table 4.4 for common
sequences from their papers. As shown in Table 4.4, the mentioned direct methods are
inferior to vanilla RGB-D ORB-SLAM2 in almost all of the evaluated sequences.
4.6.3 Runtime Analysis
All the experiments of our SLAM system have been carried out by a commodity machine
with an Intel Core i7-4790 CPU at 3.6 GHz. All the source code is implemented in
C++. The back-end optimization is also implemented in C++ with g2o [13], using
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.
The chief enabler of near real time operation is the proposed representation of
objects as dual quadrics, compared with the other works such as [1] that reasons about
points, regions, and general objects but in a very slow framework with typical running
time of ∼10 minutes for one image pair.
In terms of runtime, the bottle-neck of the system is the object detection component
that is based on Faster-RCNN which operates at less than 10 frames-per-second (more
than 100 msec per frame). Therefore, the object detections have been pre-evaluated
offline for all of the sequences and the results of the per-frame object detection have
been fed to the system during online operation. However this is not a fundamental
restriction of our system and in next chapter will be alleviated by incorporating a
real-time object detection method.
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Table 4.5 Average runtime statistics of different components and threads of our SLAM
system evaluated on the RGB-D TUM and NYU-v2 benchmarks with all the landmarks
(points, planes, and quadric objects) with Manhattan assumption and supporting
constraints.
Main Components and Threads Runtime (msec)
Plane Segmentation 23.6
Tracking & Matching Landmarks 27.1
Local Mapping Optimization 348.4
Global Bundle Adjustment 2170.6
Average Frame Time 51.9
The runtime analysis and average statistics of different components and threads of
our SLAM system evaluated on RGB-D TUM and NYU–v2 benchmarks are shown in
Table 4.5. The system consists of three parallel modules: tracking, local map update,
and global map update when a loop is closed. The tracking thread has to run at
frame-rate while the other two can operate at a slower pace. Plane segmentation is
done per-frame to do data-association against planes present in the map. The reported
numbers are for the full system that utilizes all the landmarks (points, planes, quadric
objects). The local map optimization is carried out in a parallel thread after creating
and adding a new key-frame to the map.
4.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have explored the effects of incorporating quadrics as a representation
for higher-level geometric entities and also planes in a sparse point-based SLAM
framework. To do so we have introduced a new dual ellipsoid representation that is
easily and effectively updated, and admits a simple method for imposing constraints
between planes and objects. The improved performance due to using points and planes
has been clearly shown by the experiments, most noticeably when there is dominant
planar structure present. Of course in cases where enough planes are not present, the
point based SLAM can still function as usual.
Note that our objective is not simply to boost the accuracy of the camera trajectory,
but to develop a richer representation of the scene that models object locations and
extents. We have shown in experiments that this leads to improved trajectory accuracy,
but this is not the only advantage of our system.
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Currently, the method works with RGB-D input. As in “vanilla” ORB-SLAM2, 3D
map points are initialized with depth obtained from the Depth-channel of the RGB-D
camera, we also use the D-channel to initialize planes, and this is both a bottleneck in
terms of computation and presents a limitation on the sensor. In the next chapter, we
will explore methods that can provide plane estimate from monocular input, which
will enable us to transition to a purely monocular implementation. Another limitation
of our method in this chapter is pre-computing objects in an offline fashion and using
them later in the online operation of our system. We resolve this problem in the next
chapter by using a real-time deep-learned object detector.
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Chapter 5
Real-Time Monocular
Object-Model Aware Sparse SLAM
After integrating depth-dependent plane and dual quadric landmarks in the factor graph
framework of the sparse SLAM in Chapters 3 and 4, now in this chapter, we propose
a monocular plane detector and tracker (Section 5.4) to move towards a full system
operating real-time in monocular modality. Furthermore, we also propose new plane
and object observation factors to avoid limitations of the previous chapters such as fixed
global reference frame for landmarks, and axis-aligned conic observations (Sections 5.4.3
and 5.5.3). Coarse representation of objects as quadrics enables seamless integration in
factor graph and also an elegant data-association which is exploited in Section 5.5.1 for a
new proposed object matching scheme based on matched key-points. However we are not
content with only coarse representation in this chapter and fine reconstructions of objects,
learned by a CNN network, is also incorporated in the framework that provides a shape
prior for the quadrics for further refinement (Section 5.5.2). In this chapter, we present
our new contributions along with a brief overview of the components which are required
from the previous chapters (Section 5.3), in order to present our monocular real-time
semantic SLAM system in a standalone representation. Extensive experiments show
that the introduced plane and object landmarks and the associated observation/constraint
factors, using the proposed monocular plane detector and incorporated object detections,
significantly improve the accuracy of camera trajectory and yield rich semantically
meaningful maps consisting of planar layouts, and wherever available, high-fidelity
object reconstructions.
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5.1 Introduction
As a well-known and well-studied problem in computer vision and robotics, a sparse
and efficient representation for Visual SLAM is to consider the map as collection of
points in 3D, which carries information about geometry but not about the semantics
of the scene. Denser representations such as [6, 5, 28, 30, 27], remain equivalent to a
collection of points in this regard. Towards the aim of this work, we enrich this sparse
map with more semantically meaningful landmarks and structures, while keeping the
solution of SLAM problem computationally tractable in near real-time which is vital
for interactive robotic applications.
In Chapter 3 we incorporated plane landmarks as structural entities providing infor-
mation complimentary to points by representing significant portions of the environment
(especially indoors) with few parameters. With carefully chosen representation for
planes which is amenable to the factor graph formulation of the sparse SLAM frame-
works, we continued that track to Chapter 4 by considering the fact that many objects
in the scene can be used as landmarks in a SLAM map, encapsulating a higher level of
abstraction than a set of points. Then we proposed a suitable coarse representation of
the objects as bounded dual quadrics (ellipsoids) that encodes the rough extent and
pose of the generic objects, unlike [33] that relies on a database of predefined objects.
We also have inter-landmark relations formulated as constraint factors in Chapter 3
and Chapter 4 such as constraints among inlier points and their associated planes,
inter-planar constraints (Manhattan world assumption), and newly introduced sup-
porting affordance for planes as a tangency constraints among dual quadrics and their
supporting surfaces. By considering proposed landmarks and constraints, in addition
to gaining richer maps we boosted the estimate of the camera pose and its trajectory
in near real-time, unlike [1] that performs in a very slow offline structure-from-motion
context. However despite the near-time performance of the proposed structure and
object aware SLAM in Chapter 4, we have some limitations in that system from two
aspects:
⋆ From the front-end perspective such as:
✓ reliance on the depth channel for plane segmentation and parameter regres-
sion
✓ pre-computation of Faster R-CNN [32] object detections to permit real-time
performance
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✓ ad-hoc object and plane matching/tracking
⋆ From the back-end perspective:
✓ conic observations are assumed to be axis-aligned thus limiting the robustness
of the quadric reconstruction
✓ all detected landmarks are maintained in a single fixed global reference
frame, instead of a adaptable relative reference frame
This chapter in addition to addressing the mentioned limitations, proposes new obser-
vation factors amenable for real-time inclusion of plane and object detections while
incorporating high-fidelity point-cloud reconstructions from a deep-learned CNN, wher-
ever available, to the map and refines the quadric reconstruction according to this
object model by the new proposed prior factor.
The main contributions of this chapter as follows: (1) proposing and integration a
CNN-based plane detector to segment planes and regress the parameters (2) integrating
a real-time deep-learned object detector in a monocular SLAM framework to detect
general objects as landmarks along with a data-association strategy to track them, (3)
proposing a new observation factor for objects to avoid axis-aligned conics inscribed in
bounding boxes, (4) representing landmarks (planes and objects) relative to the camera
key-frame where they are first observed instead of a global fixed reference frame, and
(5) wherever available, integrating the reconstructed point-cloud model of the detected
object from single image by a CNN to the map and imposing additional prior based
on this point-cloud on the extent of the quadric to refine it even more.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In the next Section 5.2, we
review some related work and then in Section 5.3 we overview the representations and
factors adopted from previous chapters. Section 5.4 proposes a CNN-based monocular
plane detector to segment and regress its parameters in our monocular SLAM framework
along with the matching strategy to track planar regions. Section 5.5.1 describes the
object detection module that has been integrated to our system and the proposed
matching scheme to track objects. Section 5.5.2 presents the reconstruction of point-
cloud model of objects from single-view RGB images integrated to our SLAM system,
in addition to the prior constraint on the extent/scale of the quadric induced by the
point-cloud. Sections 5.5.3 and 5.4.3 introduce our proposed multi-edge factors for
relative plane and object observations, respectively. Experiments showing the efficacy
and comparative performance of our system in extensive evaluation on standard SLAM
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benchmarks are presented in Section 5.7. We conclude with a summary and discussion
of future research directions.
5.2 Related Work
SLAM and semantic reasoning are two important and well-studied problems in robotics
and computer vision communities that after recent success and attention to Deep
Convolutional Neural Networks (Deep CNN) there has been a numerous effort to marry
these two fields and build SLAM systems that are capable of building 3D map, reasoning
and understanding 3D scene, and benefit from the semantic information to refine the
map, such as [33], [12]. The most recent and popular approach to formulate Visual
SLAM problem, particularly in sparse systems, like [24] and [6], is the graph-based
nonlinear least squares methods [11].
To incorporate higher-level semantic landmarks, such as planes or objects, to the
monocular setup of the SLAM problem, there has been multiple advances rooting from
deep-learned approaches, such as: recent 2D object detection networks [32] and [31],
3D object detections such as hand-designed classic approaches [20] or deep-learned
methods [37] that infers 6D object pose directly from RGB image. Also there has been
efforts in 3D plane detection or inferring indoor planar layout from vanishing point
based approaches like [14] to learning based ones such as [19], [22]. The predicted
planes from these approaches are not consistent in consecutive frames and extracted
from RGB-D modality with a considerable computation resource and time which
makes them not suitable for a monocular near real-time SLAM graph-based framework.
Utilizing planes as landmarks provides a large-scale consistent regularization for other
landmarks like points, particularity for indoor scenes, [39], [16].
Despite methods such as [29] that uses point-based SLAM as backbone to build 3D
map and then detect planes and objects, in our SLAM system we utilize 3D planes
and objects as optimizable landmarks such as the well-known [1] which operates in
a slow structure-from-motion fashion. There are methods depending on predefined
object models such as [33] and [12], and also for generic objects such as [4] and [9]
for structure-from-motion setup, and [35] for SLAM setup. [35] reconstructs quadrics
based on detected 2D bounding boxes in frames, however it uses ground-truth data-
association to build the graph-based SLAM and the objects are not explicitly modeled
to remain bounded during bundle adjustment.
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Unlike our semantic aware SLAM system that semantic objects refine camera
localization, [36] presented a semantic mapping system by coupling RGB-D SLAM
and object detections however object models do not inform localization, similar to
[23] that presented a system to fuse semantic labels from multi-views within a dense
map reconstruction. In this method SLAM is used as the backbone yet to discover
multi-view associations for semantic label fusion but the semantics do not inform
localization.
5.3 Overview of the Landmarks and Constraints
For the sake of completeness and convenience in following this chapter, this section
presents a brief overview of the landmark representations and constraint factors that
we utilize in this chapter, but proposed originally in previous Chapters 3 and 4. Then
in the next sections, in addition to the proposed monocular pipeline to detect and track
plane landmarks and objects in the map, we propose novel observation factors and
sensor models to observe 3D planes and objects, and also object shape priors induced
by the single-view point-cloud reconstructions.
We represent our SLAM problem as a bipartite graph G(V , F ; E) where V, the
first part of the nodes, represents the set of variable nodes (landmarks) that need
to be estimated and F , the second part of the nodes, represents the set of factor
nodes (observations/constraints) connected to the variable nodes via a set of edges
E . The solution of this problem is the optimum configuration of variable nodes, V∗,
that minimizes the overall error over the factors in the graph. The factor graph of
our proposed SLAM system is demonstrated in Fig 5.1 with all of the incorporated
landmarks and observation/constraint factors. In addition to the novel observation
factors in this chapter, the newly imposed point-cloud induced shape prior factor is
depicted in Fig 5.1, compared to the factor graph in previous chapter Fig 4.1.
5.3.1 Quadric Representation
As discussed earlier in Chapter 4, we represent generic objects in a scene using a
bounded quadric or ellipsoid. A quadric surface in 3D space can be represented by
a homogeneous quadratic form defined on the 3D projective space P3 that satisfies
x⊤Qx = 0, where x ∈ P3 is a homogeneous 4-vector in R4 representing a 3D point
and Q ∈ R4×4 is a symmetric homogeneous matrix representing the quadric surface.
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Fig. 5.1 The factor graph of our monocular object-model and structure aware sparse
SLAM system demonstrating all types of our landmarks representations as variable
nodes and observations/constraints as factors. Compared to the factor graph in
chapter 4, in this factor graph we present novel observation factors fπ and fQ, and also
newly imposed point-cloud model induced shape prior factor on quadrics. For further
details regarding these factors refer to sections 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5.
However, the relationship between a point-quadric Q and its projection into a camera
(a conic section) is not straightforward [13].
A widely accepted alternative is to make use of the dual space ([4, 9, 35]) which
represents a dual quadric Q∗ by the envelope of planes π tangent to it, viz: π⊤Q∗π = 0,
which simplifies the relationship between the quadric and its projection to a conic. A
dual quadric Q∗ can be decomposed as Q∗ = TQQ∗cT⊤Q where TQ ∈ SE(3) transforms
an axis-aligned quadric at the origin (canonical) Q∗c , to a desired SE(3) pose. Quadric
landmarks need to remain bounded, i.e. ellipsoids, which requires Q∗c to have 3 positive
and 1 negative eigenvalues. In Chapter 4 we proposed a decomposition and incremental
update rule for dual quadrics that guarantees this conditions and provides a good
approximation for incremental update. More specifically, the dual ellipsoid Q∗ is
represented as a tuple (T, L) where T ∈ SE(3) and L lives in D(3) the space of
real diagonal 3 × 3 matrices, i.e. an axis-aligned ellipsoid accompanied by a rigid
transformation.
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The proposed approximate update rule for Q∗ = (T, L) from Chapter 4 is:
Q∗ ⊕ ∆Q∗ = (T, L) ⊕ (∆T, ∆L) = (T · ∆T, L + ∆L) (5.1)
where ⊕ : E × E 7−→ E is the mapping for updating ellipsoids, ∆L is the update for
L and ∆T is the update for T that are carried out in the corresponding lie-algebras of
d(3) (isomorphic to R3) and se(3), respectively. For more specific details refer to the
Section 4.3.1.
5.3.2 Plane Representation
We utilize the intuitive notion of 3D vectors to represent 3D sparse points and a
plane π as a structural entity in the map is represented in 3D projective space by its
normalized homogeneous coordinates π = (a, b, c, d)⊤ ∈ P3 where n = (a, b, c)⊤ is the
normal vector and its signed orthogonal distance from the origin is d/∥n∥2 where ∥.∥2
is the Euclidean norm defined in the corresponding vector space. For more precise
details and explanations refer to Section 3.3.3.
5.3.3 Constraints between Landmarks
In addition to the classic point-camera constraint formed by the observation of a 3D
point as 2D feature key-point in the camera, we model constraints between higher
level landmarks and also their observations in the camera. These constraints also carry
semantic information about the structure of the scene, such as Manhattan assumption
and affordances. We present a brief overview of the previously proposed constraints
here. In the next sections we present the newly introduced factors regarding plane
and object observations and object shape priors induced by object’s point-cloud model
reconstruction.
5.3.3.1 Point-Plane Constraint
For a point x to lie on its associated plane π with the unit normal vector n, we
introduce the following factor between them:
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which measures the orthogonal distance of the point and the plane, for any arbitrary
point xo in the plane. Note that the notation of ∥e∥Σ means the Mahalanobis norm of
vector e and is defined as e⊤Σ−1e where Σ is the associated covariance matrix of the
norm. For more details refer to Section 3.4.3.
5.3.3.2 Plane-Plane Constraint (Manhattan assumption)
Manhattan world assumption where planes are mostly mutually parallel or perpendicu-
lar, is modeled as:
f∥(π1, π2) = ∥ |n⊤1 n2| − 1 ∥
2
σpar
for parallel planes (5.3)
f⊥(π1, π2) = ∥ n⊤1 n2 ∥
2
σper
for perpendicular planes (5.4)
where planes π1 and π2 have unit normal vectors n1 and n2, and σpar and σper are
the variances of the Mahalanobis norm of parallel and perpendicular constraints,
respectively. For more details refer to Section 3.4.4.
5.3.3.3 Tangency Constraint (Supporting Affordance)
In normal situations planar structure of the scene affords stable support for common
objects, for instance floors and tables support indoor objects and roads support outdoor
objects like cars. To impose a supporting affordance relationship between planar entities
of the scene and common objects, which models the tangency relationship between
them, we introduce a factor between dual quadric object Q∗ and plane π as:




where σt is the covariance corresponding to this constraint factor and Q̂∗ is the
normalized dual quadric by its matrix Frobenius norm. Please note that this tangency
constraint is the direct consequence of choosing dual space for quadric representation,
which would not have been straightforward in the space of point quadrics. For more
details refer to Section 4.4.5.
5.4 Monocular Plane Detection
Man-made environments contain planar structures, such as table, floor, wall, road,
etc. If modeled correctly, they can capture information about large feature-deprived
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regions providing more map coverage. In addition, these landmarks act as a regularizer
for other landmarks when constraints are introduced between them. The dominant
approach for plane detection is to extract them from RGB-D input images as proposed
in Chapter 3 which provides reliable detection and estimation of plane parameters.
In a monocular setting, 3D planes need to be detected using a single RGB image
and their parameters estimated, which is an ill-posed problem. However, recent
breakthroughs in deep neural networks suggest the potential to detect and estimate
planes from single RGB image. Recently, PlaneNet [22] presented a deeply learned
network to directly predict plane parameters and corresponding segmentation masks.
As discussed in more details in Section 5.7, while planar segmentation masks are highly
reliable, the regressed parameters are not accurate enough for small planar regions in
indoor scenes. To address this shortcoming, instead of segmenting and estimating plane
parameters directly with training a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), we propose
to first train a network to predict depth, surface normals, and semantic segmentations
and then utilize the redundant information present in these predictions to detect and
estimate plane parameters reliable from single monocular images. Depth and surface
normal contain complementary information about the orientation and distance of the
planes, while semantic segmentation allows reasoning about identity of the regions
such as wall, floor, etc. We show this to be more accurate than PlaneNet [22].
We propose our monocular plane detector in next Section 5.4.1 to detect and
segment plane masks and regress parameters by using separated outcomes of the
learned models for semantic segmentation, depth, and surface normal estimations. In
Section 5.4.2 we describe our data association scheme for plane landmarks detected
in input image frames and finally we propose our novel observation factor for plane
landmarks in Section 5.4.3 that lets plane landmarks live in relative key-frames instead
of global world coordinates system.
5.4.1 Planes from predicted depth, surface normals, and se-
mantic segmentation
To jointly predict depth, surface normal, and semantic segmentation and to exploit the
redundant information of those predictions, we make use of the state-of-the-art real-time
joint network architecture proposed in [26] to estimate depth, normals, and semantic
segmentations for each RGB frame in real-time without crippling computational cost.
This network is trained on the benchmarks used in the experiments, Section 5.7.
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We denote the depth, surface normal, and semantic segmentation output predictions
of the network with D, N , and S, respectively, and exploit the redundancy in these
three separate predictions to boost the robustness of the plane detection by generating
plane hypotheses in two steps as illustrated in Fig 5.2:
1) In the first step, we create the point-cloud associated with the RGB image frame
by using predicted depth of the network D (we call it virtual depth as context permits)
and then we segment the resulting point-cloud by clustering surface normals and depths
one after another as proposed in Chapter 3. Note that we estimated surface normals
from depth in Chapter 3, however here we make use of the predicted surface normals
N from the joint network. Hence in this step we generate plane segmentations and
parameter estimations based on the point-cloud segmentation resulting from virtual
depth and surface normals.
2) In the second step, we use the intersection of segmented planes from step 1 and
planar regions in the semantic segmentation S (regions such as floor, wall, monitor, etc.)
to instantiate the semantic segmentations and find instances out of planar semantic
masks, in addition to assigning semantics to the segmented planes from step 1. Then
in order to reduce the false positive detections even more and make the parameter
estimation more robust, we generate the second plane hypothesis by considering these
semantic segmentations. As depicted in Fig 5.2, in this step we are only reconstructing
the point-cloud for each instance of plane segmentation (the intersection of step 1
masks and S) by using the virtual depth D and surface normals N of that region. Then
we fit a plane to the resulting point-cloud and consider that as the second hypothesis
for the plane parameters.
Finally, a positive plane detection is determined based on the consensus of two
hypotheses generated in the above mentioned steps. More precisely, plane detection
π = (a, b, c, d)⊤ is considered to be valid if the cosine distance of normal vectors
n = (a, b, c)⊤ and also the distance between the d value of the two planes from two
hypotheses are within a certain threshold. The corresponding plane segmentation mask
is taken to be the intersection of the mentioned plane masks from step 1 and semantic
segmentation S prediction of the network. The resulting plane detections for some
frames of the TUM [34] and NYU-v2 [25] are illustrated in the column (b) of Fig 5.8.
We extensively compare the performance of the SLAM system with our proposed
monocular plane detection with the state-of-the-art monocular plane detection network,
PlaneNet [22], and also a baseline plane detector (which uses ground truth depth to
segment planes as benchmarks permit) in experiments Section 5.7.
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𝝅 =	 (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑)1	
Fig. 5.2 The pipeline of the proposed monocular plane detection. For more details refer
to Section 5.4
Point-Plane Associations. Note that the association between inlier 3D point land-
marks and 3D planes, useful for the constraint factors described in Section 5.3.3, is
extracted from the resulting segmentation masks after the above mentioned step 2.
The 3D point is considered as an inlier (hence there is a point-plane constraint factor
connected to both landmarks in the factor graph) if the corresponding 2D key-point
inside the mask also satisfies the certain geometric perpendicular distance threshold.
5.4.2 Plane Data Association
Once detected, initialized, and added to the map as new landmarks, the planes need
to be associated with the prospective detected planes in the incoming frames – the
data association problem.
Points of the map are matched and tracked based on ORB descriptors in each
frame in a coarse-to-fine pyramid, however matching planes is more robust than feature
point matching due to the inherent geometrical nature of infinite planes that was
demonstrated in Chapter 3.
In Chapter 3 we only used the geometrical distances of candidate planes and
observed plane to match it against the existing planes in map (the angle between
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surface normals and the difference between their perpendicular distances from origin),
however in this chapter to make data association for planes even more robust in
cluttered scenes, when available, we additionally use the detected key-points that lie
inside the segmented plane in the image and satisfy the geometric threshold distance
(or the set of inlier points Pin of a plane) to match the observations. An existing plane
in the map and a detected plane in the current frame are deemed to be a match if the
number of common inlier key-points is higher than a threshold thH and also the unit
normal vector and distance of them are within certain thresholds. If the number of
common key-points is less than another threshold thL (or zero for feature-deprived
regions) meaning that there is no corresponding map plane for the detected plane,
the observed plane is initialized and added to the map as a new landmark. By this
scheme, unlike Chapter 3, the map can now contain two or more planar regions that
might belong to the same infinite plane such as two tables with same height in the
office. However, additional constraints on parallel planes are also introduced in these
situations according to evidence. For more details about the constraint factors refer to
Section 5.3.3.
5.4.3 Multi-Edge Factor for Plane Observation
After successful data association, we can connect observation/constraint factors to the
associated variable nodes. Constraint factors, which originally proposed in previous
chapters, are reviewed in Section 5.3.3. In this section we propose a novel observation
factor, based on a new relative representation of landmarks, connecting plane landmarks
and camera (key-frame).
In previous chapters, variable nodes (that need to be estimated) live in a global
fixed world coordinates frame and all of the involved observation/constraint factors
impose constraints based on the representations in that fixed frame. For instance, using
the previous approach, a plane landmark is initialized with respect to the global world
frame using the pose (SE(3) transformation) of the first key-frame which observes that
plane. Any further changes or updates that happen in the local map bundle adjustment
(factor graph optimization in the back-end) to that first key-frame (observer of the
plane landmark) will not have significant direct effect on the representation of the
plane node. To overcome this problem and its potential subsequent accumulated errors,
we use a relative key-frame formulation (instead of the global frame) to represent
each landmark and for instance a plane landmark πr is expressed relative to the first
key-frame that observes it (its reference key-frame) denoted by Twr , and in this case
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the representation of the plane in the global world coordinates system, denoted by π,
is found by the help of plane transformation Equation 3.6 such as the following
π = Twr ⊤πr (5.6)
where Twr , the pose of the reference key-frame, is an SE(3) transformation which takes
a point from the world coordinates frame xw to the reference key-frame coordinates
system xr as xr = Twr xw.
Hence for a plane observation πobs from a camera pose Twc , we propose the following
multi-edge factor node for measuring the plane observation:
fπ(πr, Twr , Twc ) = ∥ d(Trc−⊤πr, πobs) ∥2Σπ (5.7)
where Trc−⊤πr is the transformed plane from its reference key-frame to the camera
coordinates frame while Trc can be found by composing the SE(3) transformations
such as the following
Trc = Twc .(Twr )−1 (5.8)
Note that Σπ is the covariance matrix of the Mahalanobis norm, and d is the difference
of the corresponding rotation matrices of the planes in the tangent space at the identity
of SO(3) (see Section 3.3.3).
The graphical interpretation of the proposed multi-edge observation factor is
depicted in Fig 5.3 that is showing fπ as a node connected to more than two variable
nodes (multi-edge) since the error function associated with the observation factor
fπ depends on three variable nodes. All of the previously proposed factor nodes in
Chapters 3 and 4 are binary-edge factors, since each is connected to exactly two variable
nodes of the graph.
5.5 Incorporating Objects with Point-Cloud Recon-
struction
As noted previously in Chapter 4, incorporating general objects in the map as bounded
quadrics leads to a compact representation of the rough 3D extent and pose (location
and orientation) of the object while facilitating elegant data association. With the
recent success of deep-learned object detectors, the state-of-the-art object detector such
as YOLOv3 [31] can provide object labels and bounding boxes in real-time for general








Fig. 5.3 Demonstration of multi-edge factors for planes connected to multi variable
nodes (camera key-frames). For more details refer to Section 5.4.3.
objects. The goal of introducing objects in our SLAM is both to increase the accuracy
of the localization and to yield a richer semantic map of the scene. While our SLAM
proposes a sparse and coarse realization of the objects, wherever the fine 3D point-cloud
model reconstruction of each object is available it can be seamlessly incorporated on
top of the corresponding quadric and even refines the quadric reconstruction as will be
discussed later in 5.5.2.
5.5.1 Object Detection and Matching
In Chapter 4 we used offline precomputed object detections from Faster-RCNN [32],
however towards a real-time online SLAM system, in this chapter for real-time detection
of objects, we use YOLOv3 [31] trained on COCO dataset [21] that provides detections
as axis aligned bounding boxes for common objects. For reliability we consider only
detections with 85% or more confidence for initialization and matching process. Note
that we obtained similar empirical robust detections with Faster-RCNN [32] in Chapter 4
with higher confidence score (95%).
5.5.1.1 Object Matching Based on Tracked Points
Tracking object detections against the map is not robust enough by relying only on
the geometry of the reconstructed quadrics – comparing re-projection errors – and
matched key-points in one bounding box, independent of the other detections (the
matching scheme in Chapter 4). In particular, object matching is less reliable in
cluttered scenes with high-number of overlapping or partially-occluded detections,
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which is more evident most of all in KITTI [10] benchmark experiments in Section 5.7.
Therefore to find optimum matches for all the detected objects in current frame with
the existing objects in the map, we solve the classic optimal assignment problem with
Hungarian/Munkres [17] algorithm which is a combinatorial optimization algorithm
that solves the assignment problem in polynomial time O(n3).
The challenge of using this classic assignment algorithm is how to define the
appropriate cost matrix. We establish the cost matrix of this algorithm based on the
idea of maximizing the number of common robustly matched key-points (2D ORB
features) inside the detected bounding boxes. Since we want to solve the minimization
problem, we define the non-negative cost matrix such as the following
C = [cij]N×M (5.9)
cij = K − proj(bi, qj) (5.10)
where proj(bi, qj) gives the number of projected key-points associated with candidate
quadric qj inside the bounding box bi, and K = maxi,j proj(bi, qj) is the maximum
number of all of these projected key-points. N and M are the total number of bounding
box detections in the current frame and the candidate quadrics of the map for matching,
respectively. Candidate quadrics for matching are considered to be the quadrics of the
map that are currently in a certain frustum in front of the camera. Note that cij is the
cost of assigning detected bounding box bi to the candidate quadric qj in the map.
To reduce the number of mismatches even more, after solving the optimal assignment
problem with the proposed cost matrix, the optimum assignment of b∗i to q∗j is considered
successful if the number of common key-points satisfies a certain high threshold
p(b∗i , q∗j ) ≥ thhigh and the new quadric is initialized in the map if p(b∗i , q∗j ) ≤ thlow.
Assignments with p(b∗i , q∗j ) values between these thresholds are ignored. These low and
high thresholds are determined based on the minimum and average number of matched
key-points inside detected bounding boxes. However note that this matching strategy
might fail when there are too few key-points extracted at detected objects.
Quadric objects are initialized based on the method described in Chapter 4 after
solving an intermediate optimization problem to refine a sphere encloses the inlier 3D
points to an ellipsoid that is projected inside the detected bounding box. For more
details refer to Section 4.5.1 and Fig 4.5. After successful initialization of the quadric,
2D key-points inside the bounding box are considered as associated key-points of the
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quadric and are used in solving the above mentioned matching problem in the next
consecutive frames.
5.5.2 Point-Cloud Reconstruction and Shape Prior Factor
So far we efficiently represent generic objects in our SLAM framework by the proposed
method for dual quadrics in Chapter 4 that provides a coarse representation for pose
(location and orientation) and extent (size and scale) of objects in the scene.
As discussed in Chapter 2, incorporating fine reconstruction of objects directly
in the bundle adjustment is expensive in terms of computation and memory. In this
section, we integrate high-fidelity reconstruction of objects on top of coarse quadrics
to enrich the map, while underlying quadric objects participate in back-end graph
optimization. Then we introduce a shape prior factor for the quadrics induced by
the reconstructed 3D point-cloud of objects, in order to refine the shape of the coarse
quadrics, furthermore.
5.5.2.1 Point-Cloud Object Model Reconstruction
It is difficult to estimate the full 3D model of objects from sparse views using purely
classic geometric methods. To bypass the ill-posed single-view object reconstruction
problem, in this section we train a CNN adopted from Point Set Generation Net [7] to
predict (or hallucinate) the accurate 3D shape of objects as point-clouds from single
view RGB images. By adopting this CNN for our SLAM system that hallucinates the
complete shape of the objects by making several plausible predictions, we reconstruct
3D point-clouds straight from the input RGB image. Using 3D point-cloud models in
our SLAM instead of other 3D shape representations such as volumetric grids, preserves
us from using different artifacts to keep the model invariant under rigid transformations.
We train the CNN on a CAD model repository ShapeNet [2]. ShapeNet is a public
large-scale, richly-annotated repository of about 3 million CAD models from several
semantic categories. In training, we render 2D images of CAD models from random
viewpoints and, to simulate the background in real images, we overlay random scene
backgrounds from the SUN dataset [38] on the rendered images.
We demonstrate the efficacy of this approach for outdoor scenes, particularly for
general car objects (which the 3D point-cloud models are faithful reconstructions) in
KITTI [10] benchmark in Section 5.7.2. The results of some sample 3D point-cloud
reconstructions of our trained CNN is illustrated in Fig 5.4. Running alongside with
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Fig. 5.4 The result of the trained CNN for reconstructing 3D point-cloud models for
some example detected cars in KITTI [10] benchmark.
our SLAM system, as demonstrated in Fig 5.5, the CNN takes a detected bounding
box of an object as input and generates a point-cloud to represent the 3D shape of
the object. However, to ease the training of the CNN, the reconstructed point-cloud
is in a normalized scale and canonical pose. To incorporate the point-cloud model
into the SLAM system, we need to estimate seven parameters to scale, rotate and
translate this point cloud. First we compute the minimum enclosing ellipsoid of the
normalized reconstructed point-cloud, and then estimate the parameters by aligning it
to the object quadric (ellipsoid) from the SLAM system.
As an expedient approach, we currently pick a single high-quality detected bounding
box as the input to the CNN, however, it is not complicated to extend to multiple
bounding boxes in future by using a Recurrent Neural Net to fuse information from
different bounding boxes, as done in 3D-R2N2 [3].
5.5.2.2 Induced Shape Prior Factor on Quadrics
After registering the hallucinated point-cloud model on the reconstructed quadric from
SLAM, as depicted in Fig 5.5, we propose a further prior constraint factor only on the
shape (extent) of the quadric in order to further refine the coarse representation within
the local map bundle adjustment of our SLAM. This is amenable to the factor graph
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framework, thanks to the proposed decomposed quadric representation in Chapter 4.
The prior factor (unary-edge factor) is a node of the graph that is connected to exactly
one variable node and acts as a prior knowledge regarding the estimation of that
variable.
We introduce this factor inspired by the idea of intersection over union (IoU) loss,
however we extend it to 3D case by computing the IoU of the registered enclosing
normalized cuboid of the point-cloud M and enclosing normalized cuboid of the quadric
such as following
fprior(Q∗) = ∥ 1 − IoUcu(cuboid(Q∗), cuboid(M)) ∥2σp (5.11)
where cuboid is a function that gives the normalized enclosing aligned cuboid of an
ellipsoid and σp is the associated covariance of the factor in the graph. Note that
IoUcu is a real-valued function between 0 and 1 for disjoint and congruent 3D cubes,
respectively.
The point-cloud induced shape prior on quadrics refines the quadric reconstructed
from multiple-views detected bounding boxes and imposes more straight prior knowledge
about the real shape of the objects out of the fine reconstruction through the CNN. For
a multitude of reasons, such as partial occlusions or fewer observations from certain
view points, the SLAM reconstructed quadric may lack a precise scale in certain
directions, while the enclosing quadric of the CNN reconstructed point-cloud contains
more information about the real extent of the object, encoded in the size and scale of
the ellipsoid.
5.5.3 Multi-Edge Factor for Non-Aligned Object Observation
In Chapter 4 we proposed an object observation factor that encourages dual quadrics to
be reconstructed in the map such that their observations from camera key-frames are
axis-aligned inscribed ellipses (bounded conic sections) in the detected bounding boxes.
To overcome this limitation, in this chapter we propose a novel observation factor for the
dual quadrics without enforcing them to be observed as axis-aligned dual conics. Unlike
Chapter 4 that imposes a direct constraint on the “difference” of the projected and
detected conics (Mahalanobis norm in the space of 5-vectors) and also unlike [35] that
uses the Mahalanobis distance of detected and projected bounding boxes (Mahalanobis
norm in the space of 4-vectors), which is not robust and penalizes more for large errors
and outliers, we propose an observation factor based on Intersection-over-Union (IoU)
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Fig. 5.5 Single-view point-cloud reconstruction imposes a shape prior constraint on a
multi-view reconstructed quadric in our system (see section 5.5.2).
of these bounding boxes that is also weighted according to the confidence score of
the object detection. This factor provides an inherent capped error which mitigates
the effect of outliers, however it implicitly emphasizes the significance of the good
initialization of quadrics to have a successful optimization.
In addition to the novel cost function for object observation, similar to plane
landmarks in Section 5.4.3, we aim to use the relative reference key-frame Twr to
represent the dual quadric associated with the object Q∗r, instead of the fixed global
world coordinates system. In order to do so, we introduce the following multi-edge
factor for object observation error between dual quadric Q∗r and camera pose Twc as:
fQ(Q∗r, Twr , Twc ) = ∥ 1 − IoUbb(B∗, Bobs) ∥2s−1 (5.12)
where Bobs is the detected bounding box and B∗ is the circumscribed bounding box of
the projected dual conic C∗. Recall that the projected bounded dual conic (ellipse)




Trc of the camera with
calibration matrix K and relative pose of Trc calculated by 5.8. For more details
regarding projection of dual quadrics refer to Section 4.5.1.
Note that in the above introduced factor 5.12, IoUbb is a real-valued function ranges
from 0 to 1 for disjoint and congruent 2D bounding boxes, respectively. We give
weight to the significance of this factor in the total cost function of the factor graph by
considering the inverse of confidence score (obtained from the object detector) of the
detected bounding box as the associated covariance of this factor. In another words,















(b) Observation Error based on IoU
Fig. 5.6 Demonstration of multi-edge factors for quadrics connected to multi variable
nodes (camera key-frames) in (a) and the observation error based on the IoU of
circumscribed and detected bounding boxes. For more details refer to Section 5.5.3.
we penalize more for the observation error of more confident detections and less for
uncertain bounding boxes.
The graphical interpretation of the introduced observation factor is illustrated in
Fig 5.6.
5.6 The Pipeline of our SLAM System
The pipeline of our proposed SLAM system is demonstrated in Fig 5.7. We built our
SLAM on top of the state-of-the-art sparse ORB-SLAM2 [24] and utilize its front-end
for tracking ORB features. All the component of our system are implemented in C++
and we develop the back-end optimization of the system using general framework for
graph optimization, g2o [18], in C++ as well.
The majority of the components are already elaborated in previous sections, however
we briefly describe the remaining components of the pipeline that are also commonly
found in the state-of-the-art sparse SLAM systems.
Our monocular SLAM system is a key-frame based SLAM system which is a widely
used strategy in visual SLAM systems to avoid expensive local or global map updates
for every frames. After adding a new key-frame to the map along with its associated
observations of points, planes, and quadrics, and updating the local map of landmarks
and key-frames, and also generating the hypotheses for constraint factors, then we
optimize the local map (bundle adjustment) to update the estimate variables. The
updated local map after bundle adjustment is considered as a basis for tracking and
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Fig. 5.7 The pipeline of our monocular semantic object-model aware sparse SLAM
system.
matching landmarks in the consecutive frames while keeping the local map unchanged.
We also perform the global bundle adjustment to update the whole map after detecting
loop closures by the front-end of ORB-SLAM2 which uses bag of words [8] based on
ORB features.
To accomplish the real-time operation for our system, (1) the ORB feature extrac-
tion and tracking is performed in one thread, as ORB-SLAM2, and (2) plane detection
and tracking, (3) YOLOv3 [31] object detector, (4) local bundle adjust, and (5) global
bundle adjustment are all performed in separate parallel threads.
5.7 Experiments
We evaluate the performance of our proposed monocular SLAM system extensively on
publicly available TUM [34], NYU-v2 [25], and KITTI [10] benchmarks that contain a
wide variety of scenes from rich planar low-texture to multi-object common offices and
outdoor scenes.
Qualitative and quantitative evaluations are carried out in this section using different
mixtures of landmarks and comparisons are presented against point-based monocular
ORB-SLAM2 [24] as an ablation study. To study the accuracy of our proposed plane
detection scheme in Section 5.4 and the effect of the quality of plane detection in the
SLAM framework, we compare the performance of SLAM system with the proposed
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plane detector against the performance of the same system with two different detector,
one is the state-of-the-art CNN network to segment and regress plane parameters, and
the other one is the baseline plane detector that we explain in detail in Section 5.7.1.1.
As shown in this section, including additional proposed factors along with the
monocular plane and object detection and tracking schemes improves the accuracy of
the camera trajectory (which implies more accurate map reconstruction indirectly),
while yielding more semantically meaningful maps containing structural planar entities
and semantic objects. The online performance of our SLAM system is demonstrated
in the following video links:
• All the benchmarks: https://youtu.be/UMWXd4sHONw
• KITTI Exclusive: https://youtu.be/QPQqVrvP0dE
5.7.1 TUM and NYU-v2 Benchmarks
Qualitative evaluations for sequences fr1/xyz and fr2/desk from TUM and for
sequences nyu/office_1b and nyu/nyu_office_1 from NYU-v2 are illustrated in
Fig. 5.8 that contain diverse landmarks and scenes. Columns (a)-(d) show the image
frame with tracked features and possible detected objects, detected and segmented
planes, and the reconstructed map from two different viewpoints, respectively. For
some low or no texture sequences in TUM and NYU-v2 datasets point-based SLAM
system fails to track the camera, however the existent rich planar structure is exploited
by our system along with the Manhattan constraints to yield more accurate trajectories
and semantically meaningful maps.
The reconstructed maps are semantically rich and consistent with the ground truth
3D scene, for instance in fr2/desk, with the presence of all landmarks and constraints,
the map consists of planar monitor orthogonal to the desk, and quadrics corresponding
to objects are tangent to the supporting desk, congruous with the real scene. Red
ellipses in Fig. 5.8 column (a) are the projection of their corresponding quadric objects
in the map.
One of the main reasons for the improved accuracy of camera trajectory and
consistency of the global map is the addressing of subtle but extremely important
problem of scale drift. In a monocular setting, the estimated scale of the map can change
gradually over time. In our system, the consistent metric scale of the plane detections
(out of the CNN) and the presence of point-plane constraints allow observations of the
absolute scale, which can further be improved by adding priors about the extent of the
objects represented as quadrics.
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We perform an ablation study to demonstrate the efficacy of introducing various
combinations of the proposed semantic landmarks and constraints. The RMSE of
Absolute Trajectory Error (ATE) is reported in Table 5.1. Estimated and ground-truth
trajectories are aligned using a similarity transformation [15]. In the first case, points
are augmented with planes (PP) and constraints for inlier points and corresponding
planes are included. This already improves the accuracy over baseline and imposing
additional Manhattan (plane-plane) constraint in the second case (PP+M) improves ATE
even further. In these two cases the error is significantly reduced by first exploiting
the planar structure of the scene and second by reducing the scale-drift problem, as
discussed earlier, using metric information about the planes, induced from trained
CNNs.
For the sequences containing common COCO [21] objects, the presence of objects
represented by dual quadric landmarks along with the points is explored in the third
case (PO). This case demonstrates the effectiveness of integrating objects in the SLAM
map. Finally, the performance of our full monocular system (PPO+MS) is detailed in
the last column of Table 5.1 with the presence of all landmarks points, planes, and
objects and also Manhattan and supporting/tangency constraints.
Similar to the RGB-D counterpart in Chapter 4, the PPO+MS scenario shows an
improvement against the baseline in all of the evaluated sequences, in particular for
fr3/long_office we have seen a significant decline in ATE (18.47%) as a result
of a large loop detection in this sequence, where our proposed multiple-edges for
observations of planes and quadric objects in key-frames have shown their effectiveness
in the global loop closure.
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(a) ORB Features and De-
tected Objects
(b) Detected and Seg-
mented Planes
(c) Generated Map (Side) (d) Generated Map (Top)
Fig. 5.8 Qualitative results for different sequences from TUM [34] and NYU-v2 [25]
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5.7.1.1 Plane Detectors Comparison
One of the important elements that affects the performance of the proposed structure
and semantic object aware SLAM system is the quality of plane detection and parameter
estimation. To study this effect, we compare the reconstructed map along with the
estimation error of the camera trajectory of our system operating with different plane
detectors shown in Fig 5.9 and Table 5.2.
We select two plane detectors to compare against our proposed monocular plane
detector in Section 5.4:
Baseline Detector: Since the quality of depth information has a critical impact on
the performance of the plane detector and particularly its parameter regression, in this
so called baseline detector, we substitute the virtual depth (the depth estimation of
the trained CNN) in the proposed detector with the ground-truth depth channel to
construct the point-cloud. Refer to Section 5.4 for details. Note that the remainder of
our SLAM system operating with this baseline detector is unaware of the ground-truth
depth and operates in a monocular modality to conduct a fair comparison.
PlaneNet Detector: To compare against a dedicated CNN for detecting planes
and regressing its parameters, we use the state-of-the-art CNN-based plane detector,
PlaneNet [22], to segment planes and estimate their 3D parameters. End-to-end learned
PlaneNet infers a set of planes (segmentation masks and parameters) directly from an
RGB image, by the notion of reconstructing piecewise planar depth-maps.
Reconstructed map for sequence fr1/xyz from TUM benchmark is shown in Fig. 5.9
for the above mentioned plane detectors incorporated in our system and compared
against our proposed one. As seen in Fig 5.9(a) PlaneNet only captures the planar
table region successfully and fails for the other regions. The proposed detector captures
the monitors on the table shown in column (b), however it misses the third monitor
behind and also reconstructs the two same height tables with a slight vertical distance.
As shown in Fig. 5.9(c) the baseline plane detector captures the smaller planar regions
more accurately and same height tables as one plane, as expected because of using
ground-truth depth information.
Table 5.2 reports the comparison of these three approaches for plane detection in
different sequences of TUM dataset. It can be seen that the baseline detector is the
most informative, however the proposed method is better than PlaneNet in most cases.
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(a) PlaneNet detector (b) Proposed detector (c) Baseline detector
Fig. 5.9 Qualitative comparison of using different plane detectors in our monocular
SLAM system for fr1/xyz sequence from TUM benchmark [34]. By using PlaneNet [22]
in (a) the only consistent detected plane is the table rendered in green color. The
proposed detector in (b) assists our SLAM to reconstruct two same height tables by a
slight difference in the height from the floor rendered in magenta color. The baseline
detector in (c) is the most informative enables the SLAM to capture more planar
regions such as three monitors in the scene. For more details refer to Section 5.7.1.1.
Table 5.2 RMSE of ATE for our monocular SLAM system using different
plane detection methods. The RMSE is reported in cm for four sequences from
TUM [34] benchmark. The comparison is carried out with three plane detectors:
PlaneNet [22], proposed one in Section 5.4, and depth-aware baseline detector (see
Section 5.7.1.1).
Dataset PlaneNet [22] Proposed Detector Baseline
fr1/xyz 0.9701 0.9680 0.8601
fr1/desk 1.2191 1.2126 1.0397
fr2/xyz 0.2186 0.2179 0.2061
fr1/floor 1.6562 1.6704 1.4074
5.7.2 KITTI Benchmark
To demonstrate the efficacy of our proposed multi-edge object observation factor,
object matching, and also shape prior factor induced from incorporated point-cloud
(reconstructed by CNN from single-view) in our SLAM system, we evaluate our system
on KITTI benchmark. The high-fidelity reconstructed cars in KITTI, shown in Fig 5.4,
and overlapping multiple detections in each frame, makes this benchmark challenging
for evaluating our system with mentioned factors and matching schemes. For more
reliable frame-to-frame tracking, we use the stereo variant of ORB-SLAM2 to match
3D points, however object detection and plane detection and parameters estimation
are still carried out in a monocular modality.
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The reconstructed map with quadric objects and incorporated point-clouds (see
Section 5.5.2) is illustrated for KITTI-7 from different view-points in Fig 5.10. The
instances of different cars are rendered in different colors. The reconstructed car models
for two varieties, sedan and hatchback, beside the road are demonstrated in Fig 5.11
and also the estimated trajectory after loop closure from top and side views is rendered
in Fig 5.12. Note that in these experiments all the object related factors such as
multi-edge observations and point-cloud induced shape priors, are effective during local
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5.8 Conclusions
This chapter introduced a monocular SLAM system that can incorporate learned
priors in terms of plane and object models in an online real-time capable system. We
show that introducing these quantities in a SLAM framework allows for more accurate
camera tracking and a richer map representation without huge computational cost.
This chapter also makes a case for using deep-learning to improve the performance of
traditional SLAM techniques by introducing higher level learned structural entities
and priors in terms of planes and objects.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Directions
This chapter provides a summary of the research in this thesis and a brief discussion
of some potential future directions.
6.1 Conclusion
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) is one of the fundamental and well-
studied problems in robotics and computer vision. There has been decades of research
in the establishment of general frameworks and formulation of this problem as a purely
geometric method to reconstruct the map of the scene as geometric entities. After the
recent success of semantic scene understanding, particularly with impressive modern
tools such as deep-learning and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), building pure
geometric maps is not sufficient for high-level tasks in robotics and computer vision,
such as intelligent interactions between robots and humans, autonomous vehicles, and
augmented reality (AR) applications. Semantic SLAM aims to combine geometric
reconstruction and visual scene understanding in one framework and answer more
complicated queries about the semantics and objects reconstructed in the scene.
This thesis aimed to integrate semantics, structures, and objects on top of the
traditional point-based SLAM in one single framework in order to yield more accurate
camera trajectories and mappings by directly involving these high-level entities as
independent landmarks in the process of bundle-adjustment optimization, while pro-
ducing semantically meaningful maps in near real-time with negligible computational
and memory overload. Towards this goal, first we integrated dominant structure of
the scene as planes to the SLAM framework. To do so, we proposed factor graph
compatible mathematical representations for these landmarks and consequently, we
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proposed regularizer for imposing global structural priors on points by using point-
plane constraints, and also imposing structured environment hypothesis by introducing
Manhattan world assumption as new constraint factors in the factor graph formulation
of the sparse point-based SLAM. The result of this integration was a sparse point-plane
SLAM system that captured large feature-deprived planar regions along with points in
real-time from the RGB-D input modality.
Following by the introduction of structural entities to our system, we introduced
objects directly to the semantic SLAM framework by proposing coarse representations
amenable to factor graph context. We proposed a novel representation and approximate
incremental update rules for dual quadrics as coarse representation of objects that
captures the rough pose and extent of the generic objects in the scene. By this
representation, we merged the semantic and geometric clues out of the deep-learned
object detections into the geometric pipeline of our SLAM system. That representation
permitted the integration of another high-level semantically meaningful constraint into
our system. In the structured man-made environments, in addition to Manhattan
assumption, commonly we observe supporting relationships for planar regions, such as
objects supported by tables or floors and roads. We imposed supporting affordance by
considering tangency constraint between dual quadrics and their supporting planes.
The result of these integrations was a real-time RGB-D structure aware SLAM system
using dual quadrics and planes.
In the last leap towards the aim of this thesis to represent a general-purpose monocu-
lar semantic SLAM, we embedded high-fidelity CNN-based point-cloud reconstructions
of objects on top of their coarse representations in the map. Furthermore, we proposed
new observation factors to facilitate the final goal of this thesis. In order to extricate
our system from depth-dependent plane detections, we proposed a new pipeline in the
front-end of our system to detect, segment, and estimate the parameters of the planes
from the redundant information of CNN-based depth, surface normal, and semantic
segmentation predictions. Moreover, we involved the prior information regarding the
shape of the objects, induced from the point-cloud fine reconstructions, in our SLAM
framework as prior factors to further refine the coarse reconstructions. The result of
all these new landmarks and observations/constraints was the real-time monocular
structure and object model aware sparse SLAM system.
We extensively evaluated our proposed systems in almost all publicly available
SLAM benchmarks. In addition to more semantically meaningful maps, illustrated in
qualitative results, we demonstrated that direct inclusion of the proposed high-level
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structures and objects as independent landmarks enriches the map semantically while
yielding more accurate localizations and camera trajectories - implicitly meaning more
reliable maps.
6.2 Future Directions
In the following, we discuss some potential future directions of our research in this
thesis.
6.2.1 Local Dense Priors on Planar Regions
A common approach in enforcing local geometric priors in a dense SLAM is adding
deep-learned depth or surface normal predictions as regularizer to the energy function
minimization problem. While adding more global priors is more challenging in dense
map representation, we incorporated them in our sparse SLAM system. To do so in
the monocular modality, we detected planar structures by exploiting the redundant
information in separate depth, surface normal, and semantic segmentation outputs
of the trained CNN and outperformed the state-of-the-art dedicated RGB-only plane
detector ([9]) in estimating plane parameters. However future work can explore this
direction to train a dedicated CNN to discover dense per-pixel plane detections. The
advantage of this per-pixel dense plane prediction is combining the information of
depth and surface normal to provide the tangent planes to each point directly from
raw imagery. These tangent surfaces can be used in to impose local geometric priors
on sparse points without in-painting the sparse map. Furthermore these dense plane
predictions can be utilized to come up with more accurate plane parameters estimation
and plane mask segmentations.
The preliminary results of a trained CNN for dense per-pixel plane prediction is
illustrated in Fig 6.1. We adopted this CNN from ([17]) and trained the modified
architecture for dense predictions on the synthetic SYNTHIA benchmark ([13]).
6.2.2 3D Object Pose Priors
The proposed semantic SLAM framework in this thesis based on factor graphs, facilitates
the intuitive extension of the system with more complicated constraints, geometric or
semantic, and also prior knowledge about landmarks or general scene. One of these
priors which can be exploited immediately by the future work is the introduction of 3D
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Fig. 6.1 The preliminary predictions of a trained CNN for dense per-pixel plane
prediction is illustrated for a sample scene from the synthetic SYNTHIA benchmark [13].
We adopted the architecture of the CNN from [17] and modified it in order to model
dense per-pixel estimations. The predicted plane patches for each 3D point is rendered
which shows the tangent planar surfaces to the scene, for instance the road and the car.
orientation or pose of the observed objects in our SLAM. For instance, we registered
the fine point cloud reconstruction of the object on top of its associated quadric in the
map based on aligning the enclosing quadric of the point-cloud and the reconstructed
quadric from the SLAM pipeline. However due to a multitude of reasons, such as
insufficient observations of objects or partial occlusions, sometimes the embedded fine
reconstruction is not congruent with the ground-truth map or physics of the scene. For
example the incorporated fine model of the car which is illustrated in Fig 6.2 is not
feasible in the real-world, and the reason for this infeasible pose of the ellipsoid in the
map is insufficient observation of the detected car in successive frames.
Recent accomplishments in 3D object pose discovery from single RGB images
([11, 12, 5, 10, 16]) allows the future work to exploit the graph-based structure of our
SLAM and impose prior information on top of the coarse object representation by
attaching prior factors to object variable nodes in the graph, as illustrated in Fig 6.3.
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Fig. 6.2 An example of the infeasible car pose in the reconstructed map of the sequence
from KITTI [3]. In our SLAM we register the fine point-cloud model of the object
on top of the reconstructed coarse dual quadric based on the alignment of it with the
enclosing quadric of the point-cloud. Due to a multitude of reasons such as insufficient
observations in successive frames, the pose of the reconstructed dual quadric sometimes
is not congruent with the ground-truth scene.
6.2.3 Object Latent Space in Factor Graph
We proposed our SLAM systems in this thesis in the category of semantic SLAM
frameworks which we called direct semantic SLAMs. It means the objects and structures
are integrated directly in the bundle-adjustment of SLAM, in addition to the tracking
phase in the front-end, that yields more globally consistent large scale maps. One of
the key enablers of this achievement is the deploying of coarse representations (dual
quadrics) for objects. We integrated fine reconstructions later in a parallel pipeline
on top of the quadrics, however those fine point-cloud models are not involved in the
back-end bundle-adjustment.
Recent achievements in 3D model reconstruction or hallucination of objects from
single image using CNNs ([7, 6]) provide proper tools to represent objects in high-
dimensional latent spaces. Using these latent representations directly in the factor graph
formulation of a SLAM framework can be a potential future direction of our work.
However real-time incremental optimization of the factor graph with the presence of


















Fig. 6.3 The recent achievements in 6D pose prediction of objects from single RGB
images, such as [16] which we adopted the left image from, encourage the future work
to impose additional prior factor for the 6D pose of the object, separate from the shape
as shown in the figure, thanks to our proposed decoupled representation for coarse
dual quadric objects. This unary factor encodes the priori knowledge about the object
pose which comes from a trained CNN.
variables living in high-dimensional manifolds is interesting yet not a widely addressed
problem.
6.2.4 Dynamic Objects in the Scene
Due to the same mentioned reason for using coarse representations of objects, future
work can explore the possibility of introducing dynamics on factor graphs and its
nodes representing objects. Recent works such as ([14, 1, 15]) try to address the
modeling of dynamic objects in dense SLAM problem, however they are limited to
small objects in room-scale environments. Imposing dynamics on quadrics as a whole
entity encapsulating the pose and extent of the object can be exploited to estimate
the state of the objects in the factor graph along with their dynamic behavior. An
immediate benchmark for evaluating this scenario can be modeling cars with their
associated dynamics in outdoor scenes.
6.2.5 From Scene Graph to Factor Graph
In our thesis, we proposed new landmarks and constraints as a graph which is optimized
in the back-end of SLAM and accordingly we proposed appropriate components in the
front-end to extract the topology of the graph with reasonable initializations from the
raw input imagery. The hypothesis generation for introducing constraints, particularly
between landmarks (such as Manhattan assumption, supporting affordances), was







Fig. 6.4 The future work can utilize the inferred high-level scene graph from a trained
deep net, such as [2] which we adopted the left image from, in order to identify the
topology of the factor graph in the back-end of SLAM problem and introduce geometric
or semantic constraints based on this scene graph, instead of using heuristics or ad-hoc
mechanisms to generate hypotheses. The scene graph encodes high-level geometric and
semantic relationships.
based on geometric or semantic state of the map and some ad-hoc heuristics. Recently
some works such as ([2, 8, 4]) attempt to encode the spatial and semantic relationships
of the objects or structural entities of the scene in a so called scene graph, as shown
in Fig 6.4. One of the intriguing future direction of our work is to investigate the
possibilities of translating those scene graphs directly to factor graphs in the back-end
of the SLAM problem. In that case, instead of using heuristics to estimate the topology
of the factor graph, connections between variables and factor nodes will be established
more robustly based on the trained CNNs for encoding relational scene graphs.
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